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Chapter 1

THE PRODUCTION OF HIGH QUALITY DATA
BY ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES

SUMMARY
In the production of analytical data, there are interactions between the laboratory, the user of
the results and the object that has to be analyzed The desired or required quality of the analytical data
evolves from these interactions An important aspect of data quality Is their mutual comparability A
number of aspects that have to be considered in this respect are discussed Also, the elements that are
included in the quantitative validation of analytical data as well as the development of an expert system
based validation system are addressed
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INTRODUCTION
An analytical laboratory should have as its main goal the production of high
quality data. The quality of analytical data can be defined by the extent to which the
data satisfy the requirements that follow from the specific purpose or intended use of
the analytical results. Thus, the quality of analytical measurements depends on the
utilization of the produced data. This means that results, that are of sufficient quality
in one situation, can be useless in another. The production of analytical data is an
activity that is related to environment from which the analytical problem evolved [1].
The requirements for a certain analysis should be determined in a dialogue between
the producer and user of the data. The purpose of the analytical data follows from the
relation between the environment and the measured object (the sample), e.g. the
characterization, monitoring or control of products and processes. Also, from the
specific properties of the measured object and of the measuring system, requirements
can be derived, e.g. sample size and detection limit. In figure 1 the relations between
the environment, the measuring system and the measured object are shown. From
these relations result the desired or demanded quality and the attainable quality for
a particular analysis.

Measuring System
(laboratory)

Measured Object
(product, process)

Environment
(e.g. chemical plant)

Figure 1: The relations for arriving at the requirements for the analysis (after [1])
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The above definition of quality involves a comparison of the value of one or
more characteristics to the required values For the user of the analytical data only a
few performance characteristics are of interest, which comprise the possible errors in
the data (precision and accuracy), the time between the submission of the samples
and the results to become available, and the costs associated with the analysis In
many instances, the errors of the data are the most important of these Within the
laboratory a large number of parameters can be identified that have a, direct or
indirect, influence on the performance of the analysis Parameters that have a direct
influence on the performance are the signal to noise ratio, selectivity, specificity,
dynamic range, detection limit, calibration procedure, ruggedness and stability These
parameters are not independent, there are interactions between the parameters For
instance, the detection limit depends on the noise level, a proper choice of a (curved)
calibration function may increase the dynamic range, or a poor selectivity can be
remedied by using a multivariate calibration technique Most of these influences can
be described by statistical techniques Also, the equipment, the used chemicals and
the person that performs the analysis have their influence on the quality of the results
This influence can be quantified, but can generally not be foreseen Furthermore, a
number of qualitative parameters can be referred to, like practicability, transferability,
difficulty and safety of the analysis The analytical chemist must take all these
parameters in consideration in the selection of a method to perform the analysis with
This method will have to satisfy the agreed quality requirements
In this context the sampling is not considered as part of the analysis However,
it is recognized that the sampling errors can be substantial and that this influences the
requirements imposed on the analysis

COMPARABLE ANALYTICAL RESULTS
The errors in analytical data can be subdivided in random errors and systematic
errors Random errors are inevitable, but can be reduced, for instance, by repeated
measurements This is not the case for systematic errors Systematic errors can not
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be reduced by repeated measurements, but only by removing the cause of it. In
practice this is not always fully accomplished. Ttie presence of a systematic error can
bring about that the results produced by an analytical laboratory are not comparable
to the results of another other laboratory. A number of things can be done to improve
this situation. Some aspects that have to be considered in this context are described
below and include: standardization, GLP and accreditation, compatibility and
traceability, reference materials, and proficiency testing.

Standardization
An improvement of the agreement between measurement results obtained
under different conditions can be achieved by using the same standardized analytical
procedures and techniques. This implies that a consensus must be attained on which
method is most adequate for the specific purpose of an analysis. Standard methods
of analysis are for instance published by the Association of Official Analytical Chemists
(AOAC) [2]. The organization that is concerned with standardization on a world-wide
basis is the ISO (International Organization for Standardization, Geneva, Swiss). On
European level these activities are coordinated by the CEN (Commission Européenne
de Normalisation, Brussels, Belgium).
The concept of standardization of analytical methods has some drawbacks.
The main objection is that it is rather inflexible. It takes a long period of time before a
method has been approved and, consequently, standardization organizations can not
catch up with the latest developments. A more general and flexible way of describing
standards is by using criteria for the performance of the method. The paper by
Sweeney on the automated determination of direct available P,Os in fertilizers was a
first step towards that objective [3]. The described criteria concern the calibration
model and calibration error, the recovery, the masking of a specified interference, the
instrument stability, and the accuracy based on reference materials.
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GLP and accreditation
In 1972-1974 some incidents occurred with research laboratories in the USA
The validity of a number of their study reports was questionable Because of this, the
FDA (Food and Drug Administration, USA) in 1976 issued 'Good Laboratory Practice'
(GLP) regulations In 1979 the final regulations came into force GLP concerns the
organization and the circumstances under which laboratory research is planned,
conducted, monitored, registered and reported Since then, a number of other
governmental authorities in the USA and in other countries have issued similar
regulations The OECD Principles of Good Laboratory Practice [4], which have been
accepted by the OECD council on may 12, 1981, resulted from these activities in
european context GLP regulations are mandatory for certain groups of laboratories,
and its mam goal is the protection of man and his environment from toxic chemicals
An attendant consequence of the developments mentioned above is the
growing interest in the development and application of quality control and quality
assurance programs, also in those laboratories that do not fall under GLP regulations
At the moment, in many countries laboratory accreditation programs exist, on a
voluntary basis In most cases the accreditation is given for frequently performed tests
Generally, the motive is an improvement of a laboratory's position among competitors
The objective in both cases is to organize the laboratory in such a way that
the number of errors and mistakes is reduced to a minimum This means that a
thorough quality system has to be established A substantial number of quality
management and quality assurance standards have been issued all over the world A
great deal of effort has been put in the harmonization of the different standards The
basis for this is the ISO-9000 series of standards [5]

Compatibility and traceability
Compatibility of the analytical results can only be obtained if the analysis is
placed in a framework that is based on accuracy This implies that every operational
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step in the analytical procedure can be traced to a 'true' value of the considered
property. If all these step are performed without errors, then compatibility is the result.
In this context only non-random errors (systematic errors) are considered. In practice,
random errors are always present, although they can be brought back to a very low
level. The consequence is that exact compatibility can never be obtained, but also that
exacl compatibility is unnecessary. The compatibility should be within certain bounds.
These bounds are to be agreed upon by the laboratories that want to compare their
analytical results. In general, for the production of quantitative analytical data three
important parts of a measuring proces must be present [6]:
• A general accepted system of units, like the S.l.-system.
• Methods of well defined accuracy, by which the connection to other units can
be made in an unambiguous way.
• Reference materials that are certified for the considered properties.
In order to be able to transport accuracy through large and complicated structures,
it is necessary to have a hierarchy of reference materials and reference methods. The
various important aspects of the hierarchical structure of a measurement system are
discussed by a number of authors (e.g. [6,7,8,9,10,11]). An idealized measuring
system based on accuracy is shown in figure 2.
Traceability literally means the ability to trace, and hence implies the existence
of un unbroken, identifiable, and demonstrable pathway [12]. The concept of
traceability ensures that the analytical results can be linked directly to the basic
measurement units (S.l.-system). This concept is the basis of a metrologica! approach
of measuring. Quantitative analysis consists of many stages. Each of these stages
requires a metrologica! verification. For instance, the verification of the readings of an
analytical balance is done by means of periodic calibration using standard weights.
Likewise, all the other stages of the analysis can be verified. Such schemes are called
block-verification or unit-by-unit checking [7]. The use of calibrated glassware and
calibrated instruments are examples of this type of verification. In good analytical
practice these verifications are common practice. However, it is very hard to check
all stages of the analysis by means of a suitable block-verification. Therefore, another
type of verification called overall-verification is often applied. In this type of verification
the analysis is regarded as a black-box and only the input and output of the
6

FELD AMPLICATIONS

Figure 2: An idealized accuracy based measurement system (after [11]).

measuring proces are considered. For quantitative analytical measurements this is a
very valuable concept, because it facilitates a rapid check on the accuracy of the
results. The way to realize overall-verification is found in the use of reference materials
and reference methods. It should be understood that an effective traceabillty can only
be accomplished by a very thorough verification scheme that, were possible, includes
elements of block verification and an overall-verification.
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Reference materials
Figure 2 shows a general hierarchical structure of a measurement system
From an analytical-chemical point of view the concept of the measuring system is
often somewhat simplified [8,9] Ttie view on the problem of accuracy is focussed on
the part with which analytical chemists are most concerned reference materials From
this viewpoint a strategy can be used, that contains the following elements [9]
•

building accuracy into reference materials,

• transfer of accuracy by the application of reference materials to the
measurement system, and
• safeguarding the accuracy level reached by continuous quality control
The building of accuracy into reference materials is usually performed by centrally
operating agencies In figure 2 two types of reference materials are mentioned pnmary
reference materials and secondary reference materials A primary reference material
is usually produced by a national standards laboratory or other organization having
legal authorization, whereas a secondary reference material is produced by commercial
manufacturers, professional societies, trade associations, etc For primary reference
materials the highest attainable accuracy, consistent with economic constraints and
end-use requirements is strived for For the case of secondary reference materials the
accuracy should be a factor 3 to 10 higher than the field use requirements The major
end-use is indicated in figure 2, for both kinds of materials The cost to the user are
typically 5 to 50 times higher for primary reference materials compared to secondary
[10]. Reference materials are, for instance, produced by the National Institute for
Standards and Technology (NEST, USA, the former NABS) and the Bureau
Cummuneautaire de Référence (BCR, Brussels).
The setup of a full measuring system is an impossible task for the majority of
the analytical laboratories It is also undesirable, because most of the work has already
been done by the manufacturers of reference materials Consequently, reference
materials are very important for analytical laboratories to attain and maintain accuracy
in their measurements Unfortunately, there is a shortage of reliable reference materials
[13,14,15]
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Proficiency testing
Proficiency testing is a form of an interlaboratory study, in which a sample is
sent for analysis to a number of laboratories The analyses should be performed
according to the customary procedures of that laboratory The results of the analyses
are compared This may provide an insight in the interlaboratory and the intralaboratory errors An examination of the results of over 50 interlaboratory collaborative
studies conducted by the AOAC on the analysis of foods for trace constituents showed
that the intralaboratory error is about one-half to two-third of the interlaboratory error
[16] A similar ratio has been found for methods used in clinical chemistry [17]

THE QUANTITATIVE VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS
The validation of the results of analytical methods is becoming more important
as higher data quality is desired In the section above a number of procedures and
techniques have been mentioned that can be utilized in development of a system for
the quantitative validation of analytical results A quantitative validation means the
quality of the results is quantified by means of a criterion, that influences on the quality
are evaluated, and that results are judged on their suitability for the specific purpose.
The judgement on the suitability is performed by a comparison of the found criterion
value to the required value In practice, the precision and, to a lesser extend, the bias
of the results are used to quantify their quality For many situations, it is more desirable
to have a single measure for quantification The development of such a single measure
is described in chapter 2 of this thesis This measure comprises both the random error
and the systematic error of the data
In figure 3 a schematic reproduction of an analytical procedure is shown The
sample is used as the input of an analytical method, which results in a certain
response Next, the response of the analytical method has to be processed to yield
an analytical result The response of the analytical method has a number of
characteristics As characteristics can be identified
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CALIBRATION STANDARDS
UNKNOWN SAMPLES
REFERENCE MATERIALS
SPIKED SAMPLES etc.

SAMPLE

ANALYTICAL
METHOD

1

RESPONSE

CHARACTERISTICS

TT MEASUREMENTS
KNOWLEDGE

PROCESSING
PROCEDURE

ANALYTICAL
RESULTS
Figure 3: A schematic representation of an analytical procedure.

•

the variance model of the response,

•

the appropriate model for the calibration function,

•

the sensitivity for other components in the sample, besides the analyte
finterferences and matrix-effects), and

•

the influence of time (drift-effects).

These characteristics, in combination with the processing procedure (e.g. calibration),
determine the quality of the results. The evaluation of the characteristics is part of a
validation procedure. Also, an incorrect or unfitting selection of the processing
procedures has an uncontrollable effect on the quality of the analytical results.
Therefore, it is of vital importance to match the processing procedure of an analysis
to its characteristics.
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The calibration procedure plays an important role in the validation process An
incorrect calibration procedure renders the results of the analyses unreliable and thus
useless The calibration procedures that are most commonly used are based on
regression procedures that involve the minimahzation of the sum of squared errors
These regression procedures are optimal, with respect to the variance in the estimated
parameters, when the random variations in the measurements (the noise) follow a
normal (or Gaussian) distribution Generally, it is assumed that this condition is
satisfied in analytical chemistry, but some studies showed that this is not always the
case [18,19,20] If the noise distribution is non-normal, the least squares estimator may
give less optimal results In chapter 3, the evaluation of a robust regression procedure,
that is less sensitive to the actual noise distribution, is described
Another crucial part of the calibration procedure is the selection of the
calibration model Statistical procedures exist for testing the adequacy or the lack of
fit of possible models (e g [21,22]) An efficient use of a lack of fit test puts some
requirements on the experimental designs used with it For the specific case of
calibrating analytical methods, no objective criteria were available for the construction
of experimental designs This problem has been addressed in chapter 4
The use of a standard calibration curve implies that the method is fully selective
(no interferences present) and that the matrix of the sample does not influence the
measurement (no matrix-effect) Also, no account is taken for a time dependency of
the analyses (no drift) These assumption will have to be checked on their validity
The aim of this research is to develop a system for the quantitative validation
of analytical data, in which the elements mentioned above are incorporated For the
development of such a validation system, it is not sufficient to build an conventional
computer program in which the necessary procedures and tests are present The
application of validation procedures also requires some expert knowledge One has
to know when to use which procedure or test, how to apply it in a particular situation,
and how to interpret the results of it In order to be able to answer these questions,
knowledge has to be available about statistics and mathematics and about specific
subjects concerning the validation of analytical data This knowledge can be
incorporated in a computer system by making use of expert system based
programming techniques An expert system is distinguished from ordinary computer
programs by two mam features [23]
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• expert systems use heuristics (inspired guesses, or rules of thumb) in arriving
at a solution, and
• expert systems are data-driven, and not procedure-driven
An expert system program is designed to perform the tasks of an expert it embodies
expert knowledge and has the ability to use that knowledge to solve problems Hence,
the building of an expert system based program for the quantitative validation of
analytical data provides the user with both the necessary knowledge and tools to
increase the quality of the produced analytical results
In this thesis the development of such an expert system based program is
described This thesis also contains results of the development and evaluation of a
number of related procedures and tools, as well in the field of statistics and
mathematics as for the handling of the knowledge in the system
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Chapter 2

CRITERION FOR QUANTIFYING OF THE RELIABILITY
OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS
IN METHOD DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION1

SUMMARY
An important characteristic In judging analytical results for their suitability for a specific use, is
the reliability of the results A procedure is developed to quantify the reliability in a single measure the
maximum total error This measure compnses both the bias and the precision of the results and takes
account for the statistical uncertainty of these estimates The applicability of the procedure in method
development as well as In method evaluation is Illustrated by means of a practical example, the flowmjectlon determination of orthophosphate

1
This chapter is published as R Wolters and G Kateman, 'Criterion for Quantifying the Reliability
of Analytical Results in Method Development and Evaluation, Analytica Chimica Acta, 207 (1988) 111123
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INTRODUCTION
In modem practice, an extensive number of methods is available for solving
the various analytical problems. This number is further increasing as a result of the
introduction of newly developed methods. Because of the wide variety of methods, it
is not uncommon for an analytical chemist to have several candidate methods at his
disposal for solving a particular analytical problem. The candidate methods have to be
judged on their applicability for the specific problem and the most appropriate one has
to be selected. In order to make this decision in a justifiable manner it is necessary to
be able to quantify the performance of the method and to compare this performance
to an objective criterion.
In most cases the analytical laboratory is a service department. This implies
that two parties are involved: one of these will provide the results of the analysis and
the other will use them. Both make demands on the quality of the analysis. The
demands that are made by the user concern only the quality of the analytical results.
This quality is determined by three characteristics:
• the reliability of the results,
• the time elapsed between the submission of the sample and the production of
the results,
• and the costs of the analysis.
The analytical chemist has to choose the method in accord with these demands. The
last two characteristics are not only dependent on the analytical method used, but are
also greatly influenced by other factors, such as the organization of the laboratory. The
first characteristic, however, depends largely on the analytical method and this will be
the main characteristic for the analytical chemist to use in the selection of the
appropriate method. The accepted level of reliability, i.e., the maximum tolerated error,
has to be stipulated by the user of the results and should be related to the specific
purpose of the analysis. The maximum tolerated error must be specified for the range
of values that can be attained by the quantity that has to be determined (henceforth,
the 'quantity that has to be determined' will be denoted by 'concentration').
In the evaluation of the reliability of analytical results the agreement should be
considered between the measured value and the actual (true) value. It is assumed that
16

a true value exists and that an unbiased estimate of it can be obtained with a
reasonable precision Many possible ways of assessing the true value are covered in
an extensive review by Sheavich [1] on the metrologica! aspects of quantitative
analysis A true value, for instance, can be obtained by using primary standards,
standard reference materials or reference methods, but in most cases the choice of
a particular value is still essentially arbitrary
It is generally recognized that the reliability of analytical results can be
characterized by two measures a measure for the dispersion around a central location
and a measure for the deviation of the central location from the true value
Different terms have been used to designate the first measure, e g 'precision',
'analytical variability', 'random error', 'reproducibility', 'repeatability' Precision appears
to be the most widely used and is preferred in this thesis Precision is defined as the
standard deviation of a series of replicate measurements The used data should be
related to the situation for which the precision is calculated It should also be clear
which sources of variability are included in the measure For example, if the analysis
is performed by several analysts, data produced by all these analysts should be used,
if recalibration is prescribed after a certain period, the precision should be calculated
over that period The second measure is most often denoted as 'bias' or 'systematic
error', 'bias' is preferred here Bias is defined as the difference between the arithmetic
mean of the replicates and the true value The term 'accuracy' is sometimes used for
this measure [2], but the same word is also used for the total analytical error, including
both bias and precision [3,4]
In method development it is important to assess and estimate particular sources
of bias (e g calibration, interference, drift) and to eliminate them, but bias can often not
be removed entirely However, this does not mean that the method is unfit for practical
use It should be kept m mind that not the statistical significance of the bias is of vital
importance, but the significance for the user of the analytical results In most cases the
user of the results is not interested in the different components of error, but he thinks
rather in terms of total analytical error Therefore it is useful to consider a measure for
the reliability of analytical results that compnses both bias and precision Such a
measure can be used as a criterion for the analytical chemist in selecting a method
Several of these measures have been proposed in the literature, but they possess
some undesirable properties In this chapter a newly developed criterion will be
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presented, that can be used as a tool in method development and evaluation. This
criterion is applied to a practical example, viz. the flow-injection analysis of
orthophosphate in water.

EARLIER PROPOSED MEASURES
In this section, three earlier proposed measures for the reliability of analytical
results are discussed.

Negentropy
Information theoretical techniques were used by Eckschlager and Stëpanek
[5] to define a measure of negentropy. This measure characterizes both precision
and bias of normally distributed results of quantitative analysis. It is based on the
Kerridge-Bongard measure of inaccuracy [6,7], which is defined as:

xz
H[p\q)
x

qW logb[p(x)] dx ,

(1)

l

where H(p\q) is the information gained by going from an a priori distribution q(x) to
an a posteriori distribution p(x). In the following natural logarithm will be used (i.e.
b-e) and therefore the units of the equations will be nits.
It is assumed that both distributions are normal; p(x) is the distribution of the
analytical measurements with Ν(μ,σ ) and <j(x) is the distribution of the true value
with Ν(ί» 0 ,σ 0 2 ). Then equation (1) takes the form:
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(σ 0 )
H{p\q) = 1η[σ.7(2π)] + - ϊ

+ (β-βα)
ϋ2a ¿

(2)

The negative of this value is called negentropy, A (p | q), and defines a measure of the
reliability of the results
A(p\q) - -H(p\q)

(3)

When it is assumed that the true value is well known, with precision σ0«σ and the bias
is denoted by S-ß-ß*, the equation used by Eckschlager and ètëpanek is obtained

A(p\q) - 1η{1/[σ./(2π)]} - hWo)2•

(4)

The measure, as defined above, is related to the information content of analytical
results The negentropy attains higher values for results containing more information
The unit of A(p\q) is expressed in nits (or bits with ¿>=2) This unit however does not
give direct information on the reliability of the results by means of a concentration or
a relative amount and therefore does not correspond very well to the analytical
practice Furthermore for relatively equally accurate results of determinations different
values are obtained
For a fixed value of 5 it is possible to find two values of σ with the same A(p\q).
An optimum for σ is found at the value a=&. For instance, for an analytical result with
σ=0 5 mg/l and 6 = 1 mg/l one finds A{p\q) =11 59 The same value can be obtained
for σ=3 55 mg/l This ambiguity is undesirable

Total Error
Another criterion that can be used for the evaluation of analytical results is the
so-called total error (T) This measure was defined by McFarren ef al [8] by the
formula

Τ

abs(S) + 2σ

"о

. ιοο% .

(5)
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It was used to judge analytical methods on their acceptability [8,9] A method was
qualified as excellent when the total error was less than 25% A method with a total
error between 25% and 50% was considered acceptable, and methods that gave a
total error greater then 50% were judged unacceptable The same measure was used
by Aronsson ef al [10] as a measure of goodness of estimate in the evaluation of
analytical procedures The criterion of total error has been discussed by several
authors [11-13]
The confidence limits of the total error are claimed to be 95 5% [8], as a result
of the factor 2 in equation (5) For 95% confidence limits this factor is 1 960 However,
this statement is only valid for S-0. For large values of 5 (say ί>3) virtually all of the
normally distnbuted results will be on one side of the true value In this case a

SE-О

МТБ

МТБ
Figure 1 The transition of a two-sided confidence limit to a one-sided confidence limit with Increasing
SE, in the determination of the MTE
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one-sided significance limit is appropriate, rather than a two-sided one, as is illustrated
by figure 1 This results in a distance of 1 65*σ beyond the mean for 95% a confidence
interval For smaller values of 6 an intermediate value has to be selected This situation
was recognized by Midgley [13], who redefined the total error to
abs(4) + ζ(ί/σ).σ
Г .

. юох ,

(6)

β

0

where z{S/o) is the critical value that sets the limits for a 95% confidence interval for
a relative bias of S/a. Midgley gives an approximate manner for the determination of
z(S/a). In this chapter a formula will be presented for the calculation of more accurate
values In the case of a relatively large bias the modified criterion allows for a slightly
higher standard deviation for the same total error
The criterion of total error has an advantage over the measure of negentropy
in that it gives direct information on the errors in the analytical results A disadvantage,
however, is the fact that no account is taken of the statistical uncertainty in the
calculated values of σ and ί. For a small number of measurements ( <20) this
uncertainty can be considerable Therefore it is very dangerous to use the criterion of
total error in the judgement on the acceptability of analytical methods

Total Analytical Error
The fact that estimates of the analytical errors themselves are subject to a
degree of uncertainty was recognized by Westgard et al [14] He recommended that
the analytical errors should be expressed as an interval estimate, rather than a point
estimate In this case the results are judged acceptable when the upper limit of the
analytical error is below a user-specified critical value, and judged unacceptable when
the lower limit is above the critical value When the critical value falls in the uncertainty
interval, more measurements are needed for a conclusive judgement

Five

performance criteria were presented, for different kinds of analytical errors A
distinction was made between random error, proportional error, constant error,
systematical error, and total error The latter criterion, total error, is the most
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demanding one. It comprises both a random error component and a systematic error
component.
The random error was defined by means of the standard deviation of replicate
measurements on a sample (preferably >20). The calculated standard deviation (s) is
an estimate of the real value (σ), due to the limited number of data. For the calculation
of upper and lower 95% confidence limits of σ from the estimated s tabulated
multiplication factors [15] were used. Next, the interval of random error is found
through multiplication of these limits by the z-value for a two-sided confidence interval
of 95% (z-1.960). This method is not entirely correct, for the same reason as was
explained for the original total error criterion of McFarren et al. [В].
The systematic error component was assessed by analyzing a number of actual
samples (>40) by both the method under evaluation and a reference method. The
mean systematic error at some concentration level was estimated through a simple
linear regression analysis of these data. The regression line gives the average test
value for a certain reference value. For a specified significance level the uncertainty in
this value can be calculated by means of common statistical techniques (e.g. [16,17]).
Together with the difference the average test value and the reference value an upper
and a lower limit for the systematic error were calculated.
Next, the intervals of random error and systematic error were combined in one
interval of total error. The way in which the total error was calculated is not entirely
correct, as was discussed by Levine and Miller [18]. Some other problems of the
procedure described above are that:
• no account is taken for uncertainty in the reference method,
• the relationship between test and reference value is assumed to be linear,
• and the variance is assumed to be constant throughout the concentration-range.
TTiese problems can be solved by using more sophisticated methods of regression,
but this will complicate the procedure. Another problem results from the convex shape
of the confidence belt around a regression line. Because of this the uncertainty in the
systematic error increases towards the ends of the concentration-range, even if all
samples are evenly distributed over this range.
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MAXIMUM TOTAL ERROR

Notwithstanding the difficulties mentioned above, the concept of a measure for
the total error, including an upper and a lower limit, is a very promising approach for
the evaluation of analytical results Therefore, a relatively simple and versatile
procedure is developed for the assessment of such a measure, which is not hampered
by the problems mentioned above
This measure is called the 'Maximum Total Error' (MTE) It can best be
understood as the maximum difference between a measured value and the true value
that can occur with a probability of 95% The estimate of this performance
characteristic will be given by means of an upper and a lower limit Both limits are
defined by a one-sided confidence limit of 95%, which means that the interval
represents a probability of 90%
The maximum total error is composed of two components, viz the random
error (RE) and the systematic error (SE) Both components are again defined by an
upper and a lower limit (RE(i/) and RE(/) respectively SE(ty) and SE(/) ) The limits are
then defined by a one-sided confidence limit of 97 5%
The random error component is calculated from replicate measurements on a
sample From the estimate of the standard deviation of the measurements (SD) a 95%
confidence limit is calculated, through multiplication by the appropriate critical /-value
for the noncentral normal distribution (z(S/a)) at a significance level of 0 05 and for a
given value of (ί/σ). The value of the factor ζ can be obtained by a numerical
evaluation of the following equation for different values of 4:
'+z
l/y(27t).exp[-Hu-i) 2 ] du » 0.95 .

(7)

, -ζ

The dependency of ζ on S/a is depicted in figure 2 This relation can be approximated
by the following formula
ζ(ί/σ) - 1.645 + 0 315 exp[-3.12 (ί/σ) -2.38 [S/a)2]

.

(8)
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function of 4/σ

The fit of the data is better than 5 0x10^ The bias (ί=μ-/ι0) can be estimated m the
way that is explained in the next paragraph Because the exact standard deviation (σ)
is unknown, its estimate (SD) must be used This estimate is based on a limited number
of measurements, hence its uncertainty has to be taken into account also This
uncertainty is assessed by means of the χ /df-distribution
RE(u) = zWSDbSD.l/ytx'd-a.dO/df] ,
2

RE(7) - z(i/SD).SD.l/y[x (a,df)/df] .

(9)
(10)

where χ (l-a,df)/df denotes the 'chi-square over degrees of freedom' for a
significance level of (1-е) and df degrees of freedom (here ot-0.025). The random
error is in general dependent on the concentration, therefore it has to be determined
for several concentration-levels
The systematic error component is calculated m a way that differs considerably
from Westgard ef a/ [14] and will be outlined below A number of samples is selected
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of which the true concentration is known The concentration may be known because
the sample is a Certified Reference Sample or because it is analyzed by means of a
reference method The samples should be spread over the entire concentration range
and must be representative of the unknown samples The known samples are
analyzed a number of times (n) From the results of these analyses the mean
concentration (μ) and the standard deviation (SD (μ)) are calculated for each sample
The difference between the mean and the true value (д0) is an estimate of the
systematic error The uncertainty interval is determined by the usual statistical
technique
SE(u) = (μ-μ 0 ) + t(l-a,df).(l/7n).SD(M)

,

(11)

SE(7) - (μ-μ 0 ) - t(l-a,df).(l/Jn).50(μ)

,

(12)

where t(l-e,df) denotes the Student-t value for a significance level of (1-or) and df
degrees of freedom (a-0.025) If the uncertainty of the true value is not negligible with
respect to SD (μ), it should also be taken into account in the systematic error
To obtain the measure of maximum total error, the intervals of random error
and systematic error must be combined Because both estimates result from
independent measurements the uncertainty intervals can be combined linearly The
sign of the maximum total error is generally of no interest to the user, hence the
absolute value of the systematic error should be considered This leads to the following
equation for the upper limit of the MTE
MTE(u) - RE(u) + max{abs[SE{u)], abs[SE(7)]) .

(13)

The equation for the lower limit of the MTE depends on whether the interval of the
systematic error contains the value SE=0 If it does not contain SE=0 then the
smallest of the absolute values of both limits should be used as the systematic error
component If it does contain SE=0, then the systematic error component equals
zero
for SE(7)>0 or SE(u)<0:
MTE(7) » RE(7) + inin{abs[SE(o)], abstSEi?)]),

(14)
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for SE(7)<0<SE(ü)
MTE(7) » RE(;) + 0

(15)

The maximum total error as derived above can advantageously be used as an
aid for a judgement on the acceptability of analytical results Also, it can be of help in
the improvement of analytical procedures, as will be seen in an example It should be
remembered that the calculated MTE is only valid for the conditions under which the
data were obtained, and that it can not be transferred to, for instance, other
instruments or laboratories

PRACTICAL APPLICATION
As a practical example, the measure of maximum total error is applied to the
flow-injection analysis of orthophosphate m water samples The phosphate was
determined by means of the molybdate/ascorbic-acid method The experimental
conditions and instrumental set-up were similar to those described by Basson [19],
except that the sample decomposition step was omitted The analysis was conducted
under control of an Apple-ll micro computer, as described by Dohmen and Thijssen
[20] Slight adjustments have been made in the timing, so that one analysis took about
60 seconds The computer controlled the sample changer and injection valve, signal
recording and calculation of peak areas In this configuration the system was able to
function for some hours without supervision
Calibration standards were prepared by dissolving KgHPC^ (p a quality) in
demmeralized water at concentrations of 0, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 and 48 mg P/l The
analysis system is rather sensitive to drift and is therefore recalibrated frequently The
analysis cycle chosen consisted of
• measuring all calibration samples,
• and then measuring 7 unknown samples
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Table 1: Measured peak areas of standards tor 16 consecutive calibrations. The given values are
arbitrary units.

Concentration (mg/1)
run#

0

8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.73
0.37
0.71
0.47
0.56
0.48
0.58
0.59
0.38
0.57
0.32
0.71
0.28
0.60
0.29
0.46

33.76
33.88
34.14
34.49
34.72
34.73
34.46
34.70
34.74
34.98
34.21
34.49
34.34
34.32
34.43
34.23

16
69.12
68.64
68.84
67.93
68.29
68.21
68.52
68.64
69.54
69.06
68.33
68.30
68.83
69.00
68.05
67.33

24

32

40

48

102.67
102.12
101.84
101.41
101.66
100.90
102.26
102.36
103.48
102.77
102.05
102.58
102.07
102.36
102.22
101.62

134.39
133.79
133.70
133.89
133.82
133.71
134.04
134.71
134.56
135.47
135.16
134.72
136.28
135.76
134.47
134.55

167.00
166.44
165.30
164.25
164.13
164.49
165.40
166.12
166.33
165.65
166.39
166.37
166.75
167.91
164.70
165.09

198.32
198.10
195.75
195.26
196.07
196.54
197.54
196.64
196.87
198.30
198.35
198.72
197.40
197.67
198.26
197.09

The calibration curve was determined by an ordinary least squares regression on a
first-order polynomial. To assess the quality of the results obtained by this procedure,
the maximum total error was estimated. The 7 unknown samples in the analysis cycle
were substituted by the calibration standards, in order to obtain estimates of bias and
precision. The analysis cycle was repeated 8 times, so that all standards were actually
measured 16 times. The measured peak areas are reproduced in table 1.

Estimation of Random Error
The random error (precision) of the results was estimated in the following
manner. For each concentration level the standard deviation was calculated from two
successive peak areas. The numbers were converted to concentration units through
division by the slope of the calibration line. These standard deviations were averaged
over the 8 cycles, which resulted in an estimate of precision for each concentration
level, with 8 degrees of freedom. From these estimates the random error was
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Table 2: Results of the calculation of the Maximum Total Error, for both regression procedures. All
values are given in mg/I.

Unweighted least-squares regression/first-order

polynomial

с

SD

REO)

RE(u)

blas

SEO)

SE(u)

0
8
16
24
32
40
48

0.043
0.038
0.083
0.092
0.090
0.123
0.136

0.05
0.04
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.14
0.15

0.14
0.12
0.26
0.29
0.28
0.39
0.43

-0.36
-0.09
0.18
0.37
0.31
-0.09
-0.41

-0.44
-0.14
0.09
0.30
0.18
-0.23
-0.54

-0.28
-0.03
0.26
0.44
0.43
0.05
-0.28

MTE(l) HTE(u)
0.33
0.07
0.19
0.40
0.28
0.14
0.43

0.57
0.26
0.52
0.74
0.72
0.62
0.97

Weighted least-squares regression/second-order polynomial
с
0
8
16
24
32
40
48

SD
0.041
0.036
0.082
0.092
0.092
0.128
0.145

REO)

RE(u)

bias

SEO)

SE(u)

0.05
0.04
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.14
0.18

0.13
0.11
0.26
0.29
0.29
0.41
0.51

0.04
-0.08
-0.06
0.06
0.07
-0.10
-0.02

-0.01
-0.13
-0.13
-0.03
-0.04
-0.24
-0.20

0.09
-0.02
0.02
0.14
0.18
0.05
0.15

MTEO) MTE(u)
0.05
0.06
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.14
0.18

0.22
0.25
0.39
0.43
0.47
0.65
0.71

calculated with equations (9) and (10). The results are shown in table 2 (top half) and
figure 3a.

Estimation of Systematic Error
The flow-injection procedure as described above produced 8 different
concentration estimates at each concentration level. From these concentrations, the
mean and the standard deviation were computed. The concentrations of the standards
were used as the true values, and the inaccuracy in these concentrations was
assumed to be negligible. Next the systematic error was calculated from equations (11 )
and (12). The results are shown in table 2 (top half) and figure 3b.
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Figure 3. The Maximum Total Error, in the case of an unweighted least squares regression on a
first-order polynomial (units of both axes in mg/l) (A) RE, (B) SE, (С) MTE In (C) (

) accepted

level of reliability.

Estimation of Maximum Total Error
After both components were computed, the maximum total error was easily
calculated from equations (13), (14) and (15). The results are shown in table 2 (top
half) and figure 3c.
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Figure За shows that the random error in the results is not constant over the
concentration range, i.e. it increases significantly with the concentration. Consequently,
it was not correct to use the unweighted regression procedure. Instead, weighing
factors should be given to the data points. Appropriate weighing factors are the
reciprocals of the variance at each concentration [17].
From figure 3b it is apparent that a statistically significant bias exists over the
major part of the concentration range. Obviously, the used calibration model is
inadequate for describing the relation between the observed peak areas and the
concentrations.
Considering the above findings, it should be possible to improve the quality of
the results not by changing the experimental conditions, but by using another
regression procedure. Accordingly, the calculations on the data from table 1 were
performed again, but this time by a weighted least squares regression procedure on
a second-order polynomial. The weights used were the reciprocals of the variance at
the different concentration levels. In order to obtain a smooth approximation of the
weights, a straight line fit of the standard deviation listed in table 2 on the concentration
is performed. The error in the estimate of the standard deviation is proportional to its
value. Hence, a weighted regression procedure is appropriate. The weights that were
used are the reciprocals of the squares of the standard deviations calculated from the
fitted line. Because these values are not known in advance, an iterative procedure has
to be used with the standard deviations from table 2 (top half) as starting values. The
final result of the iterations was:
SD(c) - 0.0389 + 0.00195 * с

(16)

where SD(c) is the standard deviation at concentration c. The results of the
recalculation of the maximum total error are shown in table 2 (bottom half) and
figure 4. The reliability of the results of the analytical method has been improved
considerably. The bias is reduced substantially and is significant with a one-sided
confidence limit of 97.5% only at the concentration level of 8 mg/l. The maximum total
error is narrowed by up to 0.36 mg/l.
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DISCUSSION AND

CONCLUSIONS

In the evaluation of measures that have been proposed in literature for the
reliability of analytical results, it became apparent that all of them have some features
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that render them unsuitable for practical use The measure of total error that has been
presented in this chapter, however, seems to be a powerful tool in method
development and evaluation Here, the maximum total error was calculated for a
confidence limit of 95% This value has been chosen rather arbitrarily, but it reflects the
common practice If desired, other confidence limits can be applied
For method development purposes it is a very useful feature that both the
random error and the systematic error component of the maximum total error are
computed separately In this way, particular sources of error can be identified and
subsequently be dealt appropriately This is shown in the practical example for the
regression procedure, but the principle can be extended to other sources of error,
e g matrix-effect, interferences, drift
The evaluation of analytical results by means of the maximum total error is
straightforward If the accepted level of reliability is defined for the speafic purpose,
the plot of MTE vs concentration shows directly whether the results obtained by the
method under examination are acceptable or not For example, if the accepted level
of reliability of the above analytical procedure for some specified purpose is defined
as 0 25 mg/l for concentration c=0 mg/l, 0 75 mg/l for c=48 mg/l, and linearly
interpolated values between, then figure 3c shows that the results at a concentration
level near c=0 are not acceptable, because the lower limit of the MTE is above 0 25
mg/l This renders the method unsuitable for the specific purpose Figure 3c also
illustrates the danger of using too few concentration levels in the measurements If, in
this case, the measurements would have been done only at 8 and 40 mg/l, then the
results would have been judged acceptable, which is incorrect, as has been shown
above By changing the regression procedure the results are improved in such a way
that over the entire concentration range the upper limit of the MTE is below the
accepted level of reliability (see figure 4c) Hence, with the modified regression
procedure the method does produce acceptable results It should be kept in mind,
however, that these findings are valid only for the conditions under which the data
were obtained This means that when the method is transferred to another laboratory
or to other equipment, the evaluation has to be repeated Also, if samples are to be
analyzed that contain other components than КрНРОи the MTE is no longer valid,
because the known samples that were used are not representative of the unknown
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samples The experiments will have to be done again with representative known
samples
It can be concluded that the maximum total error offers a very useful criterion
in the selection of analytical methods
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Chapter 3

THE PERFORMANCE OF LEAST SQUARES
AND ROBUST REGRESSION
IN THE CALIBRATION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS
UNDER NON-NORMAL NOISE DISTRIBUTIONS1

SUMMARY
By means of Monte-Cario simulations a comparison has been made between the ordinary least
squares regression and robust regression The robust regression procedure is based on the Huber
estimate and Is computed by means of the iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm The
performance of both procedures has been evaluated for estimation of the parameters of a calibration
function and for the determination of the concentration of unknown samples The influence of the
distributional characteristics skewness and kurtosis has been studied and also the number of
measurements used for constructing the calibration curve has been taken into account Under certain
conditions robust regression offers an advantage over least squares regression

' This chapter is published as R Wolters and G Kateman The Performance of Least Squares and
Robust Regression in the Calibration of Analytical Methods under Non normal Noise Distributions,
Journal of Chemometncs, 3 (1989) 329 342
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INTRODUCTION
In chemical analysis the analytical methods usually have to be calibrated before
they can be used to estimate some property (often the concentration of a component)
of unknown samples For this purpose the response of the method is measured for a
numoer of samples for which the regarded property is known On the basis of these
measurements a model is calculated that relates the response to the concentration
Next, this relation can be used to estimate the concentration of an unknown sample
after its response has been measured So in fact two steps are performed the
modeling of the response and the prediction of unknown concentrations
Least squares regression is a very popular and widespread statistical procedure
for obtaining the relation between response and concentration The least squares
estimate is utilized in many regression procedures It is used for univariate as well as
multivariate regression The structural form of the model may be linear (e g straight
line, polynomial) or non-linear in the parameters, in which cases the procedures are
called linear respectively non-linear least squares regression For least squares
regression it is assumed that the noise in the responses is identically distributed over
the concentration range and that the noise terms are independent of each other When
the noise is not identically distributed a weighted least squares estimate is appropriate
and when the noise is also not independent, that is the responses are correlated, a
generalized least squares estimate is available [1]
An important assumption for all these procedures is that the noise has a normal
(or Gaussian) distribution This assumption is based on the idea that the observed
noise is the result of a large number of small independent errors, resulting from e g
manipulative operations and electrical noise In analytical practice, however, these
conditions may not be met, which can result in non-normal noise distributions [2]
Clancey [3] examined some 250 error distributions, involving about 50,000 chemical
analyses of metals It was shown that only about 10-15% of the distributions could be
regarded as normal About 20% were symmetrical, but showed leptokurtosis
(kurtosis>3), 20-25% were skew distributions and the remainder were of another
shape or were irregular Non-normal distributions were also found in the analyses of
various blood constituents [4] The observed deviations of the normal distributions may
be due to the inherent properties of the analytical method or may be caused by the
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presence of one or more outliers The least squares estimate is very sensitive to
outliers An arbitrary gross error has an unbounded influence on the results Therefore
the least squares estimate is regarded non-robust with respect to the distribution
Robustness can be defined as the msensitivity to small deviations from the
assumptions In this case we are concerned with the distributional robustness, which
means that the true underlying distribution deviates slightly from the normal distribution
A robust procedure should possess the following features [5]
• It should be reasonably efficient at the assumed model,
• Small deviations from this model should impair the performance only slightly,
• Larger deviations should not cause a catastrophe
The problems associated with outliers and robustness were recognized early in the
19th century, but a systematic approach dates only from the last 20 years More
recently a number of textbooks on the subject have been published [5,6,7,8] In most
of these textbooks the emphasis is on a class of robust estimators that are called
maximum likelihood estimators (W-estimators) This is a type of estimator that
minimizes a different function of the residuals than the sum of squares, e g the sum
of absolute residuals
Applications in analytical chemistry of robust regression based on M-estimators
have been few Phillips and Eynng [9] applied an W-estimator, the biweight function of
Tukey, in regression analysis of analytical data They showed that in most cases the
efficiency of the robust regression was about the same or better than the least squares
regression Massart ef a/ [10] applied the ZJWS-estimate (least median of squares) to
a number of experimental data from the chemical literature L/WS-regression is a more
recently developed robust method, described by Rousseeuwei a/[11], for which
minimizing the sum of squares of residuals is replaced by minimizing the median of
squares of residuals The method is very resistent for a high outlier rate Up to 50%
outliers can be tolerated, because only the best half of the measurements is used for
estimating the regression coefficients
In both papers experimental data from literature have been used, for which the
noise distributions are unknown In this chapter the results of Monte Carlo simulations
will be presented The influence of the shape of the distribution has been studied by
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using symmetrical distributions with long tails as well as skew distributions Also the
influence of the number of measurements used for calibration has been investigated
In the study presented in this chapter the M-estimator as proposed by Huber [12] was
used This relatively simple estimator resembles the classical sum of least squares
estimator It differs in the fact that lower weights are assigned to measurements that
deviate more from the fitted line This concept renders the estimator robust for outliers
in the dependent variable (the response) M-estimators are not robust with respect to
outliers in the independent variable (the concentration), so-called leverage points For
calibration purposes this is not a necessity, because the design of the concentration
levels is controlled by the experimenter Calibration designs should not contain
leverage points, usually a design of equally spaced concentration levels is applied
However, in situations were outliers in the independent variable are expected, a
method should be used that is also robust in that aspect, like GM-estimators or the
LMS-estimator
Ruber's M-estimator has been studied in statistical literature extensively, under
symmetric [13] as well as asymmetric distributions [14] These Monte-Carlo studies
were carried out with sample sizes of 20 or higher This is a rather unpractical number
of calibration measurements for most analytical purposes, therefore sample sizes
ranging from 3 to 20 will be investigated here

THEORY
In this section the theory of the M-estimators will be outlined Because the
ordinary least squares estimate is in fact also a member of this class of estimates it
will be treated as well, be it in a slightly different way than usual
The objective of regression is to fit the experimental data to a model Here a
linear model will be assumed
У, - Σ (χ
в ) ,
ι
j=l
'«J J
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(1)

with y. the í t h measured response, χ. · the (1,j)

element of the design matrix

th

and в . the j

parameter of the model. The variance in the measured response is

assumed to be constant and independent of x. The fit of the data on the model is
obtained by minimizing the sum of some function (p) of the residuals (r):
r

y

i~ i-

^*І,Г

(2)

>

Σ p(r.) - min! ,
ί-1
'

(3)

or, after taking the derivatives with respect to all 8:
η

Σ v{r.}.χ.

k

- 0 ,

for k-l,...,p

(4)

In order to make equation (4) invariant to scale, an auxiliary estimate of scale (S) is
introduced:
Σ v(r,/S).x. j . = 0 ,
1K
7=1 '
'

for

k-l,...,p

(5)

So far, the theory is valid for the robust regression with M-estimates as well as for
least squares regression. The difference between both procedures lies in the choice
of the ρ- and φ-iunctions. For least squares regression these are defined as follows:
P-hr2

(6)

,

9 •r .

(7)

With these functions equation (5) turns into the following set of equations (the scaleestimate can be omitted here, because in this case the equation is scale-invariant):

2 [y,· - Σ ix.

..ß.)].χ, , - 0 ,

for Ы

ρ

(8)
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This is a set of ρ equations with ρ variables and its solution is straightforward. Written
in matrix notation this leads to the well known solution for В in the case of linear least
squares regression:
В - (χΤχΓ^Υ .

(9)

For the robust regression with the Huber estimate the p- and ((»-functions are more
complicated [15]:

r

*.M/r

for |r|s«:.S
|r|>*.S

(10)

for |r|s<f.S
|г|>*.5

(Π)

For small residues the functions are the same as for the least squares estimate, but
for larger values of r the ρ-function is modified in such a way that the contribution to
the minimization criterion is reduced. In this case the scaling factor can no longer be
omitted and a suitable robust estimate for scale has to be used. Usually the median
of absolute deviations is used (HAD). The constant к in (10) and (11) is called the tuning
constant. The value of к determines at which point the weight of the residues is
reduced and hence determines the robustness of the estimate. At very large /t-value
the estimate is equivalent to the least squares estimate. A very small *:-value gives an
estimate that is very robust, but has a low efficiency. Here a value is chosen of
k=1.345. For this *:-value the asymptotic relative efficiency is 95%, which means that
under normal distributions the variance of the least squares estimate is 95% of the
variance of the robust estimate [16].
The solution of equation (5) is no longer straightforward. The way used most
often to solve the problem is by means of an iteratively reweighted least squares
procedure (IRLS). The solution vector of В is defined as:
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В = (X^XJ'^WY ,

(12)

where w is a /»-dimensional vector of weights The weights are a function of the
residuals and of the scaling factor Generally they are defined as w = v ( r ? ) / r ;

For

the Huber estimate this results in

*/|г,|

for \ri\<k

MAD

\ri\>k

MAO

(13)

This function is shown in figure 1 The iteration procedure consists of consecutive
estimation of the MAD and, after recalculation of the weights, estimation of ß Iteration
continues until convergence is reached

1.0
.8.
.6

-k*S

0

k*S

Res ι d u a l s

Figure 1 The weight function used in the iteratlvely reweighted least squares procedure for the Huber
estimate (

) and the least squares estimate (

)
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EXPERIMENTAL
The calculation of the Huber estimate involves an iterative procedure. Hence,
a set of starting values is needed. The least squares estimate is a possible option,
but because of its non-robustness this might lead to incorrect results. Therefore a
correction has to be made to the least squares estimate [9]. The residuals are
Winsorized according to:
-1.5 MAD

г,. <-1.5 MAD
|r;.|< 1.5 MAD
г. > 1.5 MAD

r

i

1.5 MAD

(14)

The vector R^ is used in equation (9) instead of Y to obtain a p-dimensional correctionvector, which is added to the least squares estimate. This correction reduces the
effects of outliers and provides satisfactory starting values. The iterations were stopped
when the relative change in the estimated parameters was less than 1.0x10*.
For the Monte-Carlo experiments 9 different noise distributions were generated,
all of which satisfy the equation of a contaminated normal distribution:
Noise - (1-/?).Ν(0,σ 2 ) + R.H{6,cZoZ)

.

(15)

The coefficient for these distributions are tabulated in table 1, together with their
asymptotic variance, skewness, and kurtosis. Figure 2 shows the shape of these

Table 1: Parameters of the generated noise distributions.
Distr. Nr.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
42

ft
0

0.01
0.05

0.1
0.2

0.01
0.05

0.1
0.2

S

0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2

с

variance
1.00
1.08
1.40
1.80
2.60
1.04
1.19
1.36
1.64

skewness

0
0
0
0
0

0.073
0.263
0.363
0.366

kurtosis
3.00
4.63
7.65
8.33
7.54
3.14
3.38
3.36
3.04

Figure 2 Plot of the generated noise distributions

distributions The first distribution has a fraction contamination of 0 and in fact is the
normal distribution The distributions 2-5 are of symmetrical shape with more heavy
tails, and the distributions 6-9 are skew distributions
The simulation experiments on calibration were performed with each of these
distributions For the calibration-curve the following model was chosen
ßj + ß 2 .x

(16)

with y the analytical response, χ the analyte concentration, ßj the intercept of the
calibration-line and ß« the slope of the calibration-line
Because the values of the parameters 8, and ß- are not essential in this
situation, they were both set to 1 0 The measurement of a calibration standard was
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generated by calculating its response with equation (16) and superimposing noise of
the desired distribution with a variance of σ =0 001 The different numbers of
calibration standards were 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, and 20 In every case the standards
were evenly distributed over the concentration range, which was set from 0 0 to 1 0
With such a series of simulated measurements a calibration was performed, using
one of the regression procedures described above For each calibration-line also a
series of 5 measurements, at concentrations of 0 00, 0 25, 0 50, 0 75 and 1 00, were
simulated

For these measurements the corresponding concentrations were

determined using the estimated cahbration-lme The predicted concentrations, as well
as the parameters of the calibration-line, were stored for every number of observations
The simulations were repeated 2000 times per number of observations and per
distribution The same random numbers were used for every distribution, in order to
reduce the variation in the results
All simulations and calculations were performed on an IBM-AT personal
computer, equipped with a 80287 mathematical coprocessor The necessary programs
were written in Turbo Pascal (Borland)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the results of the simulations a distinction can be made between the
modeling-performance and the reliability of the predicted concentrations
First, the results concerning the modeling-performance will be presented A
suitable measure for this performance is the relative efficiency with which the
parameters of the calibration-line can be estimated The relative efficiency is defined
as the quotient of the variance under the regarded conditions with the variance under
reference conditions

E
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ref • ^ r e f / " 2 '

( 17 >

with E r the relative efficiency, a

f

the variance under reference conditions and

a the variance under the regarded conditions.
In the case of the ordinary least squares regression the efficiency of the
procedure is determined for all distributions, relative to the normal distribution In
figure 3 this relative efficiency (EN) is depicted as a function of the fraction
contamination (Я), for all the different numbers of observations The data for the
symmetrical and for the skew distributions are plotted separately (figure 3(a) and
figure 3(b) respectively). The efficiency of the variance of the parameters decreases
approximately proportionally with the inverse of the asymptotic variance, as it is listed
in table 1. This is in accordance with what could be expected

Table 2: Efficiency of parameter estimation by robust regression, relative to the least squares regression
Parameter

J

(intercept)
Number of measurements

Distr.
Mr.

3

4

5

6

8

10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.826
0.828
0.834
0.856
0.851
0.823
0.814
0.819
0.821

0.900
0.921
0.940
0.965
0.961
0.906
0.914
0.934
0.920

0.874
0.899
0.971
1.002
1.047
0.883
0.891
0.885
0.869

0.858
0.890
1.026
1.110
1.150
0.869
0.882
0.900
0.861

0.888
0.932
1.058
1.197
1.261
0.902
0.913
0.930
0.886

0.899
0.954
1.084
1.235
1.319
0.911
0.930
0.947
0.889

Parameter 2
Distr.
Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

(slope)

15

20

0.881
0.919
1.105
1.285
1.452
0.881
0.911
0.915
0.889

0.878
0.921
1.098
1.264
1.460
0.882
0.909
0.935
0.903

Number of measurements

3

4

5

6

8

10

15

20

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.952
0.956
0.958
0.957
0.949
0.953
0.951
0.952
0.951

0.870
0.896
0.956
0.981
1.019
0.872
0.878
0.876
0.868

0.866
0.894
1.009
1.078
1.110
0.878
0.893
0.922
0.878

0.881
0.907
1.040
1.166
1.257
0.896
0.908
0.920
0.899

0.894
0.943
1.061
1.183
1.299
0.915
0.938
0.948
0.900

0.892
0.947
1.111
1.277
1.454
0.897
0.924
0.922
0.910

0.873
0.915
1.079
1.254
1.441
0.876
0.910
0.935
0.910
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In the case of the robust regression with the Huber-estimate the efficiency is
determined relatively to the results with the same distribution in the case of the least
squares regression. In table 2 this efficiency (ELSE) is shown for both parameters. In
figure 4 the results are plotted as a function of the number of observations. Again the
data for the symmetrical and the skew distributions are plotted separately (figure 4(a)
and figure 4(b) respectively).
Figure 4(a) shows some interesting features of the robust regression procedure.
First the behavior at small numbers of observations will be discussed. When only two
measurements are made to estimate the calibration-line, no residues exist and
consequently a robust regression algorithm is not feasible. For three measurements
per calibration-line it is possible to perform a robust regression procedure. However,
during the iterations the weight for the middle point converges to zero and the weights
of the two outer points become one. "This results in a value for the slope that is the
same as that found by least squares regression. Therefore the relative efficiency for the
second parameter is 1.0. The estimate for the intercept will differ from the one found
by least squares regression. It will be larger or smaller, depending on whether the
middle point has a negative or a positive residue in least squares regression. This
feature results in a lower value for the efficiency of the first parameter. The effect is
reduced when the number of measurements is increased. For five or more
measurements the efficiencies for both parameters become approximately the same.
From that point onwards a distinction becomes clear between the different distributions
(different lines). The line for the normal distribution is below 1.0 over the plotted range.
This was to be expected because the least squares estimate is the most efficient one
in the case of a true normal distribution. But when the distribution deviates more and
more from the normal distribution (/? increases), the relative efficiency of the robust
regression increases and grows beyond 1.0. When the efficiency is over 1.0, the robust
regression is more efficient than the least squares estimate and therefore results in
better estimates for the calibration-line. The point of transition is dependent on the
fraction contamination of the normal distribution and on the number of measurements.
The points where the transition occurs, can be estimated from figure 4(a) for both
parameters. The interpolated points are depicted in figure 5. The area above the curve
in this figure represents the combinations of the fraction contamination and the number
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Figure S The line of equal efficiency of robust regression and least squares regression for both
parameters In the region above the curve the robust regression is more efficient

of measurements where the robust Huber-estimate results in better values for the
parameters
The results for the skew distributions (figure 4(b)) are similar to those for the
symmetrical distributions for small numbers of measurements (< 5) For larger number
of measurements all lines for the different skew distributions almost coincide Only
small enhancements of the modeling performance can be detected This is most
probably caused by the fact that the Huber-estimate was designed for symmetrical
distributions
After discussing the modeling-performance, we will take a look at the reliability
of the predicted concentrations This reliability comprises two components the
systematic error (bias) and the random error (precision) Both error components are
combined in the criterion of the Total Error, which is defined as [15]
Τ = abs(Ä) + 2.a ,

(18)
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with 5 the systematic error (mean deviation of the true value) and a the random error
(standard deviation of &). The factor 2 represents a confidence interval of
approximately 95%. For this situation the Total Error is a suitable criterion, because
all results are based on the same number of simulations and therefore the errors in
6 and a are the same for all results. If the results would have been based on different
numbers of simulations or, as in real life, on different numbers of repeated
measurements, then a more complicated criterion should be used, like the Maximum
Total Error [17]. The Total Error is calculated for each of the five predicted points. This
is done for the robust regression as well as for the least squares regression. The
quotient of these two numbers gives the total error of the robust regression, relative
to the least squares regression. Rnally, quotients for the five predicted points are
averaged, which results in the Average Relative Total error:

ART = 1 / 5 . 2 — ! ^
^ 1 T lse ( ,·
with T r o b

i

,

(19)

the Total Error for robust regression (for point ?') and T 1se ;. the Total

Error for least squares regression (for point ?). This criterion is calculated for all
distributions and for all numbers of measurements. The results are shown in table 3
and figure 6. The behavior of the predicted concentrations is similar to that of the

Table 3: Average efficiency of determined concentrations by robust regression, relative to the least
squares regression (AVR).

Number of measurements
Distr.

50

Nr.

3

4

5

6

8

10

15

20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.051
1.052
1.053
1.046
1.047
1.050
1.054
1.050
1.055

1.020
1.018
1.008
1.006
1.004
1.019
1.018
1.019
1.021

1.020
1.015
1.005
0.998
0.992
1.020
1.023
1.028
1.034

1.022
1.013
0.999
0.991
0.986
1.021
1.020
1.021
1.029

1.015
1.009
0.995
0.984
0.976
1.015
1.018
1.020
1.028

1.009
1.003
0.994
0.985
0.980
1.009
1.013
1.018
1.027

1.007
1.000
0.990
0.981
0.975
1.006
1.009
1.018
1.026

1.010
1.007
0.996
0.992
0.991
1.009
1.016
1.022
1.027

(A)
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Fioure 6 The average relative total error (ART) as a function of the number of measurements for the
five different values of the fraction contamination, (a) for the symmetrical distributions, (b) for the
skew distributions

modeling efficiency For a small number of measurements per calibration line, the
errors in the prediction of unknown samples are always larger when using the robust
regression instead of the least squares regression For the symmetrical distributions
the robust regression gives smaller total errors than the least squares regression at a
number of measurements of 6 or higher However, the advantage of the robust
procedure has become smaller This is caused by two factors First, there is a
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difference between the two criteria (18) and (19) The mam contribution to the ART is
the standard deviation (o) In the measure of efficiency the variance is used, which is
the square of the standard deviation This causes the differences in efficiency to be
more pronounced Second, although the effect of outliers is reduced by robust
regression, the outliers are still present in measurements of unknown samples This
causes an increase in the standard deviation of the predicted concentrations and
partially masks the better modeling performance of the robust regression For skew
distributions there is still almost no distinction between the different distributions, and
the least squares regression is supenor

CONCLUSIONS
In chemical analysis the measurement noise cannot always be considered to
be normal Some noise distributions are symmetrical, but have heavier tails than the
normal distribution For this kind of noise it can be advantageous to use a robust
regression procedure based on an M-estimate For the Huber estimate it is shown
here that, for a number of measurements larger than 10, the use of the robust
procedure results in a better estimate of the calibration model when the fraction
contamination (#) is over 0 035 This value of R represents an asymptotic kurtosis of
approximately 6 6 However, for a small number of calibration measurements (<5)
the least squares estimate always gives a more precise estimate Many actual noise
distributions were found to be asymmetrical For these distributions the use of a robust
procedure won't help In that case a commonly suggested solution is a transformation
of the data to a symmetrical distribution, for instance by means of a power
transformation [18] It should be kept in mind though, that a traneformation to
symmetry also changes originally humubcedastical data to heteroscedastical
Consequently, weighted least squares regression is appropriate for the transformed
data
Although the estimation of the calibration line can be greatly improved by robust
regression in the case of heavy tailed distributions, the outliers present in the
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measurements of unknowns effect the total errors This means that a careful
examination of the results is still necessary to prevent occasional gross errors in the
results
It should be noted that the above results are only shown to be valid for the
used noise distributions and the Huber estimate with the used tuning constant
However, simulations with the biweight estimate showed similar results (not reported
here) Also, the application of robust regression on actual chemical data sets showed
approximately equal or better performance than the least squares regression [9]
For true normal distributions the ordinary least squares regression is no doubt
the best choice Using the robust procedure in this case will increase the total error of
the predicted concentrations only by about 2% Unfortunately in real life the shape of
the distribution is rarely known In some cases historical data may be available, which
can be utilized to estimate skewness and kurtosis of the distribution Most of the time
however there is no certainty about the distributional behavior of the chemical
measurement In that case, for calibration designs that consist of 5 or less
measurements, the use of the robust procedure is not recommended, because this will
deteriorate the total error of the results However, for larger calibration designs,
especially for 10 or more measurements, it is worthwhile to consider the use of a
robust regression procedure in this situation A relatively small price is paid when the
distribution is actually normal, but a good protection against the influence of outliers
is obtained in the case it is not normal
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Chapter 4

THE CONSTRUCTION OF SIMULTANEOUS OPTIMAL
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS FOR SEVERAL POLYNOMIALS
IN CALIBRATION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS1

SUMMARY
In this chapter a criterion Is described for the construction of experimental designs for the
evaluation of calibration models in analytical chemistry The proposed criterion seeks a compromise
between the O-optimal designs for estimating the parameters of different polynomial models A computer
algorithm is presented for a sequential construction of experimental designs, using the optimahty
criterion The performance of the optimality criterion and the computer algorithm is elaborated for the
problem of discrimination between a first to a third degree polynomial for the calibration of analytical
methods An expenmental design consisting of replicate measurements at five distinct levels equally
spaced over the calibration range proved a good solution

1
This chapter is published as R Wolters and G Kateman The Construction of Simultaneous Optimal
Expenmental Des.gns for Several Polynomials in Calibration of Analytical Methods accepted for
publication in Journal of Chemometncs
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INTRODUCTION
Calibration plays an important role in chemical analysis The instruments that
are used in analytical laboratories, usually require some form of calibration before
they can be used to produce relevant analytical data When the calibration step is
performed incorrectly, the results of the analysis will be unreliable For the calibration
model most often a straight line is used [1], but also quadratic models, higher degree
polynomials and other models are employed The choice of the calibration model is
crucial, for it strongly influences the reliability of the analytical results If, for instance,
a straight line fit is performed in a situation where a quadratic curve is appropriate, then
there is a serious danger that the analytical results will be biased in the middle and
near the ends of the calibration range [2]
The adequacy of a certain model for describing the experimentally found relation
between the concentration of a component in a sample and the measured instrumental
response can be tested statistically In a frequently used test for lack of fit the residual
variance about the regression model is divided into two components, known as lack
of fit and pure experimental error These two variances are compared in an F-test This
lack of fit test is described in many statistical and chemometncal textbooks (e g
[1,3-5]) The quality of a calibration model can also be evaluated by introducing test
samples, for which the predicted concentrations can be determined The sum of
squared predictive errors (PRESS, see e g [6]) may then serve as a criterion for a
good calibration model from predictive aspect This approach is often followed in
multivariate methods like partial least squares regression and related techniques In this
study only the experimental design for umvanate regression is considered and the lack
of fit test as mentioned above is used
For the application of the lack of fit test it is necessary that a number of
calibration samples is measured in replicate This means that certain requirements
are made on the experimental design Not much attention has been paid to this
problem so far in analytical literature Guitschalk [7] described a standardized
expenmental design for the evaluation of the calibration model In that design 24
measurements were equally distributed over 6 levels covering the calibration range
This design involves a rather large number of measurements and the design is not
optimal for estimation of the parameters Demmg [4] described, in a rather qualitative
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manner, the best way to allocate 10 experiments over the design space, in order to
estimate the parameters of a second degree polynomial and to test this model for lack
of fit A similar exercise was given by Draper and Smith [5] for 14 experiments
In this chapter objective entena are described for the construction of
experimental designs for an efficient estimation of the parameters of the considered
models The conditions under which these criteria facilitate a good discrimination
between the models are also discussed The models that are considered as
candidates are the first degree, the second degree and the third degree polynomial
It is the opinion of the authors that with these three models the great majority of
calibration problems in analytical chemistry can be described Also a computer
algorithm and methodological considerations for an effective use of these criteria will
be discussed

THEORY
This chapter will be concerned with the standard univariate regression setup
For a number of η fixed (but not necessarily distinct) values of an independent variable
x, an analytical measurement is performed and a response Y is measured The relation
between the response and the independent variable can be written as
Y, = f(x,) + «, .

ι - 1, . . . .

n,

(1)

where f is an unknown function, χ 's are known, and the e 's are uncorrelated
random errors with mean zero and common variance a . The independent variable
usually is the concentration of a component of the samples that are to be analyzed
In equation (1) Y and x ; might be defined reversed, because the purpose of the
regression is to establish a calibration model to predict unknown concentrations in
the future In this chapter the presented form of equation (1) is chosen because in
general the variance in Y is much larger than the variance in χ
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Preferably, the analytical method is developed in such a way that from
theoretical backgrounds a linear relation should exists between the response of the
method and the independent variable (e g Beer's law of absorption in spectroscopy)
This relationship can be represented by a first degree polynomial
f(x) = fl0 + ßjx,

(2)

where the B's are unknown parameters of the function f (χ). In practice, this function
may not always be adequate for describing the measured relationship between the
independent variable and the response The discrepancy can be the result of, for
instance, non-ideal behavior of the detector, saturation effects or invalid assumptions
in the theoretical framework The departures from the assumed linear relationship are
in general reasonably smooth, but are frequently large enough to render the first
degree polynomial unsuitable For the descnption of such a relationship a polynomial
of higher degree can be utilized, as is shown in figure 1 :

Independent variable
Figure 1 An example of polynomial fits on expenmental calibration data (• measured data,
degree,
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= 2 n d degree,

= Z" degree)

= 1*

f (χ) - ß0 + eye7 +

1, .

(3)

where m is the degree of the polynomial The model of equation (1) in which f (χ) is
a polynomial of degree m shall be called Ρ . If we let Y, ß and « denote column
• · · . Y n ) . ß T =(3 0 , ö j , . · · , / y , C M Í J ,

vectors, Y ^ Y p

. . . , «„) and

let X denote the nx(m+l) matrix given by

X=

1

Xj

л.

"Ъ

1

X

n
η

Xj 2 . . .
О

*

*

*

x*
О

(4)

X
n

η

then model Ρ„ can be written as Y · Xß + с, where £ has mean 0 and covanance
2
matrix a I (I is the nxn identity matrix) In the following it is assumed that the Xj ' s are
chosen in such a manner that the matrix XX is non-singular In the context of this
chapter this means that the x1 's take at least m+1 distinct values (so that in particular,
n>/n+l) If this condition is satisfied, then the unique least squares estimator of В is
• · . ß J which has mean β and covanance
given by Ô = ( Χ ^ Γ ^ Υ = (ß 0 , á j ,
matrix σ 2 (Χ Τ Χ)" 1 .
The design of experiments, that is the allocation of the η values of the
independent variable, strongly influences the precision of the calibration One way the
quality of a design can be measured is by the variance of the estimated parameters
A good design yields low variance in the parameters Another useful way to measure
the quality of a design is in terms of the variance of the estimated response at x, which
is given by

d{x) = σ 2 .Ϋ Τ (Χ Τ Χ)" 1 ?

(5)

where χ denotes a column vector of the independent variable χ " ( x , , . . . , χ ),
-τ
-Τ
and Y denotes the estimated response at χ Y = ( f ( x , ) , . . . , f{xn))
Both the
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covariance matrix and d(x) depend on the experimental design only through the
(я+1)х(я»+1) matrix ( X X ) . This suggests that a good experimental design will be
one that makes this matrix small in some sense. Since there is no unique measure
of "smallness" for (яі+1)х(лн1) matrices, a number of functions of this matrix have
been suggested as optimality criteria. The most popular of these criteria are listed
below [8]:
• D-optimallty - a design is said to be D-optimal if it minimizes Det (X X) " , where
Det denotes determinant.
• Λ-optimality - a design is said to be A-optimal if it minimizes 7"r(X X) " , where
Tr denotes trace.
• 5-optimality · a design is said to be Ε-optimal If it minimizes the maximal
eigenvalue of (X 1 ^)" 1 .
• G-optimality - a design is said to be G-optimal if it minimizes max d(x), where
the maximum is taken over all possible vectors χ of predictor variables.
• /д-optlmality - a design is said to be /¿-optimal if it minimizes the \d(x) X(dx),
where λ is some function on the Independent variable. This criterion is
sometimes called average integrated variance.
If a regression model of a given functional form is given, in this case the degree of
the polynomial, the criteria mentioned above can be used to guide the choice of an
experimental design. The most commonly used and probably most carefully studied
of them is the D-optimal design. A design that is D-optimal is also G-optimal, which
follows from the general equivalence theorem [9]. A G-optimal design minimizes the
maximum value of the variance of the estimated response, d(x), over all possible
concentration values. If the selected model is correct, ¿(x) Is directly related to the
predictive power of the model. Thus, a D-optimal design optimizes the predictive
power all over the experimental domain. All five mentioned criteria are alike in one
respect: they depend heavily on the assumed model and the resulting optimal designs
provide no possibility for a check on the adequacy of that model. The optimal design
is concentrated on m+l levels, which makes it impossible to detect the presence of
terms of higher degree than xm. Another criterion that might be considered In this
context is that of minimizing Var(eiHÌ).

A design of this kind Is optimal In the sense

that it facilitates a sharp statistical test on the significance of В . and, with that, the
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adequacy of the model Ρ j . However, the drawback of this criterion is that it is only
suitable for a very limited problem estimating fl^j or testing hypotheses about flm+1
If the test is performed and the hypothesis e^+j'O is accepted с q rejected, then the
design is not optimal in any sense for estimating the parameters of the model Ρ ,
respectively the model P ^ j .
A criterion is needed for the construction of experimental designs which
facilitates the discrimination between polynomials of the first to the third degree and
enables a reasonable efficient estimation of the parameters of the most adequate
model Furthermore, the optimal design should not depend on unknown values of the
parameters This last consideration is necessary, because the design must be
constructed before the measurements are performed In statistical literature a number
criteria are discussed for discrimination between only two models [10-13] Cook and
Nachtsheim [14] developed a design criterion for the discrimination between 6 possible
polynomials and the simultaneous calibration of the analytical method with the most
appropriate one Their criterion is optimal in the sense that it optimizes the predictive
power in a given part of the calibration range In the context of this chapter it is a better
strategy to have a criterion that is optimal in the sense of estimating the parameters
of the models, since a low variance in the parameters of the model will provide a
reasonable efficient inference of the adequacy of the models Furthermore, a low
variance in the parameters of the most adequate model will result in a good predictive
power all over the calibration range In that respect D-optimal designs provide a good
starting point A D-optimal design minimizes the determinant of the covariance matrix
of 6, which is also referred to as the generalized variance of ê. This type of design is
fully elaborated for the case of polynomials [15]
For the construction of experimental designs it is necessary to define a design
space, that is the region over which the independent variable is allowed to be varied
This region is the calibration range of the analytical method ('region of interest') It is
not recommended to perform measurements outside the region of interest, for this
may result in serious bias in the estimated parameters [16] In the discussion on the
proposed optimahty criterion the region of interest will be taken [-1, + 1] This choice
will mean no loss of generality, since the criterion considered below is invariant under
linear transformations on the independent variable Thus the best design for the interval
[a,b] can be easily found by transforming linearly the best design for [-1, +1] to [a,b]
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An experimental design is characterized by the distinct values of the
independent variable ( x ) and by the weights for each value ( p ) . A design of η
experiments will be denoted by ξ . The following notation will be used to represent
a design:
Xi>

ξπ : {

1

x¿ > « ·

·»

X-

'
' },
Pj. Ρ,·. - - · , P(

(6)

<?

where q is the number of distinct values of χ ·.
As mentioned before, a O-optimal design minimizes the determinant of the
covariance matrix of â. The computation of this determinant involves the inversion of
an (m+l)x(/iH-l) matrix. For computational purposes it is much easier to maximize the
value of the determinant of this matrix before the inverse is taken, i.e. (XX). This
matrix is often referred to as the information matrix и (ξ) :
M(Ç) - (XTX).

(7)

If f (χ) is defined as in equation (3) and the design space is set to [-1, + 1], then the
O-optimal design is unique and is concentrated at m+1 levels with equal weights
р|.»(и+1)" . Tîie levels are roots of the polynomial:
(1-хг).ух),

(8)

where L^ix) is the я»* Legendre polynomial. Legendre polynomials are orthogonal
polynomials for which the coefficients can be found in mathematical handbooks (e.g.
[17]). For polynomials up to the 5* degree, this results in the designs that are listed in
table 1. This list can be easily extended to higher degrees. TTie experimental designs
are illustrated in figure 2.
For these designs the value of Det [Hm(£n) ] can be derived as a function of the
degree of the polynomial m and the size of the design n. The information matrix of the
D-optimal design is defined as:
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m л opt

(9)

η

where X is defined as in equation (4) for the Xj's of table 1, and Vn is a weight matrix
η

W^fn.pj, n.pg, . . •· ·Ρ /η+ ι)Ι BothX andWn are (m+l)x(/n+l) matrices Equation
(9) can be rewritten as
Μίξ
ì η + = n.x'W.X
/îP^n'opt
1

(10)

where W, is the weight matrix for a design of size 1 Hj=(pj, p 2 , . . ., P_ + j)I
Taking the determinant of the information matrix results in the following equation
m+1 V T U

/я , ^л'орі

1

1

ai

m+1

(И)

where Cm=X WjX, which is a constant dependent on m The determined values of C^ are
also listed in table 1 For any other, sub-optimal, design the value of Det[Mro(£n)]

Table 1 D optimal experimental designs on the interval [ 1, + 1] for polynomials of the 1 я to the 5
degree Also the constant C m from equation (11) is given

Degree
ι

?

•a

Experimental design
ι -1.0

1/2

-1.0
1

r
L

1/3
-1.0
1/4

4

r -i.o

5

r -1.0

1/5
1

1/6

+1.0 j
1/2
0.0
1/3

1.000
+1.0 ,
1/3

1.481 10 -1

-0.447 +0.447 +1.0 ,
1/4
1/4
1/4

5.120 10"

-0.655
1/5

4.297 10"

0.0
1/5

-0.765 -0.285
1/6
1/6

+0.655 +1 0
1/5
1/5
0.0 +0.2
+0.285 +0.765 +1.0
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6

8.873 10"
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5 * degree

• •

Д"1 degree

•

З" 1 degree

•

2 nd degree

•

1 " degree

•

•
•
•

ι

-1.0

1

0.0

1

+1.0

Figure 2, A plot of the values of the Independent variable for D-optlmal experimental designs on the
interval [-1, +1 ] for polynomial fits of the 1 * to the S" degree

can be calculated by equation (7) The efficiency of this design (E^ n) for a polynomial
of degree m can be obtained by
*п,,п ·

0 e t

t W ] /

0 e t

iWoptJ·

<12>

If the objective of the expenmental design is that the parameters of several polynomials
of different degree can be estimated equally well, then the design efficiency for these
polynomials must be equal An experimental design that seeks a compromise between
the efficiencies for a number of different polynomials can be found by maximizing the
criterion presented below

Σ

__,

("m-Ern „) /
Я

Я,Π'

Σ

(Ό »

_ _ , ' IB'

(13)
'

'

where К is the number of subsequent polynomials, and wn is the weight that is
attributed to the polynomial of degree m. With this critenon an average efficiency is
calculated for a certain design The weights can be used to construct the experimental
design such that it favors the estimation of one particular model This may express the
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experimenter's expectations on the probability of the occurrence that a certain model
is most adequate

COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
For any number of experiments the number of measurements (or runs) to be
taken at a certain value of the independent variable is given by л p / . Designs in which
n.p, can take any value are known as approximate or continuous designs In practice
it is, of course, impossible to perform a fraction of a measurement Thus any practical
design will be an integer approximation to the continuous design, also called an exact
design
In the past a number of computer algorithms have been developed to find exact
η-run optimal designs A review is given by Steinberg and Hunter [8] These algorithms
are developed for very general applications, consequently they are rather complicated
and use much computer time For the problem at hand a much simpler algorithm,
which will be presented here, suffices The designs found by use of this algorithm may
not be fully optimal with respect to the criterion described above, because of a
simplification of the design space and because of the sequential nature of the
algorithm But within these boundaries the generated experimental designs are optimal
For a start the design space is greatly reduced The possible values of the
independent variable are restricted to a very moderate number, say up to 10 Higher
numbers can also be used, but this will increase the computer time needed for the
construction of the designs Using the reduced design space an initial design is
constructed The initial design can be chosen in various ways Considerations in the
choice of the initial design are discussed in the section on results
After the initial design is known the following scheme is used to complete the
design to its desired size The first level from the design space is added to the initial
design as a trial point For this design the value of the criterion is determined and
stored in memory The added trial point is now removed from the design, and the
next point from the design space is added Again the criterion value is determined If
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BEGIN
first trial point
I add point to design
I
next trial point

Figure 3: The flowchart of the algorithm for the construction of experimental designs.

this point results in a higher value for the criterion, it is a better design point and this
point is stored in memory instead. This procedure is repeated for each level in the
design space. The best level found Is added to the design as the first experiment to
be performed after the initial design. In order to find all points of the design this whole
procedure Is repeated, with the expanded design in place of the Initial one, as many
times as needed to fill the design. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in figure 3.
The algorithm is programmed in Pascal and is implemented on an IBM PS/2
Model 60 personal computer. For typical settings the program uses very little computer
time. For a design space consisting of 5 levels and polynomials of the first to the third
degree, the construction of a design of size n=20 took in the order of 4 seconds.
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RESULTS
The design criterion described above can be utilized in a number of ways The
number of polynomials and the degrees of the models, as well as the weights that can
be attributed to each of them must be chosen This choice is determined by the
specific regression problem to be dealt with If much information is available on the
relationship between the response and the independent variable, then the number of
models incorporated in the criterion can sometimes be restncted to as few as two If
the available information is little, it may be necessary to consider a larger number of
models In the problem described by Cook and Nachtsheim [14] the only information
that was available in advance was that a polynomial of degree 6 or smaller would be
an adequate model The selected set of models is called the model space Within the
model space the experimenter can assign weights to the individual models These
weights may reflect additional information in the form of the probability of a model
being the most adequate A high probability can be translated to a larger weight and
vice versa
As stated earlier in this chapter, the great majority of calibration problems in
analytical chemistry can be described by a polynomial of degree three or less The
polynomial of degree zero (f (x)-ö0) can be discarded, since the regression of the
response on the concentration will always be significant If this were not the case, the
analytical method would not supply any relevant information and calibration would be
useless Thus, the model space is restricted to the first degree, the second degree and
the third degree polynomial The situations in which the third degree model is the most
adequate one are much fewer than this is the case for the first and the second degree
models Therefore, a lower weight is assigned to the third degree model The weights
are chosen as follows
1 degree : w, = 1.0
2 n d degree : w, - 1.0 ;
rd
3 degree · иг, - 0.5

(14)

After the parameters of the optimality criterion are set, the design space has to be
determined The design space determines the number of distinct values of the
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independent variable (х;·) or, translated to practical terms, the number of different
calibration samples that have to be prepared. Preferably, this number is to be kept
small. In this case, the minimum number of distinct values is 4, because for the 3"
degree polynomial 4 parameters have to be estimated. If this value is chosen, the
next thing to do is allocate these values over the design space. The optimal locations
for the individual polynomials can be found in table 1 and figure 2. In all cases the
extremes of the range, -1.0 and +1.0, are part of the optimal design. The remaining
levels from the optimal designs, 0.0 for the second and ±0.447 for the third degree
polynomial, do not coincide and a compromise has to be found. The simplest solution
is an equal distribution of the levels over the range, which means that the remaining
two level to allocate will be placed at ±0.333. The efficiencies, according to equation
(12), for the first to the third degree model are respectively 0.555,0.741 and 0.847 and
the weighted average efficiency is 0.688. For the second and the third degree model
these are reasonable values. The efficiency for the first degree model is rather low.
This could be expected, because the optimal design in this case would be to two
experiments on each extreme of the range. Shifting the levels from ±0.333 towards
values near 0.447 increases the efficiency for the first and the third degree model, but
decreases the efficiency for the second degree model. Shifting the values towards 0.0
results in the opposite effect. Overall, an equal distribution of the levels over the range
is a good compromise. Equally spaced experimental designs allow for a reasonably
efficient estimation of the parameters and, provided that enough levels are
incorporated in the design, give the possibility for good tests of lack of fit [18,19].
If for testing the adequacy of the different models the lack of fit test is used as
mentioned in the introduction, then the minimum number of 4 levels in the design
space is insufficient. Usually when the lack of fit is test applied the variance of the
measurements (response) is unknown. If we let n, m and q be respectively the total
number of measurements, the degree of the polynomial and the number of distinct
values of x^, then the variance about the regression is estimated with n- (m+l ) degrees
of freedom, the variance due to purely experimental uncertainties with n-q degrees of
freedom and the variance due to lack offitwith (n- (яні ) ) - (n-q) · q- (/»+1 ) degrees
of freedom. Hence, if the design space consists of only 4 levels (<j=4) and a third
degree polynomial is to be tested (яі=3), then the variance due to lack of fit is estimated
with 0 degree of freedom. Consequently, the F-test for testing whether the variance
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due to lack of fit is significantly larger than that due to pure error can not be
performed At least one more level has to be included in the design space in order to
be able to test all three considered polynomials A possible choice of these 5 levels is
the locations of all 5 different points in the D-optimal designs for the three polynomials
This leads to a design space consisting of the following levels ± 1 0, ±0 447,0 0 The
efficiencies for the models are respectively 0 539, 0 664 and 0 713, the weighted
average is 0 624 The placing of the levels is very close to an equal spacing over
[-1,+1 ] For this design the efficiencies are 0 556,0 645 and 0 737, and the weighted
average is 0 627 There is only a minor difference in the efficiencies The latter design
gives a slightly higher criterion value, so in the following an equal spacing will be used
Analogous, larger design spaces can be defined, like 6- and 7-level equally spaced
design spaces For these four design spaces, respectively consisting of 4, 5, 6 and 7
equally spaced levels, are evaluated
The described algorithm for the construction of experimental designs needs
an initial design to start with There are several ways to make an initial design One
possibility is to take the number of experiments equal to the highest degree of the
considered polynomials plus 1 This number is the minimum design size for which the
design criterion has any meaning For lower numbers of experiments the information
matrix becomes zero for the polynomials of high degrees For the problem at hand this
minimum is 4 Those 4 points are selected such that the criterion value is maximized
Because the design space is of limited size, it is not much computational effort to
check all possible combinations Another possibility is to use the whole design space
as initial design For the 4-level design, both approaches result in the same initial
design, that is the whole design space In the case of design spaces of 5 levels or
larger, a choice must be made The latter approach is very simple and ensures that
every level from the design space occurs at least once in the final experimental design
This is preferable when a lack of fit test must be performed When the former approach
is followed, one or more levels may be absent in the designs that evolve from the use
of the algorithm For the 5- and 6-level designs this is only the case for the first few
experimental designs generated after the initial design But for the 7-level design three
levels where not selected and the generated experimental designs were equal to those
of the 4-level design (at least up to a design size of 30) This may be undesirable, but
on the other hand, the first few generated designs give higher criterion values and thus
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Table 2: The value of the design criterion for experimental designs of size N, generated from 4-, 5-, 6and 7-level design spaces using the whole design space as initial design.

Efficiency
M

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

4-1evel

5-level

0.688
0.676
0.749
0.712
0.710
0.732
0.744
0.737
0.749
0.740
0.737
0.743
0.749
0.745
0.749
0.746
0.744
0.744
0.750
0.747
0.749
0.748
0.747
0.747
0.750
0.748
0.749

0.590
0.627
0.721
0.708
0.728
0.719
0.714
0.726
0.719
0.721
0.721
0.731
0.726
0.728
0.729
0.726
0.728
0.727
0.729
0.728
0.731
0.728
0.728
0.730
0.728
0.728

—

6-1evel

7-level

—

—
—
—

0.516
0.575
0.676
0.683
0.715
0.705
0.713
0.717
0.712
0.716
0.722
0.719
0.722
0.721
0.719
0.722
0.723
0.721
0.723
0.721
0.721
0.722
0.723
0.722
0.723

0.464
0.532
0.634
0.654
0.693
0.693
0.707
0.703
0.703
0.711
0.717
0.716
0.721
0.720
0.719
0.723
0.727
0.726
0.728
0.728
0.728
0.729
0.732
0.731

are more efficient.
The four different design spaces were evaluated for design sizes up to 30,
using the whole design space as initial design. For all generated experimental designs
the value of the criterion is listed in table 2. The results are also shown in figure 4. The
4-level design yields the highest averaged efficiency. However the experimental designs
cannot be used to detect lack of fit in the third degree polynomial. Therefore this
design is not recommended.
The designs generated from the larger design spaces do allow a check on the
adequacy of all three models. The averaged efficiencies for the 5- and the 6-level
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Figure 4 A plot of the value of the design cntenon for the generated 4 , 5 , 6 - and 7-level design spaces,
using the whole design space as initial design

design spaces are about equal for design sizes of 10 or larger The efficiency vanes
around 0 72 For the first few generated designs the efficiency is somewhat smaller
This is caused by the fact that the initial used designs were not optimal Using an
optimal design to start the algorithm with improves the efficiency of the first designs to
about 0 65-0 70
The 7-level design starts off with a very low efficiency (0 464), but improves
rapidly For large design sizes the efficiency surpasses the 5- and 6-level designs and
grows towards the efficiencies attained with the 4-level design space If, for a design
space of 30, a comparison is made between the 4- and the 7-level designs, it shows
that they look very much alike The three levels in which the 7-level design space
differs from the 4-level design space are only selected once in the initial design Those
three levels apparently do not contribute to a high efficiency
Considering the results above, it seems of little use to incorporate many levels
in the design space From the practical point of view it is also inconvenient, for this
means the preparation of more different calibration samples In the setup described
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Table 3: The efficiencies of the experimental designs and the number of measurements per level, for
the 5 level equally spaced design space (N = design size)

Efficiency
N
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

E,
0.500
0.556
0.561
0.672
0.673
0.740
0.674
0.681
0.725
0.685
0.662
0.672
0.702
0.710
0.734
0.698
0.705
0.725
0.702
0.686
0.694
0.710
0.684
0.691
0.706
0.689

E,
0.591
0.645
0.597
0.751
0.696
0.745
0.826
0.790
0.819
0.791
0.767
0.751
0.773
0.755
0.764
0.811
0.796
0.803
0.790
0.776
0.769
0.776
0.802
0.796
0.801
0.789

E,
0.769
0.736
0.595
0.692
0.576
0.565
0.569
0.502
0.485
0.607
0.748
0.692
0.678
0.629
0.607
0.612
0.575
0.557
0.633
0.718
0.685
0.669
0.667
0.640
0.625
0.679

Experimental des gn
E.
0.589
0.473
0.328
0.337
0.249
0.221
0.274
0.222
0.198
0.274
0.388
0.337
0.311
0.273
0.250
0.290
0.260
0.240
0.288
0.350
0.321
0.301
0.333
0.308
0.291
0.327

E_
0.590
0.627
0.721
0.708
0.728
0.719
0.714
0.726
0.719
0.721
0.721
0.731
0.726
0.728
0.729
0.726
0.728
0.727
0.729
0.728
0.731
0.728
0.728
0.730
0.728
0.728

-1.0 - 0 . 5

5
5
6

8
8
8
9
9
9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

0.0 +0.5 +1.0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4

1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
9

here the optimum lies around 5 or 6 levels The 5-level design is preferred here,
because the higher average efficiencies are reached more rapidly and the designs are
more symmetrical. Besides that, it involves a little less practical work.
For the 5-level design the individual efficiencies of the generated experimental
designs for the three polynomials are listed in table 3. Also the efficiency for the fourth
degree polynomial and the average efficiency are given The efficiencies are plotted in
figure 5 The efficiencies for the first and the second degree polynomial vary around
the average efficiency, with the line for the second degree model slightly higher The
line for the third degree model lies somewhat lower. This is the result of the lower
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Figure 5 Efficiencies of the generated experimental designs for the 5 level equally spaced design
(E, E4 = l "
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weight for this model in the optimality criterion The line for the fourth degree
polynomial lies significantly lower than the other lines This model was not incorporated
in the criterion The fact that the efficiency is not zero indicates that a test for lack of
fit is possible for the third model and, if desired, the parameters of the fourth degree
polynomial can be estimated The designs that were estimated, that is the number of
measurements per level, are also listed in table 3 Figure 6 gives a plot of these
experimental designs In this figure a group of five bars represents one design, at the
levels -1 0, -0 5, 0 0, +0 5 and +1 0 The height of a single bar is equal to the number
of measurements at the corresponding level The plot shows that a strong preference
exists for the extremes of the range -1 0 an +10 These levels are common to all
D optimal designs Next there is a slight preference for the middle level 0 0 This level
is contained in the D-optimal design for second order polynomials
The presented computer algorithm can easily be extended to multivariate
calibration by expanding the one-dimensional design space to a multidimensional one
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Figure 6: A plot of the experimental designs, generated from the 5-level equally spaced design space,
for design sizes from 5 to 30 (see text for explanation).

However, this will mean a considerable increase of the necessary computer time,
because the time is proportionally to the number of elements in the design space.
Because the procedure is a sequential one, the computer time can be reduced by
using a recursive regression algorithm. The initial design may consist of an equal
spread of the points in the multidimensional design space.
The proposed criterion makes use of the D-optimal designs for the competitive
models. Extension of the criterion to multivariate models is possible if the D-optimal
design is known for these models. Then, equations (12) and (13) can be used to
evaluate the criterion. For relatively simple cases an analytical construction of
multivariate D-optimal designs is possible, but for more complicated models the
D-optimal design can only be determined through computer searches. In the latter
case, the procedure will be more complicated and time consuming. However, once the
D-optimal designs are known, the criterion and the algorithm can be used to construct
designs of different sizes, different weights for the models and different design spaces.
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CONCLUSIONS
The proposed optimality criterion and the algorithm for the construction of
experimental designs work well. Experimental designs are composed, with which a
reasonably efficient estimation of the parameters of the considered models can be
made and which also allow for a test on lack of fit for all these models. For calibration
problems in analytical chemistry the considered models are a first, a second and a
third degree polynomial. The experimental designs with a design size of 10 and 14
generated for this problem from a 5-level design space were the same as were given
as good options by respectively Deming [4] and Draper and Smith [5]. For the design
proposed by Gottschalk the efficiencies for the different models can be computed. This
results in a value of 0.467 for the first degree, 0.502 for the second degree, 0.642 for
the third degree model and 0.516 for the average efficiency. The corresponding values
for the optimal design are respectively 0.686, 0.776, 0.718 and 0.728 (see table 3,
design size 24). The efficiencies of the optimal design are much higher (the average
efficiency is about 40% higher).
The computer algorithm is a sequential one. Given a certain experimental
design, the best next measurement is selected from those possible (or allowed). This
procedure does not ensure that two or more subsequently added points result in the
most optimal design. The possibility exists that when the addition of two or more points
is optimized simultaneously a better design is found. Comparisons have been made
between the algorithm presented here and an algorithm in which a simultaneous
optimization of the location of all added measurements is performed. For the 4- and
5-level design spaces the resulting designs were the exactly the same. For the 6- and
7-level design spaces only small differences in the designs were observed and the
criterion values differed by 5% or less. This result indicates that the designs generated
with the sequential procedure are good approximations of the optimal designs.
The criterion offers broad flexibility in the choice of the polynomials and the
choice of the weights. The procedure for the construction of experimental designs
can also be used when there is no free choice of the levels in the design space. This
situation can be encountered in practice when the concentrations of the calibration
samples are fixed for some reason. When a translation is made of these fixed values
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to the interval [-1, +1 ] the whole procedure can be used exactly the same way as was
described above
An advantage of a sequential procedure for the construction of experimental
designs is that it produces a series of subsequent designs The experimenter can
select a design of the desired size If, after the evaluation of the measurements, more
measurements appear to be necessary one of the larger designs can be selected from
the set that was constructed earlier Other possibilities for the use of the procedure are
the calculation of an optimal additional design after a poor starting design or the
construction of an optimal additional design for fewer model, when in the evaluation
of initial measurements some models could be excluded from the model space
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Chapter 5

VALID: A GENERAL APPLICABLE EXPERT SYSTEM BASED
PROGRAM FOR THE QUANTITATIVE VALIDATION OF
THE RESULTS OF ANALYTICAL METHODS1

SUMMARY
A system is developed with which a quantitative validation of the analysis results can be
achieved, for a specific application of an analytical method The validation system, VALID, consist of
an expert system based program, In which knowledge on method validation is linked to the necessary
(calculation-) procedures and (mostly statistical) tests The knowledge is represented in the system by
means of a set of rules The control of VALID takes place by a consultation of this ruleset Using this
means of control renders the system suitable for a wide variety of analytical methods There is no
dependence on any particular analytical technique
During the course of VALID the reliability of the analysis system is estimated by means of the
criterion of Maximum Total Error, which incorporates both the random error and the systematic error
of the results Furthermore, a number of error sources are checked, like the calibration-procedure,
interferences, matrix effects and drift The program provides the user with experimental designs and
interprets the results of the experiments Finally the estimated reliability of the analytical results is
compared to the demands specified by the user, which results in a judgement on the suitability
The performance of the validation system is illustrated by Its application to the determination
of Cadmium in soil samples by electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry

' This chapter is published as R Wolters, A C M van de Broek, G Kateman, 'VALID A general
applicable expert system based program for the quantitative validation of the results of analytical
methods', submitted for publication
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INTRODUCTION
The principal objective of an analytical laboratory should be the production of
high quality analytical data. In order to achieve this objective, an increasing number
of laboratory accreditation programs, government regulations relating to good
laboratory practices, and the development and application of quality control and quality
assurance programs has been issued. These programs concern the whole
environment that is involved in the production of the analytical data, though in all of
these programs the results of the analyses is a critical control point. In fact, the ability
to produce reliable results brings together all of the elements of the program and
provides the definitive yardstick for measuring the effectiveness of the quality
assurance program [1].
The quality of data is ordinary evaluated in a validation procedure. Validation
is the process of determining the suitability of methodology for providing useful
analytical data [2]. This is a value judgement in which the performance parameters
of the method are compared with the end-use requirements that are applicability to
the situation at hand. The validation of analytical data is thus a relative determination.
What is high quality in one situation could be unacceptable in another. For a useful
validation process it is a prerequisite that required values for the performance
parameters are established.
In quantitative analysis the analytical results are always estimates of the value
of the desired measure and, consequently, involve some level of uncertainty. The
performance parameters that are often used in a validation procedure to quantify this
uncertainty are the random error (precision) and the systematic error (bias). Also, a
validation of the calibration procedure, an evaluation of drift on the analysis system,
and a check on the influence of the sample matrix and interfering substances are part
of the procedures [3,4,5,6]. For the user of the analytical data it is usually of no
concern from which source the errors originate, as long as they are within the stated
requirements. Consequently, both random and systematic errors can be combined to
a measure of Maximum Total Error [7], which is used in this study as the final yardstick
in the judgement on the suitability.
In order to carry out a quantitative validation, expert knowledge on the validation
procedures that are available is necessary. There is an extensive number of
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chemometrical methods, procedures and tests involved in method validation, many of
which make use of mathematics and statistics [6,8,9,10,11 ] For a non-expert it is hard
to decide on when to use which validation method, how to construct the appropriate
experimental designs, and how to interpret the results of the used methods The
choice of the method to use depends on the specific characteristics of the method
under examination Some of the characteristics are available from a specialist regarding
the analytical method, but are others are intermediate results of the validation
procedure The validation expert acquires the available knowledge on the analytical
method and combines it with its own knowledge in order to asses the quality of the
analytical results This process of interaction is represented in figure 1
It may prove a serious drawback having to rely on a human expert A human
expert may not be available in the organization or, if available, the expert can take
holidays, become ill or may retire A solution to these problems can be found by
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replacing the human expert by an expert system, that incorporates the required
knowledge on method validation. Expert systems, and more generally Artificial
Intelligence techniques (Al), have been applied in analytical chemistry for the solution
of practical problems. Reviews on expert systems in chemistry show applications in
structure elucidation, synthesis planning, the design of experiments and the choice of
experimental parameters, intelligent robotics, natural language processing and
computer-assisted instruction [12,13]. More recently, applications of expert systems
as aids for analysts in the planning of experimental procedures have been published
[14,15,16,17]. In the area of the validation of analytical procedured expert systems
have been reported for the evaluation of precision of liquid chromatographic methods
[18] and for the choice of factors for a ruggedness test in HPLC [19].
The purpose of the study described in this chapter is to develop an expert
system based program: VALID (Validation of Analytical Laboratory's Instrumental
Data). VALID can be used to accomplish a quantitative validation of the results of
analytical procedures. The user of VALID will generally be the developer of the
analytical method or someone who regularly uses the regarded method. Assuming
this, the user has a broad knowledge on the analytical method and on the concerning
analytical technique. Consequently, the user will have little trouble answering the
questions from the validation system about the specific application of the method.
The system is not associated with a specific analytical technique, but is general
applicable for many different techniques. The program is in its present form restricted
to univariate measurements, that is to methods in which only one parameter of the
sample is quantified. In the part of the program that handles the validation of the
calibration-procedure, it is assumed that the calibration curve can be described by a
polynomial of degree three or less. These are not severe restrictions, for the majority
of the analytical methods complies with these demands.

GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE VALIDATION SYSTEM
In the developed validation system two rather distinct parts can be identified.
A schematic representation of the method validation system is presented in figure 2.
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The first part of VALID comprises the expert system part. It contains the basic parts
of an expert system shell, viz the rule-base, the inference mechanism and a userinterface (see part on expert systems, page 88) In this part the reasoning takes place,
with which the control of the validation system is supervised The tasks of the expert
system are:
•

the query of the user for his knowledge concerning the analytical-chemical
method,

•

the selection of the computational procedures and statistical tests,

•

the triggering of the execution of these procedures and tests,

•

and the evaluation of the results and drawing conclusions from it
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The second part of VALID consists of a collection of chemometrical tools, that is the
procedures and tests necessary for performing a method validation This part of the
system contains
•

mathematical procedures for the construction of experimental designs,
regression analysis and so on,

•

tests for statistical analysis of measured data,

•

and procedures for presenting the experimental designs to the user and for
reading the measured data

When a consultation of the system is started, only the general knowledge on validation
is present in the system's knowledge base In order to select the proper procedures,
the system acquires knowledge on the specific application at hand by posing
questions to the user On the basis of his knowledge on the analytical method the user
supplies the required facts (see figure 2) Ttie inference of its own knowledge and the
user-supplied knowledge results in the selection of a procedure or test from the
available validation tools To perform this procedure or test, measurements must be
done, for which the experimental design is generated by the system and presented to
the user The user carries out the required measurements and feeds the results of
these measurements back to the system, as is shown in figure 2 Next, the selected
procedure or test is performed, and the results of it are transferred to the expert
system part In the expert system part the results are interpreted and evaluated This
may result in intermediate conclusions on a sub-goal of the consultation, which are
presented to the user Alternatively, VALID may need additional information either in
the form of facts or measured data to accomplish its tasks This interactive way of
operation continues until the final goal, ι e the quantitative validation of the analytical
results, is reached

The development environment
The two parts of the validation system pose different demands on the
capabilities of the tools for the development The part of the validation tools, which
mainly consists of computational procedures, can best be written in a conventional
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programming language like FORTRAN, PASCAL or С For the development of the
expert system part different approaches can be used One possible approach is the
use of a programming language This can be a conventional all-purpose language,
such as PASCAL and FORTRAN, or an Al language like LISP, PROLOG or OPS5
Another approach is the use of an expert system tool (empty shell)
The choice of the development tools for the described program was guided
by the following considerations It must be possible to use the program in a wide
variety of analytical laboratories This means that a very familiar computer system has
to be used the MS-DOS based personal computer Most expert system tools require
larger computer systems than an ordinary PC PC-based expert system tools may
have the danger of having to contort the knowledge to fit it into an inflexible shell,
which will result in a poor performance During a program run a large number of
complex calculations have to be performed This puts heavy demands on the
arithmetic capabilities of the development environment A disadvantage of Al languages
and expert system tools is their limited capacity for performing complex calculations
To circumvent this problem, the possibility to link external processes exists in most
cases, but the implementation is not trivial and it may slow down the system The more
conventional languages, like PASCAL, traditionally perform very well in this aspect The
use of a conventional programming language can be advantageous if that language
is specific for a major task of the program Bos ef al [20] described a knowledgebased system for the elucidation of electrode reaction mechanisms which also
provided the control of the instrumentation For the development of this system FORTH
was used, a language which is particularly suitable for laboratory automation
Applications of PASCAL for the development of expert systems have been reported
[21,22]
Based on these considerations the programming language PASCAL was chosen
for the development of the expert system The use of PASCAL gave the advantage that
no time had to be spent to learn the characteristics of an expert system shell and to
represent the knowledge in the format required by that shell By writing our own expert
system shell, it could be tailored to the needs Another advantage is that the expert
system shell and the calculation procedures are all written in the same language, which
makes the interaction between both parts of the program easy to implement and fast
in execution
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The hardware used for this study consists of an IBM PS/2 Model 60, and the
programming language was Turbo Pascal (Borland).

THE EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL

Expert systems
During the last 20 years there has been a growing interest for the results of
research in the field of Artificial Intelligence. The attention was specially focussed on
methods for problem solving in which the emphasis was not on the 'smart' algorithm,
but on the knowledge that could be used to solve a specific problem. This is the area
of Al that is concerned with the research on Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems
(IKBS), or Expert Systems. The field of expert systems was the first area of Al that has
been commercially successful. This development was accelerated by the rapid change
in hardware size and cost in computing generally, which made it economically feasible
to apply Al techniques to an enormous range of practical applications.
Expert systems are information systems which, for a given problem in a certain
domain, can give a solution or an advice that is comparable to that of an expert in that
domain. Expert systems must have domain specific knowledge, together with some
means of handling that knowledge. The domain specific knowledge and the general
knowledge for problem solving are well separated. The knowledge of the human expert
is represented in such a manner that it can be used by non-expert users. Therefore,
expert systems must be able to communicate with the user. This leads to the following,
basic, elements of expert systems [23].
•

The knowledge base, which is the representation of the required knowledge in
a certain domain.

•

The inference mechanism (inference engine), which is the means by which this
knowledge is handled.
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<rule>
< precondition >
< condition >
< predicate >
<consequence>
< action >
< conclusion >

_

if <precondition> then <consequence> {else <consequen(.e }

= <condition> {and/or <condition>}*
- < predicato (< attribute >, < constant >)
= •-·Ι·<· | · < · | >·|·>·Ι <>·
= {<action> and} {<conclusion>} {and «-conclusion>)'
= do PASCAL-procedure
" give_value (< attribute >, < constant >)

Figure 3 The formal representation of the rules in the expert system ({ } = optional, *=repeatable)

•

The user interface, which enables the user to supply facts and data, and
enables the system to ask questions or supply advice and explanation

All three elements are shown in the expert system part of figure 2 and will be
discussed in detail below

Knowledge base
The knowledge base contains a computer representation of the knowledge
that is necessary for the quantitative validation of analytical methods It consists of
rules and attributes (facts) The rules and the attributes are both written in PASCAL
Consequently, the knowledge base has to be compiled before it can be used The
advantage of this approach is that no parser for the knowledge base had to be
developed and that a high flexibility in the declaration of rules was obtained Because
the whole knowledge base is in executable code, the inference of it is fast
The general representation of a rule is shown in figure 3 Apart from the usual
if - then - else structure, rules may contain a do-part in the 'action' of the rule From
this part of the rule the connection is made to the computational part of the program
The communication from and to the expert system part is handled via a small number
of string-type variables Figure 4 shows an example of a rule from the knowledge base,
written in PASCAL The rule consists of two parts A function in which the references
to the attributes are descnbed and a procedure which contains the acting part of the
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{rule 6 : evaluate the reliability of the method)
function Ref_6;
begin
ref_6 := ((part-'p') and ((idem = 'MTE wanted')
or (ident = 'MTE'found'))) or
((part='c') and (ident = 'шеЛйгсиаЬШ!/));
end;
procedure Rule_6;
begin
if (value of('MTE wanted') = 'known') and
(value" ofi'MTE" found') - 'known')
then
begin
Compare_MTE(outputl);
Give valui('mcthod reliability·, outputl);
end;
end;

Figure 4: An example of a rule written In PASCAL

rule. In this example the preconditions of the rule contains the attributes MTEJmown
and MTE_given and the conclusion concerns the methodjeUability. If the values of
both attributes of the precondition are 'known', then this rule is applicable and may be
executed. The execution of this rule involves carrying out the computational procedure
'CompareMTE'. The result of the calculations is transferred to via the variable
'outputl'. The contents of 'outputl' is assigned to the attribute methodreliability by
means of the 'Give_value'-procedure.
The general structure of an attribute consists of five fields: identifier, type,
question, options, value. This part of the rule-base was implemented using PASCAL'S
record-declarations. The 'identifier'-field contains the unique name of the attribute, for
instance methodjeliability. The attributes can be of four different types: int, f lp, bin and
sgl, which represent respectively integers, floating-point numbers, booleans and singlevalued strings. A number of attributes can not or not always be deducted from the
rules. For these attributes the 'question'-field contains a question that is prompted to
the user (if necessary). The 'options'-field indicates the values that can be attained by
the attributes, and the 'value'-field contains the value that is assigned to the attribute
during the course of the program.
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procedure OBTAIN (attribute)

function EXECUTABLE (rule)

for rule number = 1 to number of rules
do
if attribute is in conclusion of rule
and rule is not already being evaluated
then
add rule to list of applicable rules
endif
end
while not all rules from list used
do
if attribute is not already known
then
if EXECUTABLE (rule)
then
execute the rule
endif
take the next rule from the list
endif
endwhile
if attribute is still not known
then
ASKUSER (attribute)
endif

for attribute number = 1 to number of attributes
do
If attribute is in conclusion of rule
then
If attribute already in examination
then
add attribute to list of attributes
endif
endif
end
if none of the attributes is in examintion
then
while not all attributes from list used
do
if attribute is not already known
then
OBTAIN (attribute)
endif
take the next attribute
endwhile
return (true)
else
return (false)
endif

Figure S: Pseudo-code of main parts ol the Inference mechanism: the procedure OBTAIN and the
function EXECUTABLE.

Inference engine
The inference mechanism of the expert system is designed for depth-first,
backward reasoning. The inference mechanism is implemented by using a secondary
recursive programming technique. Essentially, two PASCAL procedures, OBTAIN and
EXECUTABLE, were developed that can call each other. In figure 5 the most important
parts of the procedures are represented in pseudo-code. OBTAIN is the procedure that
is used to infer the knowledge-base for obtaining the value of a specified attribute. For
this purpose all rules of the rule-base are searched for the presence of that attribute
in their conclusion. The rules that satisfy this condition can, if executed, provide the
value of the attribute, and are placed in a list of applicable rules. The rules from this list
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can only be executed if all attributes in the precondition of the rule are satisfied. This
is checked by the function EXECUTABLE. This function searches all attributes for their
presence in the precondition of a specified rule, and places the attributes that satisfy
this condition in a list. If all the attributes from the list are known for a certain rule, then
EXECUTABLE returns 'true' and the rule can be executed. If all or some of the
attributes from the precondition are unknown at that stage of the program, then the
procedure OBTAIN is used to find out the value of the unknown attributes. The value
of an attribute can be deducted from the list of applicable rules. If the execution of a
certain rule resulted in a value for the attribute, the remainder of the list is discarded
and OBTAIN is terminated. If none of the rules from the list resulted in a value for the
attribute or if the rule-base contains no rule from which this value can be obtained, the
system turns to the user for the attribute value, by invoking a procedure in the userinterface.
In the way described above a recursive search on the knowledge base is
performed, which is depth-first and directed backwards. The inference mechanism is
initiated with a call to the procedure OBTAIN, for the 'goal'-attribute. In this case the
'goal'-attribute is 'method', with the possible values: 'acceptable', 'partlyacceptable',
'unacceptable' and 'unknown'. The consultation of the validation system will terminate
when one of these values is assigned to 'method'.
The inference of the knowledge-base is stored in the internal memory of the
computer, by using dynamic memory allocation. The list of applicable rules for all
attributes is linked to the corresponding attribute's memory location, and for every
rule the list of attributes in the precondition is linked to the rule's memory location.
Also a record is kept of the status of all attributes and rules. This log of the
consultation is used when the value of an earlier inferred attribute is changed.
For the enhancement of the inference mechanism the possibility for rules to
be repeated is implemented. When a rule is repeated a kind of iteration is performed
in which parts of deducted knowledge are removed from the knowledge base, and the
inference is continued with the remaining part of the knowledge. The option to repeat
rules is triggered from within the rule that is to be repeated.
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User-interface
In order to perform a quantitative method validation, VALID has to acquire some
knowledge on the specific application of the analytical method Also, in some situations
the judgement of the user is needed by the validation system For these purposes
VALID must be able to communicate with the user The communication is handled by
the user-interface The user-interface consists of a number of routines, of which the
most important one is the /\S/<_US£fl-procedure This procedure is used to obtain
user-input on the value of a knowledge-attribute The text from the attribute's
'question'-field is written to the screen and the answer is read in An error-check on
the given answer is performed, using the information from the 'type'- and the 'options'field
The askuser-routme is fully menu-driven To improve the user-friendliness of
the program, a number of facilities have been added
•

Help A help-window can be opened in which information is given on the
operation of the program

•

Backup At some stages the program needs the results of analytical
measurements The experimental work involved will take some time During
that time the current state of the consultation can be stored to disk, in order
to free the computer

•

Explain The questions to the user are fairly short, but informative enough for
an experienced user However, sometimes more information about the meaning
of a certain question is wanted In that case it is possible to open a window in
which additional explanation on the question is given

•

Correction Any previously given answer may be changed by the user This
has the result that the other attributes, which values were inferred after the
initial value was entered, are set back to the status unknown and, consequently,
will have to be inferred again

The user-interface also contains a procedure for writing a full report on the results of
the method validation This procedure is called at the end of the consultation, after the
value of 'method' has been inferred Ttie report contains the user-input to the system,
all important conclusions and test-results, and, if desired, the measured data
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Figure 6 The modules of knowledge In the validation system

DESCRIPTION OF THE KNOWLEDGE DOMAIN
The knowledge that is incorporated in VALID is designed to select, operate
and evaluate a number of chemometncal tools, necessary for method validation
purposes VAUD's rule-base contains 145 rules and 91 attributes The rules can be
subdivided in a number of groups or modules, according to the sub-goals that are
pursued during a consultation The modules of the system are shown in figure 6
The most important part of a method validation is the quantitative assessment
of the reliability of the analytical results produced by the method The quantification of
the reliability is performed by means of the criterion of Maximum Total Error (MTE) [7]
The MTE is the maximum difference betv/ecn a measured value and the true value that
can occur with a probability of 95% The estimate of the MTE is given by means of an
interval estimate, that is by an upper and a lower limit For the computation of this
performance characteristic estimates of both random errors and systematic errors are
necessary The estimation of both kinds of errors are sub-goals of VALID
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Besides determination of the criterion of Maximum Total Error, VALID also
gathers information on the probable error sources The sources of error that are dealt
with in the validation system are
•

Calibration-procedure In this part the model of the measurement vanance and
the model of the calibration-curve are determined and their parameters are
estimated Furthermore, on the basis of these models an optimal design for
future calibration is generated

•

Drift A test is performed on a short-term linear drift in time in the concentrationvalues estimated from one calibration This test can also give information on the
interval for re-calibration

•

Interferences The contribution of other components than the analyte to the
response of the sample is examined The identity of these components has to
be known in advance and must be entered by the user

•

Influence of the sample-matrix The overall influence of the matrix-effect on the
analysis is evaluated The considered types of influences are a shift in the
sensitivity and a shift in the blank determination

In figure 6, the module for the calibration evaluation is linked to the Random Error
module This is done because the precision of the calibration can be estimated on
the basis of the variance model, the calibration model and the estimated parameters
of these Next, this precision can be used to estimate the Random Error of the method
If is it evident at this point of the validation procedure that the Random Error is larger
than the required Maximum Total Error, then the system informs the user that it is
useless to continue the validation procedure and gives the possibility to terminate the
consultation The module for the drift is also located under the Random Error module,
because an existing, but unobserved short-term drift will result in a larger measured
Random Error Interfering substances and matrix-effect result in systematic deviations
from the true values and, consequently, their modules are placed under the module
for Systematic Error
Not all of the sub-goals listed above are evaluated in every consultation of
VALID This depends on the wishes of the user, the characteristics of the method,
and the availability of reference samples and/or a reference method
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RELIABILITY OF THE RESULTS
Maximum Total Error
The validation system attempts to give a judgement on the suitability of the
results of an analytical method for the specific application. To be able to do so, the
user has to enter the Maximum Total Error (MTE) that is required for the situation at
hand. The required MTE must be specified over the concentration range that is of
interest for the user. This range of interest can be defined smaller than the range for
calibration. At least two concentration levels, with corresponding required MTE, have
to be specified. Intermediate values for the MTE are found by linear interpolation.
The MTE is calculated from the Random Error (RE) and the Systematic Error
(SE) of the analytical data. The upper and the lower limit of the experimentally found
MTE (MTE and MTEj) are given by the following equations [7]:
MTEU - REU + max [abs(SEu), absfSE,)]

MTE, - RE, +

(1)

min tabs(SEu), aMSE,)],

(SE^O ν SEu<0)

0

(SE^feSE,,)

(2)

The experimentally found MTE is determined for the same range of interest,
and is compared with the user-requirements. If the upper level of the found MTE is
smaller than the required MTE for the entire range of interest, then the quality of the
analytical data is judged acceptable for the required purpose. If the lower limit of the
found MTE is under the required MTE, even for only part of the range, then the data
are judged unacceptable. In intermediate situations, that is the required MTE is within
the upper and the lower limit of the found MTE for the whole or for part of the range,
more data are needed. If the user wants to continue with more measurements, VALID
checks in which of the two components of the MTE (the RE or the SE) the uncertainty
is the largest. For that component an additional experimental design will be generated.
If the user doesn't want to continue, then the system concludes that it is unknown
whether the quality of the results is acceptable, because there were not enough
experimental data. If for part of the range of interest the found MTE is above the
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required MTE, then the conclusion that the results are acceptable for part of the range
is added.
If one of the components of the MTE is, for some reason, not evaluated, then
the MTE can not be calculated and evaluated. This results in the conclusion that it is
not known whether the quality of the data is acceptable.

Random Error
The Random Error of the analytical results is calculated from an estimate of
the precision. Precision is the standard deviation of a set of measurements obtained
under certain conditions. In this study we are concerned with the short-term variability
of the data, which is associated with the repeatability of the method [6]. The
repeatability is the precision obtained with the same method or identical test material
and under the same conditions (same operator, same apparatus, same laboratory and
same time).
The upper and the lower limit of the Random Error (RE| and RE ) are calculated
from the repeatability by the following expressions [7]:
REU - /(i/s R ).s R .l/y[X 2 (l-a,df)/df] ,
Z

RE1 - z ( i / j R ) . s R . l / y [ x ( « , d f ) / d f ] ·

(3)
(4)

where ζ is the noncentral normal distribution, 5 is an estimate of the bias of the data,
s R is the precision estimate based on repeatability experiments, and χ (l-ot,df )/df is
the 'chi-square over degrees of freedom' for a significance level of (1-a) and df
degrees of freedom (here o=0.025). The RE is evaluated earlier in the consultation than
the SE. This means that the value of S ¡s not known when the RE has to be calculated.
Therefore, the value of S is set to zero, which might result in a slight overestimation of
the RE. After the SE has been evaluated, the RE is re-calculated, with the proper value
of«.
The repeatability can be dependent on the level of the analyte concentration.
Consequently, the repeatability has to be evaluated at a number of levels. Taylor [2]
suggests that at least three levels should be included in the

repeatability
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measurements. In this study, this minimum number of levels is dependent on the
concentration-range. For this purpose the range is expressed as the quotient of lower
limit and upper limit. For a range larger than 0.5 the minimum number of levels Is three,
for a range between 0.2 an 0.5 the minimum number is two, and for a range smaller
than 0.2 at least one level should be evaluated. The minimum number of replicate
measurements per level is eight. The user has the possibility to choose more
concentration levels or more replicates per level than the minimum provided by VALID.
For the construction of the experimental design, the levels are equally spread over the
concentration range. If there is only one level, it is chosen in the middle of the range.
The measurements to perform are given in a randomized order, in order to prevent
systematic influences.
The measured data are processed to a Random Error, which is compared to
the required MTE, in the way described for the found MTE (see page 96). If the RE is
judged acceptable, the consultation continues with the remainder of the validation
procedure. If the RE is unacceptable, the user is given the possibility to terminate the
consultation, because in that case the required MTE can never be attained and a
further examination of the method is useless. If more data are needed, an additional
design is generated. The results of the measurements are combined with those found
earlier and the evaluation of the RE is repeated. This sequence continues until a
conclusive judgement is possible or until the user indicates that he want to terminate
the RE module.
The user is given the possibility to skip the evaluation of the repeatability. If a
validation of the calibration procedure has been performed, the RE calculated in that
module (see page 107) is used to compute the found MTE.

Systematic Error
The Systematic Error (SE) of the analytical results is calculated from the
estimated bias. Bias can be evaluated by the analysis of samples of known analyte
content (true values). These samples must show a close resemblance to the unknown
samples. For this purpose appropriate certified reference materials can be used. When
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a suitable reference material is not available, one can make use a reference method
to assess the true value of unknown samples Bias is defined as the difference
between the mean of a set of measured concentrations of a sample and the true value
for that sample
From the bias estimate, the upper and lower limit of the Systematic Error (SE
and SE.) are calculated, using the following equations [7]
SE(ü) = Í + td-flt.df)

(1//л) s s ,

(5)

SE(7) = Í - t(l-e,df)

(1/Уп) s s ,

(6)

where ί is the estimate of the bias, t ( l e,df ) is the Student-t value for a significance
level of (1-е) and df degrees of freedom (a=0 025), η is the number of measurements
of the known sample, and s s is the estimated standard deviation of the mean of the
measured values
The bias of the measurements is evaluated at a number of levels The number
of values is determined in the same way as it is for the repeatability measurements
The user is asked to enter the true values for the minimum number of samples,
indicated by VALID More samples can be entered, but this will result in more
measurements The minimum number of replicates per sample is eight The
experimental design is constructed in a randomized order For each of the known
samples the bias with regards to the true value is determined From these bias
estimated the Systematic Error is calculated The SE is compared to the required MTE
(see page 96), in which also negative values of the SE are considered The evaluation,
ι e the judgement on the acceptability of the results is performed in the way described
for the RE Also in this case, the user has the possibility to skip the evaluation of the
SE If the SE is not evaluated, the MTE can not be calculated and no conclusions can
be drawn on the acceptability of the data quality

EVALUATION OF THE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The calibration procedure of an analytical method plays a crucial role in the
assessment of data quality An improper calibration procedure may render all acquired
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data useless. A calibration procedure consists of a calibration model, a variance model
and a calibration design. In the evaluation of the calibration procedure it is assumed
that the variability in the measurements has a normal distribution. In that case least
sum of squares regression techniques are applicable. If there is evidence for a nonnormal noise distribution, it was shown in chapter 3 that it can be advantageous to use
a robust regression method [24].

Theory
In analytical practice the straight line is the most used calibration model.
However, in some situations non-linear relations occur and, consequently, other
models have to be considered. In this study three models will be taken into
consideration: a first, a second and a third degree polynomial. The models shall be
called Ρ , where m is the degree of the polynomial. The mathematical formulation of
these models can be described as follows:
BX + с

(7)

where Y is the column vector of measurements: Y »(Y,, . . ., Y ), В is the column
τ
vector of parameters: Β =(β 0 , β,, . . ., ß^), € is the column vector of error terms:
Í - Í Í J , . . ., « п ), л is the number of measurements and m is the degree of the
polynomial. Let X denote the nx(m+l) design-matrix given by:
1

Xj

Xj 2
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·

·
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A IJ

(8)

П

where the χ.'s are the analyte concentrations at which the measurements are
performed. The column vector e has mean 0 and covariance matrix σ I (I is the nxn
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identity matrix) Equation (7) is solved using the method of the least sum of squares
The solution is given by
6 - (χΤχΓ^Υ ,

(9)

where 6 has covanance matrix a (X X) and a is the variance of the measurements
So far, the variance of the measurements is assumed to be uniform, ι e independent
of the analyte concentration However, in many cases the variance is not uniform In
those cases a weighted least squares regression is appropriate In weighted least
squares regression a weight-factor is assigned to each measurement, proportional to
the inverse of the variance of that measurement Now, the estimate of the model
parameters is given by

â = (X^xrVwY ,
where H is a nxn matnx denoted by 4=(\/of,
variance at analyte concentration x1

(10)
l/of,

2 τ

, 1/σ η ) Ι, and of is the

In order to know which regression procedure to use, one has know the
behavior of the variance of the analytical measurements In this study the variance
model is tested by means of an F-test on the variances measured at the extremes of
the concentration range It is assumed that the variance of the measurements, rf
dependent on the concentration, increases monotone with increasing concentration
In that case, it is most likely that the difference in measurement variance is largest at
the extremes The concentration range has to be specified by the user If the F-test
does not show a significant difference in the observed variances, then a homoscedastical model (uniform variance) is used and an unweighted least squares
regression can be performed If the difference is significant a heteroscedastical model
(non-uniform variance) is used and weighted least squares regression is necessary
A number of functions have been proposed to model the variability of the
measurements as a function of concentration, including linear and quadratic models
of the variance and of the standard deviation [25,26,27,28] No major advantages of
one model over another have been reported In this study, a relatively simple, but
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sufficiently adequate one will be used, namely a linear relation between the
concentration and the standard deviation of the measurements
«γ - <*0 + <*!·*.

(Π)

where Sy is de standard deviation of the measurements, a 0 and «j are the parameters
of the model and χ is the analyte concentration With this model a wide range of
situations can be described The extremes of this model are a uniform variance (oij-O)
and a variance that is proportional to the analyte concentration (а0-0) The parameters
of the model are determined by a least squares fit on the observed variances at the
extremes of the concentration range Equation (11) is used to determine the weightmatrix W, in the case of weighted least squares regression
Once the variance model is known to VALID, the calibration models are tested
for adequacy The test for adequacy is a commonly used test on lack-of-fit [eg 11]
In this test the residual variance about the regression model (s R ) is divided into two
components, known as lack of fit (s LOp) and pure experimental error (s pE) The
estimates of the different variances are determined as follows
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where к is the number of concentration levels, n? is the number of measurements at
level 7, ρ is the number of parameters in the calibration model, and w1 is the weight
for the measurements at level 7 The two variance estimates are compared in an F-test
If the difference is significant the model is inadequate for describing the practically
encountered situation If the difference is not significant then the model is assumed to
be adequate If more than one of the considered models is found adequate, then the
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simplest model, that is the polynomial of the lowest degree, is taken as the most
appropriate. This situation is frequently encountered if a first degree polynomial is
adequate. Then, in most cases the second and third degree polynomial are also
statistically adequate.

Experimental designs
To actually carry out the tests on the models for the variance and the calibration
curve, measurements have to be performed. VALID generates an experimental design,
with which the different models can be evaluated in an efficient manner. The
requirements on the experimental design are different for the diverse models. In the
test on the variance model only the measurements at the extremes of the
concentration range are used, and thus the optimal experimental design for this case
consists of measurements at these concentration levels only. Such a design is also
optimal for estimating the parameters of a first degree polynomial, but is inadequate
for testing lack-of-fit or for estimating the parameters of the second and the third
degree polynomials. In chapter 4, a criterion is described in which a compromise is
sought between estimating the parameters of the three considered polynomials and
testing those models for lack-of-fit. This criterion is used by the validation system, to
generate an initial design to start the evaluation of the calibration-procedure. The
parameters are set to the same values as described in chapter 4, that is a 5-level
design space is chosen and the weights for the first and the second degree polynomial
are set to 1.0, and for the third degree polynomial to 0.5. The size of the initial design
is set to 12 measurements. The algorithm for the construction of the design is also
adapted from chapter 4. The resulting initial design consists of five levels, equally
spaced over the concentration range, at which the following numbers of measurements
have to be performed:

Level
Level
Level
Level
Leve!

1
Ζ
3
4
5

: 4 measurements,
: 1 measurement,
: 2 measurements,
: 1 measurement,
: 4 measurements.
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This design is also adequate for testing the variance model, because multiple
measurements are performed at the upper and the lower level of the range The
number of replicates at these levels is four In the optimal case for 12 measurements
this number would be six, so the efficiency of the design for testing the vanance model
is 80%
Above, it is assumed that the levels of the samples used for calibration are free
to choose In some practical situations this may not be the case, and the experimenter
has only a limited number of samples of fixed analyte content at his disposal This may
be the case if a rapid routine analytical method is calibrated using samples that are
accurately analyzed by an elaborate reference method In those situations the user is
asked to enter the concentration levels of the samples that are available, with a
minimum of five different samples If more than five samples are entered, VALID selects
those five that provide the best spread over the concentration range Next, these five
samples are used as the design space in the construction of the initial design The
user is also asked whether it is possible to use experimental designs of any size, or
whether it is more convenient to perform the measurements in multiples of a certain
number (batch-wise processing) If batch-wise processing is desired, the size of one
batch has to be entered Then, the size of the initial designs will be a multiple of the
batch-size, with a minimum of 12, and any additional designs will be of the batch-size
After the results of the initial design have been evaluated, VALID may not have
enough information to draw conclusions on the appropriate models If more
information is needed, an additional design is generated In case the system needs
additional information on the variance model, the additional design consists of
measurements at the upper and lower level of the range If there is no batch-wise
processing, each level is used once in the design, else the number of measurements
in one batch is divided over both levels In both situations VALID attempts to get an
equal number of measurements at each of the two levels In the case of no batchwise processing, this may result in one or more extra measurements in the additional
design
If the system needs additional information on the appropriate calibration models,
two strategies can be followed One possibility is to use the same criterion and
algorithm as is used for the construction of the initial design This strategy is called the
simultaneous design strategy, and is used in the case of batch-wise processing If the
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evaluation of the initial design already excluded one of the three models, the weight for
that model is set to zero in the design criterion This will render the design more
suitable for discriminating between the remaining models
The other strategy uses a sequential design procedure to find the next point
of the experimental design This procedure, described by Hunter and Reiner [29],
produces one design point at the time and takes into account the information from
previous designs The next design-point is taken at the concentration level, for which
the squared difference in the estimated response of the two best fitting models is at
a maximum If a weighted least squares regression is used, the difference at a certain
level is multiplied by the corresponding weight
2

[ ^ ( x , ) - Ϊ-Λ*,)] wl = max" ,

where Yj(x 7 ) and Ϋ 2 (χ ; ) are the estimated response at the 7

(15)

level of the

concentration χ for respectively the first and the second rival model, and w7 is the
weight for that concentration level The above procedure was criticized by Box and
Hill [30] for ignoring the variances of the predicted responses, a defect not shared
by the criterion they proposed However, for non-singular designs, as encountered
in this study, the two criteria are asymptotically equivalent and in small sample
simulations no difference in the behavior was detected [31] All of the considerations
described above result in the decision table of figure 7 In this table a standard design
denotes the design with the standard setting of the weights of the design-criterion and
an equally spaced design space These designs are present in the knowledge base
of the program for design sizes up to 50, and don't have to be generated during the
consultation In a special design, the weights and/or the design space is altered, as
described above, and the designs are generated during the program run For the
sequential design estimates of the parameters are necessary, thus this type of design
is also generated during the consultation The generation of additional designs is
continued until VALID has enough information to make a conclusive judgement on the
appropriate models for the measurement-variance and the calibration curve
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Υ
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Figure 7 Decision-table for generating expenmentai designs In the evaluation of the calibration
procedure

Design for future calibrations
Once the variance and calibration models as well as the parameters for these
models are known by VALID, it can use this information to calculate an estimate for
the precision of the analytical method This precision is dependent on the design of
the calibration experiments, through the term (X WX)
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:

Var(Y0) - [ X Q . Í X ^ X J ^ . X ^ . S R 2 ,

(16)

where Var(Y0) is the variance of an estimated response value Y0 at concentration XQ,
XQ is a row of the matrix of equation (8) for x0, and sR is the variance about the
regression (see equation (12)). From the above equation an estimate of the variance
of an interpolated concentration (x0) at the measured response YQ:
Var(x0) -

[ sR2/(ffl.*0) + Var(?0) ] / Y'(x 0 ) 2 ,

(17)

where m is the number of replicate analyses used to determine YQ, * 0 is the weight at
concentration х 0 (calculated using equation (11)), and Y ' ( Í Q )

¡S the square of the

local slope of the calibration curve at XQ.
The square root of the estimated variance can be substituted for the sR in
equations (3) and (4), which then results in an interval estimate for the Random Error.
This Random Error is only due to the variability in the measured values and the
statistical uncertainty in the estimated calibration curve. The Random Error can be
compared to the required Maximum Total Error, in order to assess the quality of the
calibration. For the calculation of the precision, an experimental design is needed. The
user is asked for the number of distinct concentration levels for the calibration, i.e. the
number of different calibration samples. The minimum number is indicated by VALID.
However, this number of levels will only be sufficient to estimate the parameters of the
calibration model. If a check on the validity of the model is also desired for every future
calibration, then a higher number must be entered. The system also asks for the
maximum number of measurements that are allowed for one calibration. With these
two restrictions VALID constructs a design with as few measurements as possible,
which results in an acceptable Random Error when compared to the required
Maximum Total Error. If it is not possible to find such a design, the user is given the
possibility to alter the given restrictions or to change the required Maximum Total Error
of the results. The latter option effects the original goal of the validation procedure and
should be used with great care.
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EVALUATION OF THE DRIFT
The results of analytical methods are not always independent from the time
they are obtained There can be a trend or a drift in the values The drift evaluation
included in VALID checks the presence of a short-term drift A short-term drift is the
drift that can occur between two successive calibrations A long-term drift, which can
occur in periods of days of weeks, is not considered in the validation system The
effects of long-term drift can be evaluated in quality control programs, e g by means
of Shewhart- or Cusum-charts The drift-test of VALID uses a linear regression of the
measured data on a straight line The slope of the line is tested against zero in a f-test
If the slope is insignificant, then the result of the test is that no drift is detected The
use of a fit on a straight line implies that only a linear drift can be detected Periodic
fluctuations in the signal are not detected
The drift test requires samples with approximately known concentrations Either
one or two samples can be used for the test The user is asked to enter the maximum
length of a single batch of unknown samples, that is the number of samples between
two calibrations If this number is not larger than 5, only one sample can be used for
the test In this situation the use of two samples will give too few degrees of freedom
for the f-test If the concentration-range is smaller than 0 25, VALID also allows only
one sample to be used for the test More samples over such a limited range will give
almost no extra information If two samples are used, the concentrations will be
selected at the extremens of the concentration range In the case of one sample, the
concentration will be chosen in the middle of the range The experimental design
consist of measuring a full batch of either one test-sample or two test-samples
alternately
After the evaluation of the results of the initial design, VALID may need additional
information to draw a conclusion At this point the user is asked, whether he wants to
continue with more measurements If more measurements are not wanted, the test is
aborted and VALID will conclude that there .s no drift The option to abort the test after
a series of experiments have been evaluated is also implemented for the following tests
on interfering components and on matrix-effects However, in the validation report a
remark will be included that the test has been terminated by the user If the user wants
to continue with the test, the experimental design is repeated and on these data also
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a straight line fit is performed This second series of measurements results in a second
estimate of the slope and of the variance of the slope This slope and the slope of the
initial design are averaged, and both estimates of the variance of the slope are pooled
The significance of the averaged slope is tested against zero, using the pooled
variance The generation of experimental designs continues until enough information
is available to draw a conclusion, or until the user aborts the test
If a significant drift is detected, VALID will make an estimate of the number of
samples for which the drift is not significant This interval is determined by the number
of samples for which the fitted straight line is increased or decreased by the amount
that can be explained by the 95% confidence interval of the slope The user is advised
to perform re-calibration after the estimated interval

EVALUATION OF INTERFERING COMPONENTS
In this test the influence of components, besides the analyte, that are suspected
of causing a response on the detector, is evaluated The names of the suspected
components have to be given to VALID and, therefore, their identity has to be known
by the user Also the maximum expected concentration for each component has to be
entered The test requires samples for which the concentrations of the suspected
components are accurately known These samples are measured a number of times,
and the sensitivity of the detector for the distinct components is estimated by means
of a multiple linear calibration (eg [11,32]) The contributions of the distinct
components to the response are assumed to be additional Interactions between
components are not considered The sensitivity (the slope) for each of the suspected
components is tested against zero in a f-test If the sensitivity for one or more of the
suspected components is significant, the user is advised to change to method in order
to remove the interferences or block the influence of them, or to use a multivariate
calibration method
The test can operate with different kinds of samples If addition of the pure
components is possible, the user is asked to prepare a number of samples, according
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Table 1 The partial factorial design used for the construction of the experimental designs in the
evaluation of interfering components

Number of the interfering component
Sample
number

2

3

4

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

0

to the experimental design generated by VALID The additions must be made to a
representative sample that does not contain the analyte (blank sample or placebo) If
such a sample is unavailable, the additions must be made to allotments of a sample
of low analyte content The number of possible interferences that can be tested is
limited to five in the present form of the program The experimental design is generated
using the partial factorial design listed in table 1 In this table, a ' 1 ' represents the
maximum concentration for that component, and a '0' represents a zero concentration
This design is derived from an 8-experiment, 7-factor partial factorial design (eg [11]),
by deleting two columns (two dummy factors) and rearranging the remaining columns
If less than five components are to be tested, more columns are deleted from the
design of table 1 In the case of three factors, the resulting design consists of two
standard 4-experiment, 3-factor partial factorial designs The experiments for the initial
experimental design are read from table 1 The number of measurements is such that
the degrees of freedom for the statistical tests is at least one If an additional design
is necessary, the remaining experiments from table 1, if any, are selected and,
subsequently, duplicate experiments are prescribed
If the addition of the pure interferences is not possible, but samples are available
for which the concentrations of the suspected components as well as the analyte are
known, then these samples can be used in the test These samples can be reference
materials, or samples for which the components have been quantified by other
analytical methods In this type of test, only four interferences can be checked,
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because the parameter for the analyte has to be estimated as well The minimum
number of different samples is determined by the number of interferences to test plus
two, in order to avoid singularities in the calculations The statistical tests require at
least one degree of freedom The initial design consists of all the available samples,
and in duplicate if this is necessary to attain the minimum number of degrees of
freedom If the initial design provides not enough information for VALID to draw a
conclusion, an additional design is generated that contains again all available samples
After each series of measurements the evaluation is repeated, using all available
measurements, until a conclusions is drawn or the test is aborted

EVALUATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE SAMPLE-MATRIX
The matrix of the sample can effect the response of the analyte The sensitivity
of the detector can be influenced by the sample-matrix, which results in a proportional
error in the results The sample-matrix can also cause a response of a blank sample,
which results in a constant error Both effects can occur simultaneously as well Three
different tests are included m VALID the recovery-test, the standard addition test and
the matrix-blank test The recovery test is used when samples are available for which
the analyte concentration is accurately known (reference materials), when a reference
method is available or when addition of the pure analyte to a blank sample is possible
(spiked blank) The standard addition test is used when analyte addition is possible,
but when no representative blank sample is available If the other tests are not
possible, and a matrix-blank is available, then the matrix-blank test is performed

Recovery test
In the recovery test the use of reference materials is preferred to a reference
method, and a reference method is preferred to the addition of analyte to a blank
sample If reference materials or a reference method is used, at least five different
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samples, spread over the entire concentration range are required If analyte addition
is used, five different samples are prepared, equally spread over the concentration
range The initial design of the test consists of measuring all available samples once
The measured concentrations are compared to the known concentrations, by
means of a least squares regression on a straight line In the ideal case (when no
matnx effects are present) the slope of the line is 1 0 and the intercept is 0 0 (eg
[11]) If a proportional error is present, the slope deviates from this value, and in the
case of a constant error the intercept has a deviating value The errors in the estimated
parameters are determined by the covariance-matnx (see equation (9), page 101)
Because of the inter-dependence of the intercept and the slope, the statistical
significance of deviations from the expected values is tested by means of their joint
confidence interval [33]
2

2

2

2.F(a,2,i/ 2 ).a = ( t y . ! ^ + 2.6 0 ( i y D - C ^ + ( b j - l ) . ^

(18)

where F(a,2,i' 2 ) is the F-statistic for a confidence level of a, v^ is the number of
degrees of freedom of the fit (number of measurements - 2), a is the variance about
the fit, b, and b, are respectively the intercept and the slope of the line, and C, , is
the element (?,j) of matrix с The matrix с is defined by X X, where X is the design
matrix given in equation (8), for m-l If the experimentally found combination of the
intercept and slope is statistically significant, VALID draws the conclusion that a matrixeffect is present VALID also checks whether the matrix influences the slope or the
intercept singly, or whether it effects both parameters If a matrix-effect is present, the
system advises to make changes to the method (e g the sample preparation) to
remove the matrix of the sample In the case of a proportional error VALID also advises
to apply the standard addition method, and in the case of a constant error to use a
blank correction
If the information from the initial design is insufficient for the system to draw a
conclusion, an additional design is generated, which consist of measuring all available
samples once more The recovery test is repeated, using the results of all previous
experiments This cycle continues until a conclusion is drawn, or the user aborts the
test
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Standard addition test
In the standard addition test, samples are prepared by the addition of pure
analyte to a sample of low analyte content The additions to the sample are made such
that they are equally spread over the range from the approximate analyte concentration
in the unspiked sample to the upper concentration limit The initial design for this test
consists of measuring these five samples The determined concentrations for these
samples are fitted on a straight line as a function of the added concentrations In this
test a constant error can not be evaluated, because of the analyte that was already
present in the sample before the additions Thus, only the slope of the line is tested
for a deviation from the ideal value of 1 0, by means of a standard i-test If necessary,
additional designs are generated consisting of a replication of the initial design
If the deviation in the slope of the fitted line is significant, VALID draws the
conclusion that a proportional error due to the sample matrix is present In this case,
VALID gives the user the same advice as in the recovery test, excluding the comments
on the constant error

Matrix-blank test
The matrix-blank test is only performed, when the two matrix-tests above are
not possible This test requires a blank sample, that is representative for the samples
that do contain the analyte The initial design consists of measuring the blank sample
five times Because the measured samples contains no analyte, it is not possible to
draw conclusions on a proportional effect This test can only draw conclusions on a
constant error "Rie expected value for the determined concentration values for the
analyte is zero The averaged found concentration is tested against zero, by means
of a i-test If there is insufficient information in the results from the initial design, an
additional design is generated, which consists of measuring the blank sample for
another five times
If the deviation from the expected value is significant, VALID draws the
conclusion that a constant error due to the sample-matrix is present The advice to
the user will be the same as for the recovery test, excluding the comments on the
proportional error
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CONFIDENCE LEVELS FOR STATISTICAL TESTS
Decision limits
In the validation system a number of statistical test are incorporated, which
make use of the F- and the f-statistic In a statistical test one usually wants to compare
two estimates of some property (e g mean, variance) or test for the presence of an
effect For this purpose two types of hypothesis are stated the null hypothesis (HJ,
for when there is no difference between the estimates or there is no effect, and the
alternative hypothesis (H,), for when there is One also has to decide on which level
of significance is to be given to the test The level of significance determines the critical
value of the test-statistic, and thus the decision limit
VALID uses two decision limits There is an upper decision limit, which is
determined by a certain risk for a type 1 error, that is the probability of rejecting H0
when, in fact, it is true The probability, denoted by o, is set to a value of 0 05 When
a test statistic shows a value larger than the upper decision limit, then the null
hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that there is a difference or an effect is
present The choice of the lower decision limit is governed by the risk for a type 2
error This is the probability that H0 is accepted when it is false, ι e that a certain effect
is not detected by the test This type of error is denoted by ß Unlike a, ß is not a single
value, but depends on the e-level, the number of experimtnts and the magnitude of
the actual effect The term (1-ß) is known as the power of the test, that is the
probability of detecting an effect of a certain magnitude In general, the power of a test
increases for larger effects and for a larger number of experiments The assessment
of ß for the different tests will be discussed below
When a test statistic shows a value smaller than the lower decision limit, then
the null hypothesis is accepted and it is concluded that no effect is present When
the value of the test-statistic is between the upper an the lower decision limit, then
VALID can't make a decision and more in'ormation is needed When more data
become available the lower decision limit increases, until it reaches the value of the
upper decision limit In this situation the system will always draw a conclusion on the
presence of the effect The general flow of the program in the use of statistical tests
is shown in figure 8
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Figure 8: The general flow erf the program in the use of statistical tests.

The F-test for discrimination between variance models
In the experimental designs that are used in discriminating between the possible
variance models, the number of measurements for the estimation of the variances at
the upper and the lower level are equal. In some cases there can be a difference of
one between the two numbers, but the effect of this is neglected. This means that the
degrees of freedom for the F-test (i/j and t> j) are equal.
For a fixed a and a certain magnitude of the effect, the value of 8 can be found
as a function of the sample size. Alternatively, for a fixed value of ß and a certain
magnitude of the effect, the corresponding value of a can be found as a function of the
sample size. The level of the effect in this case is the factor Q, which is defined as:
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(19)

where σ, and σ- are the true variances at respectively the upper and the lower level.
The values of Q that are considered here are 4,9 and 16, which means an increase in
the standard deviation of the measurements by a factor of 2,3 or 4 over the range of
the method. In the present application of the F-test, it is tested whether the estimate
о

2

2

2

of σ, is significantly larger than the estimate of σ- . The null hypothesis is H,,: Sj »Sg ,
and the alternative hypothesis is H,: Sj >s2 . The value of β is given by the following
equality:
F(U,vvv2)

= F((l-a),vvv2)/(¡

(20)
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Figure 9: The risk for type-2 error of the test for discrimination between variance models, for a
significance level of a=0 05, in the case of the variance model discrimination.
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where F(ß,i/j,»/-) ,s t h e v a , u e o f t h e ^-distribution for a significance level of ß and f j ,
»2 degrees of freedom For a fixed value of a=0 05 and the different values of Q the
type 2 error (ß) is shown in figure 9 as a function of the degrees of freedom for the test
((/=»',=»'-) The figure shows that the risk for a type-2 error decreases with an
increasing effect (larger Q) and for a larger number of measurements (larger c) For a
certain value of ß the corresponding value for a for different values of ν can be found
from equation (20) This way a lower decision limit can be defined The choice of ß is
governed by the risk one is willing to take for a type-2 error of a certain magnitude In
this study the chosen values are for <?=16: ß=0 05, for <?=16 ß=0 10 and for 0=4
8=0.35 For Ç=16 the difference in the variances at the upper and the lower limit is
rather large and the probability the effect is not detected should be low Therefore, for
ß the same value was chosen as for e (=0 05) One can also chose this value for
smaller values of Q, but then the resulting lower decision limit will be very low and one

Q=4
-

--

Q= 9
Q=<6

0.40
5

10

15

20

25

Degrees ol freedom (v)
Figure 10 The values for (14») for the selected combinations of Q and B, for degrees of freedom (υ)
from 1 up to 25, in the case of the variance model discrimination
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Table 2: The lower decision limit (expressed in %) for (A) the F test used for testing the variance model
(B) the F-test for testing the calibration models

decision-limit

df
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A
<50%
<50%
65.8%
76.7%
84.2%
88.8%
91.2%
93.1%
94.5%
>95%
>95%

В
60
73
80
84
86
88
89

0%
0%
0%
2%
2%
5%
8%

90.8%

91
92
92
93
93
93
94
94
94
94
94

6%
2%
7%
1%
5%
8%
0%
3%
5%
6%
8%

>95%

may have to perform many measurements before a conclusion on the variance model
can be drawn For 0=4 and 8=0 05 the point at which the lower decision limit reaches
the upper decision limit is at a number of degrees of freedom of 24 This means that
a number of measurements of 25 at as well the lower as the upper concentration limit
must be performed. This number of measurements can only be lowered by accepting
a larger value for ß If the value of 8=0 35 is selected, the maximum number of
measurements per level is 10, which is judged acceptable For <?=9 an intermediate
value for β was chosen
For the selected combinations of Q and ß, the corresponding value for α is
computed for degrees of freedom (v) from 1 up to 25, using equation (20) In figure 10
the resulting values for (l-o) are plotted The lower decision limit is determined from
this plot by selecting the lowest value for (1 -a) for each degree of freedom The values
for the lower decision limit for the F-test used for testing the variance model of the
measurements are listed in table 2
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The F-test for discrimination between calibration models
The test that is used for discrimination between calibration models is also based
on the F-test, but in this case the numbers of degrees of freedom are not equal for
both variance estimates tested lack of fit and pure experimental error (see page 102)
The denominator in the F-statistic is formed by the estimate of the variance due to pure
experimental error (s p E , see equation (14)) The degrees of freedom for this estimate
(v,) is equal to the total number of measurements minus the number of distinct
concentration levels The numerator is formed by the estimate of the variance due to
lack of fit ( s 2 L 0 F , see equation (13)) For this estimate the degree of freedom (vj) is
the number of concentration levels minus the number of parameters The experimental
design of the test is such that the number of distinct levels is always five This results
in values for v, of 3 for a test on the adequacy of the first degree polynomial, 2 for the
second degree polynomial and 1 for the third degree polynomial
Q=4

e
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α
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"

0

;16

Degrees of freedom (ν,)
Figure 11 The risk for type-2 error of the test for discrimination between the first to the third degree
polynomial, for a significance level of a=0 05, in the case of the calibration model discrimination
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Table 3: The selected values of β for combination of u, and 0 in case of the lack of fit test of the first
to the third polynomial
В

Uj

Ç-4

<?-9

Q.16

3
2
1

0.47
0.56
0.69

0.20
0.31
0.50

0.10
0.19
0.39

Analogous to the way described in the previous section, the risk for a type two error
can be calculated as a function of e2 for the three values of c. The values for Q are
the same as used above (i?=4, 9, 16) The results are shown in figure 11 The plot
shows that for high values of i ^ the values for ß decrease only slowly This means that
more measurements will give little additional information on the appropriate calibration
model The values for ß are chosen at the intersection of the different lines for ß and
the line for c2=25 The resulting combinations of Cj, Q and ß are listed in table 3 From
the selected values of ß the corresponding a are computed, using equation (20) The
results are shown in figure 12 as values of (1 -a) All lines show approximately the same
behavior. The lower decision limit is determined from the lowest value for (1-a) at each
value of i/j The resulting lower decision limits are listed in table 2

Other statistical tests
In the evaluation of drift (see page 108) a <-test is performed on the significance
of the slope of the fitted straight line If the slope of the line is not significant, then the
variance in the observed values can be fully explained by the variance about the mean
of the measurements, which means that the regression is not significant The test for
the significance of the slope of the line and the test for the significance of the
regression are equivalent [32] The regression is regarded significant if the following
inequality holds [11]
F(a,»vvz)
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> s 2 Reg / 52R ,

(21)
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Figure 12: The values for (1-a) for the selected combinations of Q and ß, for degrees of freedom (υ)
from 1 up to 25, in the case of the calibration model discrimination
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s2

where s

R

is the variance due to regression and s

R

(see page 102) is the variance

about the regression. The degrees of freedom for the F-statistic are respectively v, =1
and Vj=2n.-p. This combination of degrees of freedom was also found in the test on
the adequacy of the third degree polynomial. Therefore, the same table of lower
decision limits (table 2-b) can be used for the f-test in the drift analysis.
In the evaluation of interfering substances a similar test is used to check for a
significant contribution of a suspected interférant to the detector-response. In this test
the sensitivity of the detector (ß?.) is estimated for each of the suspected interferences
and is tested on statistical significance by means of a f-test. This f-test is equivalent to
a partial F-test for β y [32]. In this test the contribution of compound / is to the variance
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about the regression calculated and compared to s

R

by an F-test:

s2
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The above F-statistic has a v-, of 1 and a v. which is dependent on the number of
measurements. This is the same as for the drift-evaluation and thus the same lower
decision limits can be used.
In the evaluation of the influence of the sample-matrix the significant deviations
of the ideal values for the slope and intercept of the fitted straight line are tested
simultaneously. This test involves no (-statistic, but a F-statistic with »»^=2 and v*
dependent on the number of measurements. This is the same combination of degrees
of freedom as was found for the test on the adequacy of the second degree
polynomial. The corresponding lower decision limits are found in table 2-b.

APPLICATION TO THE DETERMINATION OF CADMIUM

Experimental
Heavy metals are, together with cyanides, the most important inorganic
substances that can cause a pollution of the soil. Too high concentration levels can
have toxic effects on the vegetation and on animal and human life. One of the heavy
metals that is frequently considered in environmental analysis is Cadmium. In this study
the determination of Cadmium in soil samples is evaluated using the validation system
described above.
After destruction of the organic matrix of the soil sample, the Cadmium content
is quantified by means of electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry (Et-AAS). The
analysis is performed according to standard methods of the NNI (Dutch Normalization
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Table 4' The sample identification codes and the Cadmium concentration in the prepared reference
samples
Nr.

Code

Concentration Cd

(«J/D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RIN861440(1)
RIN861440(2)
RIN861446(1)
RIN861446(2)
RIN861451(1)
RIN861451(2)
RIN861453U)
RIN861453(2)

0.0526
0.0514
0.824
0.970
3.627
2.474
5.473
5.473

Institute, Delft, the Netherlands) For the sample preparation NEN 6465 [34] was used,
and for the AAS-determmation NEN 6458 [35] was used
All chemicals used were analytical-reagent grade Demmeralized water was
used for all solution preparations The glassware was rinsed with 4N nitric acid and
with demmeralized water before use Accurately weighted soil samples of about 5 g
were destructed by boiling for 2 5 hours in a mixture of 25 ml of water, 4 ml of nitric
acid (15 mol/l), 12 ml of hydrochloric acid (12 mol/l) After cooling down the reaction
mixture is transferred quantitatively into a measuring flask of 100 ml and allowed to
settle overnight The clear solution was further diluted by a factor 10 to match the
working range of the spectrometer Reference samples were obtained from RIN (Rijks
Instituut voor Natuurbeheer, Arnhem, the Netherlands) The sample identification codes
and the Cadmium concentrations in the prepared samples are listed in table 4
Calibration samples were prepared from a standard Cd-solution of 1 mol/l
(Spectrosol, BHD Chemicals, Poole, Great Britain) by diluting with a solution of nitric
acid and hydrochloric acid to the same acid concentrations as in the samples
Calibration standards of 0 00,1 25, 2 50, 3 75 and 5 00 ßg/\ Cd were prepared daily
TTie analysis was performed by measuring the atomic absorption at 228 8 nm after
atomization in a graphite furnace The used apparatus was a Video 11 aa/ae
spectrophotometer, equipped with an autosampler, furnace atomizer 655 and a fastac
II autosampler (Instrumentation Laboratory, Andover, MA, USA) All samples were
analyzed using the standard settings as supplied by the manufacturer and a SmithHieftje background correction
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Results
The results of the method validation procedure will be presented in the order
in which they are produced by VALID. This means that consecutively the results of
the evaluation of the calibration procedure, the drift, the repeatability (and Random
Error), the matrix-effects, the bias (and Systematic Error) and the Maximum Total Error
are discussed. The evaluations of interfering compounds has not been performed,
because the absorption line for Cadmium was judged specific enough to neglect
possible interferences. All actions that are described are performed by VALID. Before
the validation of the analytical results can take place, the user has to enter the errors
that are regarded as allowable in terms of the Maximum Total Error. In this particular
case the desired MTE was set to 0.5 μς/Ι at the lower concentration limit of 0.0 цд/\
and to 1.0 /ig/l at the upper concentration limit of 5.0 /ig/l. The validation system
linearly interpolates the desired MTE for concentration values in between. Information
from the user is acquired by asking questions, that have to be answered. A simplified

Enter the upper limit of the expected concentrations :
answer: 5.0
Enter the lower limit of the expected concentrations :
answer: 0.0
Do you want a validation of the method-precision, method-bias or both ?
answer: BOTH
Do you want a validation of the calibration-procedure ?
answer: YES
Are the concentration-levels of the calibration samples free to choose ?
answer: YES
Are the calibration samples processed in batches ?
answer: NO
Figure 1^· Part of the dialogue between the system and the user.
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example of the dialogue between VALID and the user is shown in figure 13 In figure 13
the facilities of the user interface are not shown Other information is extracted by
VALID from experimental data During the collection of these data, the current state of
the consultation can be saved and the program can be stopped
The evaluation of the calibration procedure starts with the construction of an
experimental design Since the concentration levels are free to choice and there is no
batch-wise processing, the design is the standard design of 12 points that was
presented on page 103 The levels are respectively 0 00,1 25,2 50,3 75,5 00 pg/l Cd
All measured response values for the evaluation of the calibration procedure are listed
in table 5 The variances are calculated for the responses at the extremes of the
concentration range and a /Mest is performed The results are listed in table 6 The
significance of the difference between the variances is 90 5% This value is lower than
the upper decision limit of 95% and is higher than the lower decision limit of 65 0%
This means that additional measurements have to be performed From figure 7 follows
that at both ends of the range one experiment has to be done After the response

Table 5: The concentration levels of the design (C in /ig/l) and the corresponding measured response
values (R in AUFS) for four different series of measurements

Series 1
Nr.

С

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0.00
1.25
2.50
3.75
5.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
2.50
5.00
0.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
2.50

R
0.001
0.055
0.117
0.172
0.216
0.220
-0.002
0.215
0.005
0.129
0.230
0.002
0.004
0.218
0.003
0.228
0.115

Series 2
С
0.00
1.25
2.50
3.75
5.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
2.50
5.00
0.00
0.00
5.00

R
0.001
0.045
0.092
0.123
0.177
0.173
0.001
0.168
-0 003
0.091
0.164
0.001
0.000
0.176

Series 3
С
0.00
1.25
2.50
3.75
5.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
2.50
5.00
0.00

R
0.000
0.044
0.095
0.129
0.169
0.173
0.000
0.183
0 003
0.090
0.174
0.001

Series 4
С
0.00
1.25
2.50
3.75
5.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
2.50
5.00
0.00

R
0.003
0.059
0.125
0.187
0.250
0.245
0.007
0.249
0.006
0.131
0.236
0.006
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Table 6 Results of the evaluation of the variance model (df denotes the degrees of freedom)

lower limit
# measurements

12
14
16

s2
8 33 10"6
7 50 10"6
6 17 10*6

upper limit
df
3
4
5

s2
4 69 10* 5
3 62 10" 5
4 02 10" 5

df

significance

3
4
5

90 5%
92 2%
97 0%

values have been added to the previous results, the F test is repeated and a
significance level of 92 2% is calculated Although the lower decision limit has
increased to 77 0% as a result of the higher number of degrees of freedom, VALID still
cannot make a decision on the variance model Again, additional measurements at the
ends of the range have to be performed After these measurements a decision is
possible, because the significance level (97 0%) is above the upper decision limit of
95% This means that the variance of the response measurements is regarded nonuniform, and a model for the standard deviation as a function of the concentration is
estimated
sY - 2 48 10"3 + 7 71 10"4 * c cd

(24)

where Sy is the standard deviation of the response measurements (expressed in
AUFS), and cCd is the concentration of Cadmium (expressed in fig/l)
The model for the standard deviation is used to calculate the weights matnx
for the regression procedure The regression is performed on the 16 measurements
that have been performed until now After the regression on the different models has
been performed the residual variance about the regression model, the variance due
to pure experimental error and the variance for lack of fit are calculated from equations
(12) to (14) for each of the models The weights in these equations are calculated from
equation (24) Because the variances are computed from a sum of weighted squares,
the resulting values are in the order of one The appropriate F-test is performed and
the significance of the lack of fit is computed The results of this are listed in table 7
For 11 degrees of freedom the lower decision limit is 92 7% The significance for lack
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Table 7 The results of lack of fit test for the weighted regression on polynomials of the first to the third
degree (df denotes degrees of freedom)
After 16 measurements:
degree of
polynomial

'\

df

4

df

'lor

df

1
2
3

1.844
1.528
1.376

14
13
12

1.246
1 246
1.246

11
11
11

4.039
3 083
2.816

3
2
1

93 6%
87 0%
83.9%

df

AM

df

significance
of lack of f i t

12
12
12

3.343
2.526
1.560

3
2
1

significance
of lack of fit

After 17 measurements:
degree of
polynomial

>\

df

1
2
3

1.728
1.458
1.343

15
14
13

<*n
1.325
1.325
1.325

89 3%
77.7%
70.1%

of fit of the first degree polynomial is 93 6%, which means that there is doubt on the
adequacy of this model Therefore, an additional measurement has to be performed
From figure 7 follows that the sequential design procedure is appropriate for the
selection of the next concentration level to perform a measurement Using equation
(15) VALID selects the next point at 2 5 дд/І Cd The results after this measurement
(total of 17 measurements) are also listed in table 7 Now, the significance for lack of
fit of the first degree polynomial is 89 3%, which is below the lower decision limit for 12
degrees of freedom (93 1%) It is concluded that the first degree polynomial is
adequate for this application For this model the regression line and the residuals are
shown in figure 14 The minimal design for future calibrations is determined for the
settings of a minimum number of levels of 2, using equation (3), (4), (16) and (17) The
resulting design consists of one measurement at 0 00 цд/\ and one measurement at
5 00 /jg/l For this design the Random Error is below the specified desired Maximum
Total Error, which is illustrated in figure 15 This calibration design is used throughout
the remainder of the validation procedure
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Figure 14: The regression line and the residuals for the regression on the first degree polynomial.
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= upper and lower limits, -·-·- = demanded MTE)

The evaluation of the calibration procedure has been repeated another three
times In all these cases the same final results were obtained, that is a non-uniform
variance and a first degree polynomial as the calibration model In the second series
of measurements, the model for the variance of the response was not evident after 12
measurements The significance of the difference between the two estimated variances
was 94 0% After an additional measurement at both ends of the concentration range,
the significance was above 95%, and the non-uniform model was accepted From
these 14 measurements the adequate calibration model could be deducted For the
third and the fourth series, the initial 12 measurements contained enough information
to conclude on as well the variance model as the calibration model The estimated
models for the standard deviations showed some variation, but this variation could be
well explained statistically Also, the minimum design for future calibrations was the
same in all cases
The evaluation of the drift of the measurement system is the next step in the
validation procedure The maximum length of a single run is set to 20. A higher
number was regarded pointless, because of the degrading effect on the graphite
furnace of acid present in the samples The number of levels at which the drift is to
be evaluated was set to 2 VALID selects the calibration samples with the lowest and
the highest concentration for the drift test The generated design consists of measunng
the two samples alternately for a total of 10 measurements each The found
concentration values and the calculated drift parameters are listed in table 8 The drift
in the low level sample (0 00 /ig/l) is found to be significant, because the sensitivity is
above the 95% confidence limit The number of measurements for which the drift is
within the confidence limit is calculated to be 11 For future measurements the number
of measurements that are performed before recalibration is set to 10 for practical
reasons and for extra safety against drift The found sensitivity for the high level sample
(5 00 jig/I) is approximately the same as for the low level sample, but because of the
larger variance in the measurements at high levels, the drift is not significant The
results are illustrated in figure 16 The horizontal lines in the plots are representations
of the decision limits for the sensitivity The outer lines are the upper decision limits and
the inner lines the lower decision limits If the fitted line (solid) crosses one of these
lines, it means that the value of the sensitivity is above the corresponding decision limit
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Table 8: The design and the measured concentrations for the test on linear drift of the analysis system.
Also the calculated drift parameters and decision limits are given.

Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Approx.
cone.

Measured
cone.

0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00

0.007
4.246
0.041
4.627
0.028
4.455
-0.003
4.742
0.013
4.519

Calculated

drift

Nr.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Approx.
cone.

Measured
cone.

0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00

0.003
4.308
-0.030
4.618
-0.016
4.576
-0.003
4.199
-0.033
4.403

parameters:
Decision limits

Cone. Cd
(M/1)

Sensitivity
([«l/ll/analysis)

0.0
5.0

-0.0030
-0.0047

lower
(90.8%)

upper
(95.0%)

i 0.0013
i 0.0150

± 0.0016
± 0.0192

Figure 16: The results of the test for linear drift in the high level and the sample low level sample (see
text for explanation).
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The repeatability of the method is evaluated by repeated measurements of a
sample. The number of samples at which the repeatability is measured is set to 3 and
the number of repetitions is set to 8, which are the minimum values for the parameters
that are accepted by VALID. The three concentration levels selected by the system are
0.00, 2.50, and 5.00 /tg/l Cd. The experimental design of the measurements and the
determined concentrations are listed in tables. Using equation (3) and (4), the

Table 9: The measured concentrations for the determination of the repeatability of the method.

Nr.

Approx.
cone.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

5.00
0.00
2.50
2.50
2.50
5.00
2.50
0.00
0.00
2.50
0.00
2.50
0.00
0.00
5.00
2.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
2.50
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00

Heasured
cone.
5.00000
-0.00004
2.55001
2.25002
2.67498
5.20000
2.74998
0.17498
0.15003
2.47501
0.22320
2.63393
0.11158
-0.04467
4.50893
2.27680
5.08930
5.02232
4.79908
2.41070
0.06786
4.81899
0.04528
4.54754

Nr.

Approx.
cone.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

2.50
0.00
5.00
5.00
2.50
5.00
0.00
2.50
0.00
0.00
2.50
5.00
2.50
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
2.50

Heasured
cone.
2.33028
-0.00004
4.79641
4.68327
2.51133
4.41174
0.06786
2.69230
0.04528
0.11311
2.62440
4.90948
2.73754
0.04528
5.04528
0.15835
4.97738
2.55657

Random Error:
Series 1

Series 1+2
-

Cone.

RE,

0.00
2.50
5.00

0.099
0.237
0.325

«.
0.149
0.359
0.491

RE

u

0.307
0.737
1.008

RE

1

0.090
0.236
0.335

RE

m

0.125
0.326
0.462

RE

u

0.202
0.526
0.746
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Random Error is calculated from the concentrations 1 to 24 The results are also listed
in table 9 (Series 1) The upper limit for the Random Error is above the desired
Maximum Total Error for the concentration level of 5 00 pg/l Cd This means that
VALID cannot draw a conclusion, and that additional measurements are necessary
The experimental design and the determined concentrations are listed in table 9
(measurements 25 to 42) The results of the additional measurements are combined
with the initial, and the Random Error is determined The resulting Random Error (see
table 9, series 1 +2) is below the desired Maximum Total Error for the entire range and
is judged acceptable
The effects of the sample-matrix are evaluated by means of samples of which
the Cadmium concentration is known In this case, reference samples are available
and a recovery test was selected to evaluate the influence of the matrix The
concentrations of the eight reference samples (table 4) and of a blank destruction
sample (0 00 ßg/\) were given to VALID as true values The generated experimental
design consists of measuring all 9 samples once The results of the measurements
as well as the results of the data analysis are listed in table 10 (series 1) For the test,
the joint confidence ellipses, computed for the confidence levels of 89 8% and 95 0%
are used The confidence ellipses are shown in figure 17(A) The decision limits given
in table 10 for the intercept and the slope are respectively the horizontal and the
vertical limits of the plotted ellipses The inner ellipse represents the lower decision limit
and the outer one the upper decision limit The intersection of the line of slope=1 and
intercept=0 lies between those two decision limits, thus no conclusion can be drawn
and an additional expenmental design is generated The design consists of measuring
the same samples again The results are listed in table 10 (series 2) and the
confidence ellipse is shown in figure 17(B) Because of the larger number of
measurements the variance in the estimated slope and intercept is reduced, which is
shown by the smaller ellipses Also the lower decision limit (94 3%) is closer to the
upper decision limit (95%) As a result of this the intersection of the lines lies outside
the outer ellipse This means that a matrix-effect is present The vertical line for
intercept=0 goes through the inner ellipse and the horizontal line for slope=1 lies
above the outer ellipse, which indicates that the effect is only in the effect in the slope
of the line The concentrations that are found by the AAS-analysis are significantly
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Table 10: The true values and the measured values of the samples used for the evaluation of the
influence of the sample matrix, and the results of the data analysis

Series 1

Nr.

True value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3.627
2.474
4.926
0.824
0.000
0.053
0.970
0.051
4.926

Series 2

Measured

Nr.

True value

Measured

3.061
2.116
4.140
0.677
-0.043
0.002
0.812
-0.021
4.770

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

3.627
2.474
4.926
0.824
0.000
0.053
0.970
0.051
4.926

3.2447
2.4225
4.1535
0.8214
0.2372
0.2372
0.9079
0.0425
4.2833

Results:
After
series

Decision limits
Effect In

Estimate

lower

upper

1

Blank
Slope

-0.0696
0.9042

-0 3723
0 9534

0.3723
1.0466

-0.5414
0.8052

0.5414
1.1948

2

Blank
Slope

-0.0450
0.8699

-0 3282

0.3282
1.1181

-0.3511
0.8736

0.3511
1.1264

0.8819

В
1 20
1.10
1.00
0.90
0.80

^

o.ro
0.60
-О 10
Intercept

Figure 17 The confidence ellipses used in the test for matrix-effects, (A) based on series 1, (B) based
on series 1 and 2
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lower than the true values of the reference materials VALID advises to check the used
calibration samples and to consider the use of a standard addition method for the
quantification.
The evaluation of the bias of the method is performed on a selection of the
available reference samples The number of reference samples and the number of
replicate measurements of these are set to the minimum values, that is 3 samples
and 8 replicates. The design of the measurements and the determined concentrations
are listed in table 11 From these measured concentrations the Systematic Error is
determined, using equations (5) and (6) The results are also listed in table 11 The
Systematic Error is slightly negative For the highest level, the Systematic Error is
significantly below zero However, it is well within the desired Maximum Total Error and,
based on that, judged as acceptable The system reports the existence of a matrix
effect as a probable cause for the observed Systematic Error

Table 11: The measured concentrations for the determination of the systematic error (bias) of the
method, and the computed Systematic Error

Nr.

Actual
cone.

Measured
cone.

Nr.

Actual.
cone.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

4.926
2.474
0.051
2.474
4.926
4.926
4.926
0.051
2.474
4.926
4.926
0.051

4.477
2.500
0.023
2.386
4.682
4.614
5.014
0.136
2.386
4.909
4.861
0.046

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2.474
2.474
4.926
0.051
2.474
0.051
4.926
0.051
2.474
4.926
0.051
2.474

¿KSteraat/ç Frrpr··
Cone.
0.051
2.474
4.926
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SE

1

-0.0630
-0.2283
-0.3093

SE

™

-0.0053
-0.1088
-0.1726

SE

u

0.0523
0.0107
-0.0360

Measured
cone.
2.500
2.516
4.907
0.023
2.176
0.070
4.745
0.093
2.136
4.568
-0.068
2.318
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Figure 18. The estimates for the Random Error, The Systematic Error and the Maximum Total Error
(

» most probable value,

= upper and lower limits,

= demanded MTE).

The last part of this consultation of the validation system is the computation of
the Maximum Total Error that was observed, using equations (1) and (2). The results
are shown in figure 18. The upper limit of the observed MTE is below the desired MTE,
which indicates that the results obtained by the method described above are
acceptable for the desired purpose.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The implementation of an expert system based program, called VALID, for the
quantitative validation of the results of analytical methods has been demonstrated The
use of the validation system makes it feasible for a non-expert to use a collection of
mathematical and statistical tools for validation of analytical results The knowledge
domain of the evaluation of performance characteristics of analytical methods for
validation purposes, proved to be appropriate for incorporation in an expert system
The developed system is generally applicable and can be used for a wide variety of
analytical methods VALID queries the user for his knowledge concerning the
analytical-chemical method, it selects the appropriate procedures and tests, provides
the experimental designs, evaluates the results and draws conclusions
The expert system shell that has been built for the validation system performs
well The inference of the incorporated knowledge is fast On the used hardware an
almost instantaneous response was obtained The shell is well separated from the
knowledge of the system This makes it possible to use it for building expert systems
in other problem domains Because the knowledge is built into the system by means
of rules and attributes, it is relatively easy to make changes in the knowledge base or
to expand it with the knowledge of related domains
The advantages of the validation procedure are that an estimate of the reliability
of the analytical results is obtained and that the possible error sources aie checked
VALID gives advice on possible improvements of the analysis For instance, in the case
of the Cadmium determination the system suggested the use of the standard addition
method to deal with the observed matrix-effect The used standard method (NEN 6458)
also advises the use of the standard addition method The user has to decide whether
he follows the advise In this case, the Maximum Total Error of the resuls was within
the requirements, so it is not a necessity to alter the method
The system cannot give detailed advice on technique specific aspects, because
it is general applicable and technique independent Another consequence of this is that
the system may appear to be to extensive for some specific applications If, for a
certain analytical method, it is highly improbable that a third degree polynomial is
necessary, then the evaluation of the calibration procedure can be simplified These
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possible problems can be dealt with by extending the system with application or
technique specific knowledge modules
In the course of the validation procedure it is assumed that the analytical system
is in statistical control A system is in statistical control when its statistical properties
(e g mean, variance) are constant in time The analytical results cannot be given any
credibility, unless the analytical system has attained a state of statistical control
Continuous monitoring of the systems stability by means of a quality control program
is essential The obtained estimates of the different kinds of errors can be used in the
setup of such a program
In the statistical tests, two decision limits are applied The upper and lower
decision limits are based on a certain nsks for respectively a type 1 error (a) and a
type-2 error (ß) The choice of α=0 05 is rather arbitrary, but reflects the common
practice The values that have been chosen for ß are also arbitrary However, the use
of fixed values for ß gives a certain minimum power to the statistical tests, although
this may increase the necessary number of experiments
The whole validation procedure involves a rather large number of
measurements, which might be looked upon as a disadvantage However, this
procedure is only performed once for a specific application of an analytical method,
and if the method is used routinely afterwards the advantages will balance against
the initial effort For instance, in the presented application the proper calibration design
was found to consist of only two samples, whereas in common practice a number of
five samples was used
The observed reliability is dependent on the conditions under which the
experiments are realized These conditions are mainly determined by the laboratory
in which the validation procedure is performed If an insight is desired in the behavior
of the analytical method when it is used under other conditions, the use of a
ruggedness-test or the participation in mterlaboratory test programs should be
considered
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Chapter 6

THE QUANTITATIVE VALIDATION OF A FLOW-INJECTION
METHOD FOR THE ASSAY OF PENICILLIN
IN PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS BY MEANS OF
AN EXPERT SYSTEM BASED METHOD VALIDATION PROGRAM1

SUMMARY
The quantitative validation of the results of aflow-injectionmethod for the assay of penicillin in
pharmaceutical formulations Is described The validation procedure is performed using VALID a general
applicable expert system based method validation program The automated penicillin assay Is based on
the enzymatic hydrolysis of penicillin to the corresponding penicillolc acid, which reacts with on-line
generated Iodine Next, the iodine consumption is detected electrochemically The developed method
is evaluated for its applicability in pharmaceutical quality control A descnption of the complete method
validation procedure is presented Dunng the program run the validation system evaluates the calibration
procedure, the drift of the analysis system and the effect of the sample matrix The reliability of the flowInjection method is estimated quantitatively by determining the Maximum Total Error (MTE) This
measure comprises estimates of both Random Error and Systematic Error The Systematic Error is
assessed by companson of the results of the flow injection method with the results obtained using a
reference method a mercurimetric titration The user requirements for the assay demanded an MTE of
10% The validation procedure shows that the analytical method complies with the demands for the
major part of the concentration range

' This chapter is published as R Wolters M A J van Opstal, G Kateman, 'The quantitative validation
of a flow injection method for the assay of penicillin in pharmaceutical formulations by means of an
expert system based method validation program' submitted for publication
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of the validating the results of analytical methods is increasing
as higher standards of data quality are required A quantitative validation program
provides information on questions about the errors in the experimental data and results
in a judgement on the acceptability of the performance of the analytical method In
such a program a number of experimental procedures have to be designed, the
calculations for summarizing the data from the experiments have to be performed and
the observed effects have to be interpreted This process involves the use of a variety
of statistical and mathematical procedures [1,2,3,4,5,6] An efficient and correct use
of these for the purpose of validation requires specific knowledge on the subject As
an aid for the analytical chemist, VALID (Validation of Analytical Laboratory's
Instumental Data) has been developed a general applicable expert system based
program for the quantitative validation of analytical results The structure and details
on the operation of this system are described in chapter 5
VALID performs all steps of the validation procedure selecting the appropriate
tests, generating the corresponding designs, performing the test and evaluating the
results In this, the system needs to know a number of characteristics of the specific
application of the analytical method, which have to be supplied by the user During a
consultation of the system a quantitative estimate of the total error of the results is
pursued and a number of error sources can be evaluated
The first of the error sources considered by VALID is calibration-procedure In
this part, the model of the measurement variance and the model of the calibrationcurve, as well as an optimal design for future calibration is determined Also, a test is
performed on a short-term linear drift in time of estimated concentrations Other
components in the sample than the analyte can have an influence on the response of
the analytical method A test can be performed on the contribution to the response of
specific compounds The identity of these components has to be known by the user
Furthermore, the overall influence of the matrix-effect, in terms of a sensitivity shift and
a blank response, is evaluated
The quality of the data is quantified by means of the criterion of Maximum Total
Error (MTE) [7] The MTE represents the maximum difference between a measured
value and the true value that can occur with a probability of 95% The estimate of the
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MTE is given by means of an interval estimate, which means that an upper and a lower
limit are specified In this criterion the Random Error (RE) and the Systematic Error
(SE), which are also interval estimates, are combined to a single measure The RE is
derived from the repeatability measurements and the SE is determined by comparing
the results of the method under examination with the results obtained by a reference
method

PENICILLIN DETERMINATION
The acceptability of the analytical results is judged by their total error [3,7] The
user must specify the magnitude of the MTE that is considered acceptable for the
desired purpose The analytical method that is validated in this study, is an automated
assay for the determination of penicillin in pharmaceutical formulations The results of
the assay should be applicable for use in pharmaceutical quality control In
pharmaceutical quality control it is verified whether or not the labeled content agrees
with the true content The required MTE for the assay is 10%
Many analytical procedures for the determination of penicillins in pharmaceutical
formulations, in fermentation broths and in biological fluids have been developed
These assays include trtrimetric, spectrophotometric, chromatographic

and

microbiological methods [8] Recently aflow-injectionanalysis (FIA) method has been
developed, which involves on-line hydrolysis of penicillin with an immobilized enzyme
reactor The enzyme reactor consists of a packed-bed penicillinase reactor The
enzymatic hydrolysis of the B-lactam ring results in the formation of the corresponding
peniciiloic acid, which consumes iodine from a reagent solution The iodine
consumption is determined colonmetncally by measuring the decrease of the
absorbance of the blue colored iodine/starch complex [9]
The FIA-method that is evaluated in this paper is a modification on the method
mentioned above The use of the iodine/starch reagent solution is rather cumbersome
due to bad solubility of iodine, slight evaporation of iodine from the stock solution, and
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limited preservation time of the starch solution Therefore, the iodine that is used for
the monitoring of the hydrolysis is no longer supplied by means of a reagent solution,
but is generated on-line by applying electrochemical reduction of potassium iodide,
which is present in the carrier The decrease of the iodine concentration, caused by
the formed pemcilloic acid, is measured by an amperometric detector The system is
supplied with an autosampler and results in an automated FIA-method, with a high
sample throughput (± 20 samples/hour) Under the applied experimental conditions,
the concentrations of the samples that can be analyzed range from 0 05 mM to 0 25
mM penicillin

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and Solutions
All chemicals used were analytical-reagent grade Millipore-Q water was used
for the preparation of all solutions A 0 2 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6 5),
which contained 0 01 M potassium iodide was used as carrier
Benzylpenicillin, reference material with purity > 99%, (BPref) was obtained
from Gist-brocades В V (Delft, The Netherlands) Two types of injectables containing
Benzylpenicillin (BP) were purchased from OPG (Utrecht, The Netherlands), type BP1
and type BP2 with a labeled content of 106 and 107 I U of penicillm-G, respectively
(106 I U =600 mg penicillm-G) Stock solutions (2 5 mM) of BPref, BP1 and BP2 in
carrier were prepared freshly before use Calibration standard solutions (BPref) and
sample solutions (BP1, BP2) were obtained by appropriate dilution of the stock
solution with carrier
The immobilized penicillinase reactor of the packed-bed type was prepared as
described earlier [9]
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Floure 1 Schematic representation of the experimental setup

Apparats
A scheme of the experimental setup is presented in figure 1 The carrier was
delivered by a pulse-free plunger pump (Type 13A, Labotron, Getting FRG) Automated
injection was performed by using an autosampler (type PROmis, Spark, Emmen, The
Netherlands) equipped with a Rheodyne injection valve (type 7125) and provided with
a 20-/ІІ sample loop An immobilized penicillinase reactor (10 cm χ 1 5 mm ι d ) was
used for enzymatic hydrolysis of penicillin to the corresponding pemcilloic acid, which
reacts with iodine Iodine production and detection was performed by using the
electrochemical system described by Kok ef al [10] The iodine production cell
(KOBRA, Chemistry Department, Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) was
controlled by a homemade amperostat, the generating current was set to 100 цА A
reaction coil of teflon tubing (30 cm χ 0 5 mm ι d ) was used for mixing and reaction
between pemcilloic acid and iodine The iodine consumption was measured by using
an amperometnc detector (model 656 ECD, Metrohm, Hensau, Switzerland) equipped
with a platinum work electrode which was operated at a potential of +150 mV versus
Ag/AgCL (3 M KCl), using a potentiostat (656 VA, Metrohm) A flat-bed recorder
(model BD40, Kipp & Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands) was used to monitor the detector
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Signal. Signals were evaluated by measuring peak heights. All samples, calibration
samples as w»ll as unknowns, were measured in duplo. The average of the duplo
determination was used as the response of the method.

Computer hardware
The validation program requires an IBM-PC or compatible. For this study an
IBM PS/2 Model 60 was used, equipped with a 80287 mathematical co-processor, a
VGA graphics adapter, and a color screen. The graphical output on the screen can be
printed on a matrix printer.

RESULTS
The user-interaction with the validation system and the output of the system
during a consultation will be shown below. At points where measurements had to be
performed the state of the consultation was stored on disk in a consultation-file to free
the computer for other work. After the measurements were done, the consultation-file
was loaded again and the consultation could be continued at the same point as it was
left.
A run of VALID starts by asking whether the user wants to continue with a
previous consultation of the validation system. Next, a number of questions that are
important for the identification of the method have to be answered. The questions
from VALID are shown in italics:
•

Which method has to be validated ?
answer: FIA

•

For what type of sample will the method be used ?
answer: Antibiotics

•

What is the unit of measure for the detector response ?
answer: aA
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•

Wftaf is the unit of measure for the concentrations ?
answer: mM

•

How many analytes are determined by the method ?
answer: 1

After this last question a procedure is invoked which asks the user for the name of
the analyte. In this case, the analyte is benzylpenicillin. The consultation proceeds
with the following questions:
•

Has ffte calibration-procedure of the method already been established ?
answer: NO

•

Enter the upper limit of the expected concentrations :
answer: 0.2S

•

Enter the lower limit of the expected concentrations :
answer: 0.0S

After VALID knows the upper and lower limit of the concentration range, it asks the
user for the Maximum Total Error (MTE) in the results of the analysis that is judged
acceptable. The MTE must be entered in the unit of concentration that was given to
the system. It is possible to specify this error as a function of the concentration. At
least two combinations of concentration level and MTE are required. Linear
interpolations are made between the entered points. Here an error of 10% was the
objective, which resulted in an absolute error of 0.005 mM at the lower level and
0.025 mM at the upper level.

Random Error
At this point the system starts asking for the level of validation that is required
for this particular application. In this case a full validation was required, which resulted
in the following answers:
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•

Do you want a validation of the method-precision, method-bias or both ?
answer: BOTH

•

Do you want a validation of the calibration-procedure ?
answer: YES

Now, VALID needs a number of characteristics of the method in order to construct
an appropriate design for the experiments. It needs to know whether the concentration
levels of the calibration samples are free to choose. For analytical methods where only
a limited number of calibration samples of fixed concentration are available, the system

1

0

'

•

•

•

10

•

20
min.—•

Figura 2: The output of the FIA-method for one batch of 6 samples: an 1 Indicates the change of active
pump chamber.
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will ask the concentrations of these samples and will only use those concentrations in
constructing the experimental design In the present study, the levels are free to
choose If the calibration samples are processed in a batchwise manner, the design
will be a multiple of the size of this batch For the Penicillin determination a batchsize
of 6 was selected, because of the used solvent delivery-pump For this study a 10 ml
volume dual piston pump was used, which changed its active pump-chamber about
every 20 minutes In this interval 6 duplo-measurements can be performed Figure 2
shows the output of the FIA-method for one batch of 6 samples The involved
questions were
•

Are the concentration-levels of the calibration samples free to choose ?
answer YES

•

Are the calibration samples processed in batches '
answer YES

•

What is the minimum size of a sample-processing batch ?
answer· 6

The resulting experimental design is shown in figure 3 The concentration-range is
divided in 5 concentration-levels The extreme levels have to be measured 4 times,
the middle one 2 times and the remaining ones only one time The results of the
measurements are listed in table 1

Table 1- The concentration levels of the design (C) and the corresponding measured response values
(R) used for the evaluation of the calibration procedure

Mr.

8
9

Concentration Response
(mM)
(ДА)
0.0515
0.1030
0.1545
0.2060
0.2575
0.2575
0.0515
0.2575
0.0515

38.25
71.25
96.25
120.50
141.50
138.25
37.25
140.25
38.00

Nr.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Concentration Response
(mM)
(M)
0.1545
0.2575
0.0515
0 2575
0.0515
0.0515
0.2575
0.2575
0.0515

99.00
138.50
38.75
145.00
36.25
38.00
145.75
145.25
37.50
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Figure 3: The experimental designs, used for the validation of the calibration procedure.

The first test that is being performed on these measurements is the test on the
homogeneity of the variance. An F-test on the standard deviations at the upper and
the lower level showed that the two estimated standard deviations are not equal, at a
confidence level of 91.3%. This confidence level is smaller than 95%, which is the level
above which heterogeneity of the variance is accepted by VALID. However, the
estimated confidence level is larger than 65%, which is the level below which VALID
accepts homogeneity of the variance. In this situation it is not possible for the system
to draw a conclusion, therefore an additional experimental design is generated (see
figure 3). This design consists of 6 measurements that are evenly distributed over the
extremes of the concentration-range. The results are shown in table 1. On the basis
of the total of 18 measurements the F-test results In a confidence level of 99.8% for a
deviation of the homogeneous model. This confidence level is well above the critical
limit of 95%, and consequently a heterogeneous model for the variance of the
measurements is accepted. The model and its parameters are as follows:
St.Dev. = 0.200 + 1.218 * cone. Penicillin.
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After the model for the variance is established, the calibration models can be
evaluated Because the variance was shown to be dependant on the concentration,
VALID performs weighted least squares fits on the potential calibration models The
potential models are a first order polynomial (straight line), second order polynomial
(quadratic curve) and a third order polynomial For all models a lack-of-frt test is
performed The test shows for the first order model a significance level for the lack-of-fit
of 99 8%, for the second and third order model a significance level of less than 50%
In figure 4 plots of the results are shown Figure 4(A) shows clearly that for the first
order polynomial, a curved pattern exists in the residuals of the regression The other
models (figure 4(B) and 4(C)) show a more random pattern Based on these testresults the validation system concludes that a second order calibration model is
adequate for describing the relation between the concentration and the response The
third order model also results in a good fit, but is considered too complex for this
situation
At this point of the consultation the variance model, the calibration model and
the parameters of these models are known With this information it is possible to
estimate the precision of the calibration and of determinations of unknown samples,
for any chosen calibration design Furthermore, VALID can calculate the minimal
design, for which the precision of the determinations is better than the desired MTE
(as it was entered earlier) For this, the system needs to know two user defined limits
•

What is the minimum number of concentration-levels wanted for calibration ?
answer 5

•

What is the maximum number of measurements you want to use for calibration ?
answer 5

By choosing the above values, VALID is forced to use 5 concentration levels for the
construction of the calibration design, instead of the minimum number of three points
for a quadratic curve The constructed design for future calibrations consists of
measuring each of the five levels of figure 3 one time The resulting precision is shown
in figure 5
The estimated precision is shown as an interval estimate The solid line is the
most probable value and the dashed lines represent the upper and lower limit of the
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Figure 5 The interval estimate for the calibration precision (
upper and lower limits,

= most probable value, - —

=

= demanded MTE)

estimate. The limits comprise a 95% confidence interval. The plot shows that the upper
limit of the estimated error is smaller than the desired MTE (indicated by the dash-dot
line), and consequently the calibration precision is judged acceptable.
The next part of the validation procedure concerns the test for drift of the
analysis system. This test checks for the presence of a linear drift in the analysis
results between two calibrations. The test is only performed when a reasonable
number of determinations (more than two) is performed after one calibration (in this
case 20). When the concentration-range of the analysis is sufficiently large, the test
may be caffied out at two concentration-levels. The corresponding questions of VALID
are:
•

What is the maximum length of a single run (samples per calibration-line) ?
answer: 20

•

Do you want a test on drift to be performed ?
answer: YES

•

Wow many drift samples do you want to measure ?
answer: 2
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Table 2: The design and the measured concentrations used for the test on linear drift of the analysis
system.

Nr.

Approx.
(mM)

Heasured
(mM)

Nr.

Approx.
{m)

Measured
(mM)

8
9
10

0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25

0.0536
0.2828
0.0506
0.2775
0.0516
0.2865
0.0516
0.2725
0.0512
0.2828

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25

0.0532
0.2907
0.0509
0.2839
0.0529
0.2867
0.0522
0.2907
0.0522
0.2705
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Figure 6: The results of the test for linear drift; (A) high level sample, (B) low level sample (see text for
explanation).
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The design for the drift test and the measured values are listed in table 2 A plot of
the test results is shown in figure 6(A) and 6(B) (respectively for the high level and
the low level sample) The solid line represents the straight line fit on the measured
data The dashed lines visualize the confidence levels of the test The outer lines are
associated with the confidence level above which the drift is judged as present (95%)
and the inner lines are associated to the confidence level under which the effect is
judged as not present (for this situation 90 8%) When the solid line crosses the
dashed line, the corresponding confidence level is exceeded For this application the
drift is judged as being not present and the Penicillin determination has passed the
test.
At this stage VALID asks the user whether a test on the repeatability has to be
performed Also the number of concentration-levels at which the repeatability has to
be estimated and the number of replicate measurements per level have to be given to
the system For this application minimal values of respectively 3 and 8 are supplied by
VALID

Repeatability
0.025:
0.020:

I
g

0.015:
0.010:
0.005 <
1

0.000
0.05

0.10

0.15

0 20

0.25

Concentration (mM)

Figure 7 The Interval estimate for the Random Error, estimated from the repeatability (
probable value,

= most

= upper and lower limits, · - · - = demanded MTE)
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Table 3: The experimental design and the measured concentrations (in mM) for the determination of
the repeatability of the method.

Series 1

•

Nr.

Approx.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

0.05
0.25
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.15
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.25
0.05
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.25
0.25

Series 2
Measured
0.0538
0.2418
0.1524
0.1519
0.2510
0.1514
0.0550
0.2476
0.0542
0.0530
0.1580
0.1514
0.1574
0.2536
0.2536
0.0521
0.1560
0.1491
0.0525
0.0536
0.2501
0.0521
0.0529
0.1530
0.1580
0.2543
0.0514
0.2557
0.2501
0.2543

Nr.

Approx

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

0.15
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.25
0.25
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.25
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.25
0.05
0.25
0.15

Measured
0.1511
0.0540
0.0540
0.0526
0.2511
0.2571
0.1534
0.0523
0.0540
0.1520
0.2587
0.1553
0.1539
0.2519
0.2587
0.0516
0.2533
0.1534

Do you want a validation of the method's repeatability ?
answer: YES

•

Enter the number of concentration-levels for repeatability measurements:
answer: 3

•

Enter the number of replicates per level for repeatability measurements:
answer: 10
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The expenmental design and the measured values are listed in table 3 (Series 1)
From these measurements an estimate of the Random Error (RE) is calculated The
RE is again represented by an interval estimate (figure 7) The upper level of the RE
is smaller than the desired MTE and is consequently judged as acceptable

Systematic Error
The sources of error that may result in a systematic error in the measured
results are interfering compounds and the matrix of the sample First, the system asks
whether an evaluation of the effect of some interfering compounds is wanted Here, no
components of the sample were known, which were suspected of giving a response
on the electrochemical detector
•

Do you want a test on possible interferences to be performed ?
answer NO

Next the possibility is offered to examine the effect of the sample matrix on the
determination of Penicillin In order to select a proper test-procedure, VALID needs to
know what kind of samples of known analyte content are available
•

Do you want a fesf on matrix-effect to be performed ?
answer. YES

•

Are certified reference materials available ">
answer NO

•

Isa reference method available for this sample type ?
answer YES

For this application, the determination of Penicillin, a reference method is available
the mercunmetnc titration according to the European Pharmacopeia, Я* Ed [11] For
the construction of an experimental design VALID requires at least five samples of
known analyte content From the two types of injectables containing Benzylpenicillin
(BP1 and BP2) 6 samples of known content were prepared The constructed
experimental design consists of measuring all 6 samples one time In the
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Table 4. The true values and the measured values of the samples (in mM) used for the test on the
presence of a matrix effect

Series 1

Series 2

Nr.

True value

Heasured

Nr.

True value

Measured

1

0.0511
0 1533
0 2044
0 1002
0.1503
0.2506

0.0491
0.1580
0 2132
0 1050
0.1506
0.2569

7
8
9
10
11
12

0.0511
0.1533
0.2044
0 1002
0.1503
0.2506

0.0567
0.1539
0.1991
0.1020
0.1557
0.2506

г
3
4
5
6

test-procedure a straight line fit is made of the measured values as a function of the
true values In the ideal situation, the fit results in a line with slope 1 and intercept 0
A statistical test is performed on the deviation of the calculated values for slope and
intercept and these ideal values In table 4 (Series 1) the results of the measurements
are listed and in figure 8 the results of this test are plotted The plot on the left shows
the data and the fitted line, the plot on the right shows the joint confidence ellipses for
the two decision limits The ideal point (0,1) lies between the two decision limits,
therefore additional measurements are needed The additional experimental design

Matrix Recovery Test

Confidence Ellipse

\\^
Ι

ι oo

-0 03

^
4° \
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Floure 8 The results of the test for matrix effects based on the first series of measurements, left
experimental data, nght = joint confidence ellipses
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Figure 9: The results of the test for matrix-effects, based on both the first and the second series of
measurements; left = experimental data, right = joint confidence ellipses.

constructed by the system consists of measuring the 6 samples of known analyte
content again. The results are shown in table 4 (Series 2) and figure 9. In the plot on
the right in figure 9 the point (0,1) has shifted towards the center of the ellipses and
now falls within the lower decision limit. From this result VALID concludes that no
matrix-effects are present.
The last part of the validation consists of the evaluation of the bias of the
analytical method. For this part the system needs a number of samples (in this case
at least three) of known analyte content that are measured a number of times (the
minimum is 8 times).
•
•

Do you want a validation of the method's bias ?
answer: YES
Enter the number of concentration-levels for bias measurements:
answer: 4

»

/Enfer the number of replicates per level for bias measurements:
answer: 10
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Table 5: The experimental design and the measured concentrations (in mM) for the determination of
the systematic error (bias) of the method

Nr.

True value

Measured

Nr.

True value

Measured

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.0511
0.2096
0.2096
0.2516
0.2516
0.2516
0.2096
0.2096
0.0511
0.0511
0.0511
0.2516
0.2516
0.2516
0.2096
0.0511
0.0511
0.1006
0.1006
0.0511

0.0510
0.2074
0.2091
0.2528
0.2584
0.2556
0.2170
0.2091
0.0537
0.0533
0.0537
0.2598
0.2418
0.2701
0.2238
0.0537
0.0548
0.1063
0.1045
0 0530

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

0.2096
0.2096
0.2516
0.2096
0.0511
0.2516
0.0511
0.2516
0.1006
0.2096
0.1006
0.2096
0.2516
0.1006
0.1006
0.0511
0.1006
0.1006
0.1006
0.1006

0.2191
0.2054
0.2569
0.2078
0.0530
0.2598
0.0530
0.2674
0.1003
0.2119
0.1003
0.2113
0.2697
0.1036
0.1028
0.0530
0.0995
0.1036
0.1036
0.1053

Figure 10 The interval estimate for the Systematic Error, estimated from bias measurements (•
= most probable value,
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= upper and lower limits,

- demanded MTE)

The chosen number of levels was 4 The samples were prepared from the injectables
(BP1 and BP2) The constructed experimental design and the determined
concentrations are listed in table 5 From these measured concentrations an estimate
of the bias (Systematic Error) of the measurement system is made. This Systematic
Error (SE) is depicted in figure 10 as an interval estimate. The upper limit of the SE is
well below the desired MTE (dash-dot line). As a result, the SE is judged acceptable
by VALID. Figure 10 also shows that the SE is statistically significant for part of the
concentration range This fact is reported by the system, but no probable cause can
be indicated for this bias

Maximum Total Error
When Random Error and Systematic Error are estimated, both errors are
combined to the Maximum Total Error of the Penicillin determination. The result is

Figuro 11 The Interval estimate for the Maximum Total Error (
upper and lower limits,

= most probable value,

= demanded MTE)
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shown in figure 11 The upper limit of the measured MTE is larger than the desired
MTE for parts of the concentration range Only for a small part of the range (0 148
mM - 0 242 mM) the measured MTE can be judged acceptable For the remaining
part too few measurements are performed to make a conclusive judgement
At this point VALID asks whether the user wants to continue with more
measurements, in order the reduce the uncertainty in the estimate of the MTE. If this
questions is answered with 'no', then the conclusion of the validation system will be
that the analytical method is not judged acceptable, because there is not enough
certainty that the demands will be satisfied for the whole concentration range of
interest The given answer was 'yes' and as a result of that the system constructed an
additional experimental design for the determination of the Random Error based on the
repeatability This component of the MTE was selected because the interval of the
estimate was the larger for the RE than for the SE The design consist of measuring
the three concentration level that were selected earlier for another 6 times The design
and the results are listed in table 3 (Series 2) The results of both series are combined
and the resulting estimated RE is shown in figure 12 Compared to the RE shown in
figure 7 the size of the interval is reduced The most probable value for the RE has
only slightly shifted downwards The results of the repeatability evaluation are, as could
be expected, still acceptable with regards to the desired MTE
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Using the new estimate of RE, the MTE is calculated again. The results are
shown in figure 13. Still, the measured MTE is not acceptable for the entire
concentration range. From 0.050 mM to 0 066 mM too few measurements are available
to make a conclusive judgement. From 0.066 mM to 0.250 mM the result are
acceptable. At this point it was decided not to continue with more measurements,
because the part of the range that was not acceptable is relatively small and the
overstepping of the demands is only very limited. At this stage, VALID allows the user
to adjust the demands in order to obtain a validated method, which complies to weaker
demands. However, using this option changes the original goal of the validation
(expressed in the acceptable MTE). Finally the validation system generates a full report
of the validation procedure (see Appendix 1).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The process of validating the results of an analytical method has been facilitated
by the use of VALID This validation system proved to be well suited for the method
it was used on in this study The processing of the data proceeds very fast and the
response of the reasoning system is almost instantaneously
The results of the validation procedure of the penicillin assay are satisfactory
The found calibration model is a quadratic curve, which is not an uncommon situation
in flow-injection analysis The variance showed a heteroscedastical behavior The
variance at the high end of the calibration range is larger than the variance at the low
end by a factor of about four The experimental design for future calibrations reflects
the common practice in pharmaceutical analyses measuring five calibration samples
at equally spaced levels A significant drift effect was not observed in the analysis of
a sequence of 20 samples This may indicate that perhaps a larger batch-size can be
employed However, this has to be validated, which involves a substantial number of
extra measurements In this study, it was decided that a larger batch-size was not
necessary and the number of 20 unknown samples per calibration was used in all the
experiments that followed No effect of the sample matrix was observed, neither in the
sensitivity of the method, nor in the response of a blank sample The response of a
blank sample can not actually be measured, because the calibration range starts at
0 05 mM Therefore, the effect had to be found by extrapolation of the fitted line in
figure 8 and 9
The Random Error based on the calibration precision and the random error
based on the repeatability measurements show a similar behavior The RE based on
the repeatability is slightly smaller, but the difference is not significant Apparently, no
large contributions to the repeatability exist, apart from the measurement variance The
Systematic Error shows a small, but statistically significant, bias for part of the range
of interest No possible cause has been found for this result The effect is well within
the tolerable limits The measured MTE that is found at the end of the consultation
shows values that satisfy, for the larger part of the concentration range, the earlier
stated requirement of an MTE of 10% For the low end of the range, the demands are
not satisfied, but it was decided that the deviation was too small to continue with more
measurements The most probable value of the MTE (indicated by the solid line in
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figure 13) is situated at a level of about 5% This is the most likely value of the MTE
that will be found if a infinite number of measurements are performed
The whole procedure of validating the penicillin assay took about two days of
practical work The total number of determinations that have been performed for this
purpose is 148 This may seem a rather large number, but it should be remembered
that a method validation ts a procedure that is only performed one time (or in some
cases a few times) If the method is going to be used on a regular basis, with a sample
throughput of hundreds per week, then the initial effort in validating the method is
negligible The fact that the described validation program has been applied to a
method of analysis, doesn't relieve one of the task of a continued control of the data
quality A suitable Quality Control program will have to be developed, in order to
ensure that the quality of the data is maintained The results of the present study may
serve as guidelines and initial values for the design of the QA-program
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APPENDIX

REPORT OF THE QUANTITATIVE METHOD VALIDATION:

Name of the method
Type of sample
Number of analytes
Name of the analyte

FIA
Antibiotics
1
Penicillin

Date : 8/18/1989
Time : 17:04

Unit of the detector response
: pA
Unit of the analyte concentration : mM
Lower limit of analyte concentration : 5.000E-02 mM
Upper limit of analyte concentration : 2.500E-01 mM
Concentration range (fraction of the upper limit) : 8.000E-01
The requested level of validation:
both random an systematic error of the method have to be validated.

VALIDATION OF THE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE:
The results of the validation of the calibration procedure are as follows:
Entered characteristics of the sample preparation:
- free choice of concentration levels
- batchwise sample processing (batchsize = 6)

VARIANCE MODEL:
The F-test on the homogeneity of the variance showed a difference
between the variance at a high level and at a low level with a significance
of 99.8%.
The variance of the measurements is found to be heterogeneous,
because the significance of the F-test is larger the 95%.
Therefore a weighted least squares regression will have to be performed
for future calibrations.
The model for the standard deviation (S in дА) as a function of
the concentration (in mM) is as follows:
S '

2.000E-01 +

1.218E+01 * Cone. Penicillin
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CALIBRATION MODEL:
The first order calibration model is found inadequate, because the
significance of the lack-of-fit test is 100 0%.
This is larger than the critical limit of 95%.
The second order calibration model is found adequate, because the
significance of the lack-of-fit test is s 50.0
This is smaller than the critical limit of 93 50%
(with 13 degrees of freedom for the test).
The estimated parameters of the calibration model are:
Parameter

St.Oev.

Upper Limit (95%) Lower limit (95%)

1.21487E+00
7.49955E+02
-7.91766E+02

1.51999E+00
3.35325E+01
1Л5128Е+02

3.88012E+00
8.08753E+02
-5.89893E+02

-1.45038E+00
6.91157E+02
-9.93639E+02

The variance of the regression is estimated to be : 8.995E-01 (Df=15)

CALIBRATION DESIGN:
Based on the found models for the calibration-curve and for the variance
of the measurements the precision of future calibrations is calculated.
The specified limits for future calibrations are as follows:
minimum of calibration concentration-levels · 5
maximum number of measurements
:5
The minimum design for which the calibration-precision is smaller than
the specified Maximum Total Error is as follows:
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of
of

measurements
measurements
measurements
measurements
measurements

at
at
at
at
at

level
level
level
level
level

1
2
3
4
5

(cone.
(cone.
(cone.
(cone.
(cone.

0.050
0.100
0 150
0.200
0.250

mM)
mM)
mM)
mM)
mM)

=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1

The Number of true replicates per unknown sample analysis is : 1
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RESULTS OF THE DRIFT TEST:
A test on short-term drift is useful, because the length of a run (=20)
is larger than 2.
Because the length of a run is larger than five, and the relative
concentration range is larger that 0.25, the number of samples for the test
can be 1 or 2.
The selected number of samples is 2.
The results of the test are :
Sample

Cone.
(mM)

Sensitivity
(mM/analysis)

Low
High

0.050
0.250

0.00002
0.00008

Confidence levels
(90.8%)
(95.0%)
0.00008
0.00059

0.00011
0.00076

Test-result
no drift detected
no drift detected

The result of the drift test is that there is no drift present in the
results of this method.

EVALUATION OF THE METHOD'S PRECISION
The estimate of the precision, based on the found variance model and
calibration model, is judged acceptable, when compared to the Maximum
Total Error that was specified.
A validation of the method's repeatability was requested.
The number of concentration-levels at which the repeatability has been
evaluated is 3.
The estimated repeatability of the method is judged as acceptable,
when compared to the Maximum Total Error that was specified.
The estimated precision of the method, based on the evaluation of the
repeatability, is judged acceptable.

RESULTS OF THE TEST ON INTERFERENCES:
There is no test on interferences performed for this method, because
the user did not expect interferences to be present.
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RESULTS OF THE TEST ON MATRIX-EFFECTS:
The recovery test has been performed, because a reference method is available.
The results of the test for matrix-effect are :
Effect
in:
Blank
Slope

Estimate

Confidence levels
(92.2%)
(95.0%)
-0.0153
0.0153
-0.0193
0.0193
0.9073
1.0927
0.8831
1.1169

0.0023
1.0020

The conclusion of the test on matrix-effects is that there is no
matrix-effect in this method.

EVALUATION OF THE METHOD'S BIAS:

A validation of the method's bias was requested.
The number of concentration-levels at which the bias has been evaluated
is 4:
The true values of the samples are:
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample

nr.
nr.
nr.
nr.

1
2
3
4

-

cone:
cone:
cone:
cone:

5.1100E-02
1.0060E-02
2.0960E-02
2.5160E-02

mM
mM
mM
mM

The estimated bias of the method is judged as acceptable, when compared
to the Maximum Total Error that was specified.
The measured bias is within the given limits, but is statistically
significant.
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EVALUATION OF THE MAXIMUM TOTAL ERROR:
A full method validation was requested, comprising an evaluation of the
Random Error and of the Systematic Error.
The demanded Maximum Total Error for the results of this method is:
At cone.level 0.050 mM : MTE = 0.0050 mM
At cone.level 0.250 mM : MTE - 0.0250 mM
The comparison of the demanded to the measured Maximum Total Error results
in:
From cone. 5.000E-02 to 6.633E-02 mM : too few measurements for judgement
From cone. 6.633E-02 to 2.500E-01 mM : acceptable measured MTE
The conclusion of the method validation is:
-The results obtained by the evaluated method are acceptable for the
desired purpose, for part of the concentration range.
-The results of the validation are not sufficient to make a conclusive
judgement on the method, for part of the concentration range.
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Chapter 7

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
AND REMARKS

SUMMARY

This chapter contains a general discussion and the final conclusions on the results of the
research that is descnbed in this thesis The developed tools and the validation system performed well
In practice The validation system provedflexibleenough to be utilized for different analytical techniques
Furthermore, a number of possible extensions of the developed system and directions for further
research are discussed
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The quantitative validation of the results of analytical data is a valuable
instrument in analytical laboratories' endeavor towards a higher quality of their
produced data A considerable number of tools are available for the various parts of
a validation procedure In this study some additional tools have been developed A
measure for quantification of the reliability of analytical results in method development
and evaluation (chapter 2) and the construction of experimental designs for the
evaluation of calibration models in analytical chemistry (chapter 4) are described in this
thesis Also, the possible benefits for data quality of a robust regression procedure
over the ordinary least squares regression has been evaluated (chapter 3) In practice,
it was shown to be difficult to use the available validation tools This is mainly caused
by the mathematical and statistical nature of the tools, and by the lack of knowledge
about which tools are appropriate in particular situations In this thesis, the
development of VALID, an expert system based program for the quantitative validation
of analytical data, has been presented (chapter 5) VALID incorporates the necessary
validation tools as well as the knowledge to use the tools in a validation procedure
This way a laboratory can acquire the instruments, in terms of procedural tools and
domain knowledge, for an improvement of the data quality
The developed measure of maximum total error appears to be a useful aid for
the quantification of the reliability of analytical data This measure has been tested in
practical applications and is incorporated in the developed validation program The
maximum total error was first applied to a flow-injection analysis of orthophosphate in
water (chapter 2) The use of this measure revealed some incompatibilities of the
calibration procedure with the characteristics of the measured data By making the
proper adjustments to the calibration procedure, the maximum total error could be
lowered significantly The maximum total error was also used for the evaluation of a
penicillin assay in pharmaceutical formulations, based on a enzymatic hydrolysis and
a colorimetrie detection [1] Here, the plot of the maximum total error versus the
concentration-level was used to select the region with the highest reliability
Other tools that were developed in this study and implemented in VALID are
the criterion and the algorithm for the construction of experimental designs for the
evaluation of calibration models The criterion and the algorithm were tailored to the
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calibration models that are anticipated in the validation system, viz a first to a third
degree polynomial The resulting experimental designs facilitate an efficient estimation
of the parameters and discrimination between the rival models
The expert system based validation program developed in this study (VALID)
has been applied for the validation of two different types of analyses the determination
of Cadmium in soil samples by electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry (chapter
5) and the flow-injection analysis of penicillin in pharmaceutical formulations, using an
enzymatic hydrolysis of the penicillin and an electrochemical detection (chapter 6) The
former analysis was performed according to a standard method, and the latter is a new
developed method (a modification of the flow injection analysis of penicillin mentioned
above) In both cases VALID was capable of performing a validation of the produced
analytical data Only minor alterations of the program were necessary These
alterations were mainly needed in the routines that are associated with the input and
output of the data, like the implementation of the possibility to adjust the actual
concentration-levels when entering the measured data Both testcases concern fairly
rapid types of analysis, for which the validation procedure took about two days For
very time consuming analytical methods, a validation procedure by means of VALID
is less convenient
In the validation of the Cadmium determination, the minimally necessary number
of calibration samples was found to be two The number prescribed by the standard
method is five This demand was shown to be to severe for the requirements of this
particular analysis (embodied in terms of the maximum total error) Also, a matrixeffect was observed The standard method prescribes the use of the standard addition
method, unless it has been proved that no matrix-effect is present However, despite
of the presence of a matnx-effect the maximum total error was still within the required
limits This indicates that also the use of the standard addition method is unnecessary
in this particular case The findings above support the statement that the concept of
standardized methods for analysis rather inflexible A more flexible way to obtain
precise and accurate data lies in the use of VALID (or a similar system) The
application of VALID, in combination with a set of performance characteristics
(including the maximum total error), requirements on the availability of specific types
of samples (e g reference materials) and a subsequent quality control program will be
the key to high quality analytical data
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EXTENSIONS OF THE SYSTEM
TTie developed validation system is not dependent on any particular analytical
technique The result is this feature is that VALID is generally applicable It also implies
that the advise given by VALID on possible improvements of the analytical method can
only be on the processing of the data or must be stated in a general way This does
not have to be considered a problem, because the given advice is probably sufficient
to make improvements for the person who developed or who regularly uses the
validated method However, VALID can be extended with technique or method specific
modules to enhance the diagnostic capabilities
The use of technique or method specific modules can also be advantageously
be used in order to reduce the number of experiments For certain applications, some
of the tests and evaluations in VALID can be simplified or omitted For instance, if it is,
in a specific case, almost certain that the calibration line is straight, then the adequacy
of a quadratic model may be tested, but it is of no use to test for a third order
polynomial model This information can be used in the validation procedure
At the moment, VALID is able to validate calibration methods based on a
univariate standard calibration curve The majority of the analytical methods use this
type of calibration, but in practice also other calibration methods are available, like
the standard addition method Recently, the use of multivariate calibration is getting
more emphasis Multivariate methods, like multicomponent analysis (MCA), partial
least squares (PLS), iterative target transformation factor analysis (ITTFA) and
generalized rank annihilation method (GRAM), could be incorporated in VALID To be
able to do this, it is necessary that knowledge is available about when to use which
of these methods This is not fully apparent at the moment
The results obtained from the application of VALID to an analytical method are
valid for the time and conditions under which the experiments have been carried out
In order to assure the data quality over a longer period of time, it is necessary to set
up a quality control program The result of 4'ALID can be used as initial values in, for
instance, control charts The setup of a quality control program requires expertise This
knowledge could also be included in VALID
More and more parts of the analytical proces are being automated The
automation concerns many mechanical manipulations by means of automated
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instruments and robotics for tasks like sampling, sample preparation and introduction
Also, computational tasks, like optimization and data processing, can be performed
automatically by computer programs Recently, the use of techniques from artificial
intelligence made it possible to incorporate expert knowledge in software systems
Eventually, it will probably be possible to automate almost the entire analytical process,
from the formulation of the analytical problem, via the setup of the sampling scheme,
method selection and development, the actual analysis, the data processing and
interpretation, to solving the problem Such systems are not yet available and it will
probably take a considerable amount of time and effort before they are developed and
even more before they are operational However, the tools are available and a future
development in that direction will be inevitable
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SUMMARY
The quality of the produced data is a continuing concern of analytical
laboratories In this thesis, a number of aids are described that can be used to attain
a higher data quality An important element of data quality is the comparability of the
analytical results, that are obtained under different conditions (laboratories,
instruments) In chapter 1, a number of aspects that are of importance in that respect
are discussed Furthermore, the research that is described in this thesis is placed
within the framework of the quality assurance in analytical laboratories
In judging the suitability of produced data for a specific purpose, the reliability
of these data is an important yardstick In chapter 2, a procedure is described with
which the reliability can be characterized by a single measure the maximum total error
This measure comprises both the systematic and the random errors of the results, and
takes account for the statistical uncertainty The applicability of the procedure is
illustrated by means of a practical example
Generally, analytical methods need to be calibrated For calibration usually the
least squares regression technique is applied, but also other, more robust, regression
techniques can be used A comparison by means of Monte-Carlo simulations between
least squares regression and robust regression for use in the calibration of analytical
methods is described in chapter 3 Under certain conditions robust regression renders,
with respect to the least squares regression, better estimates of the calibration
parameters and of the concentrations of unknown samples
Besides the proper regression technique, it is also of great importance to select
the correct calibration model In chapter 4, a criterion is described for the construction
of experimental designs for the evaluation of calibration models in analytical chemistry
Tiie proposed criterion seeks a compromise between the designs that are optimal for
the separate polynomial models Also, a computer algorithm is presented for an
efficient use of the optimality criterion The performance of the optimality criterion and
the computer algorithm are elaborated for the problem of discriminating between a
first, a second and a third degree polynomial
The effectuation of a procedure for the validation of an analysis requires a
certain amount of expert knowledge In chapter 5, the development is described of a
system, with which a quantitative validation can be carried out, even if the user is not
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an expert. The validation system consist of an expert system based program, in which
knowledge on method validation is linked to the necessary (calculation-) procedures
and (mostly statistical) tests. There is no dependence on any particular analytical
technique. During the course of the program the reliability of the system is estimated
by means of the criterion described in chapter 2. Furthermore a number of possible
error sources are checked, like the calibration-procedure, drift, interferences and
matrix-effects. In the evaluation of the proper calibration model, the criterion and the
computer algorithm, as developed in chapter 4, are used. The program provides the
user with experimental designs and interprets the results of the experiments. The
validation program results in a judgement on the suitability of the analytical results, by
comparison of the estimated reliability to the requirements specified by the user. The
performance of the validation system is illustrated by its application to the
determination of Cadmium in soil samples by electrothermal atomic absorption
spectrometry.
In chapter 6, a flow-injection method is described for an automated penicillin
assay, based on the enzymatic hydrolysis of penicillin to the corresponding penicilloic
acid. The developed method is evaluated for its applicability in pharmaceutical quality
control, using the validation system described in chapter 5. A full description of the
method validation procedure and the final validation report are presented. The userrequirements for the assay demanded an maximum total error of 10%. The validation
procedure shows that the analytical method complies with these demands for the
major part of the concentration range.
The last chapter contains a general discussion on the results of the research.
The validation system performed well in practice and proved flexible enough to be
utilized for different analytical techniques. Also a number of possible extensions of the
developed validation system are considered.
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SAMENVATTING
De kwaliteit van de geproduceerde data is een voortdurende zorg van
analytische laboratona In dit proefschrift zijn een aantal hulpmiddelen beschreven om
tot een hogere kwaliteit te komen Een belangrijk onderdeel van de kwaliteit is de
onderlinge vergelijkbaarheid van analyseresultaten, die bepaald zijn onder verschillende omstandigheden (laboratoria, apparatuur e d ) In hoofdstuk 1 worden een aantal
aspecten belicht, die daarbij van belang zijn Verder wordt het onderzoek dat in
proefschrift beschreven staat geplaatst in het kader van de kwaliteitszorg in analytische laboratona
BIJ de beoordeling van de geschiktheid van geproduceerde data voor een
bepaald doel, is de betrouwbaarheid van deze data een belangrijke maatstaf In
hoofdstuk 2 is een procedure beschreven waarmee de betrouwbaarheid in een enkele
maat kan worden weergegeven de maximale totale fout Deze maat bevat zowel de
systematische als de toevallige fouten en houdt rekening met statistische onzekerheden De toepasbaarheid van de procedure wordt geïllustreerd aan de hand van een
praktisch voorbeeld
Analyse methoden moeten in het algemeen gecalibreerd worden Voor calibratie
wordt meestal kleinste kwadraten regressie toegepast, maar ook andere, meer
robuuste, regressie methoden kunnen gebruikt worden Een vergelijking met behulp
van Monte-Carlo simulaties tussen kleinste kwadraten regressie en robuuste regressie
voor gebruik in de calibratie van analyse methoden is beschreven in hoofdstuk 3
Onder bepaalde omstandigheden geeft robuuste regressie, ten opzichte van de
kleinste kwadraten methode, betere schattingen voor de calibratie parameters en voor
de concentraties van onbekende monsters
Naast de juiste regressie techniek, is het ook van groot belang om het juiste
calibratie model te selecteren In hoofdstuk 4 is een criterium beschreven voor de
constructie van experimentele ontwerpen voor de evaluatie van calibratie modellen in
de analytische chemie Het criterium zoekt een compromis tussen de ontwerjDen die
optimaal zijn voor afzonderlijke polynomen Daarnaast wordt een computer algoritme
gegeven voor een efficient gebruik van het criterium De werking van het criterium en
het algoritme is uitgewerkt voor de discriminatie tussen een eerste, een tweede en een
derde graads polynoom
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Het uitvoeren van procedures voor de validatie van een analyse vereist een
zekere mate van expertise op dat gebied. In hoofdstuk 5 is de ontwikkeling beschreven
van een systeem, waarmee een kwantitatieve validatie kan worden uitgevoerd ook als
deze expertise niet aanwezig is bij de gebruiker. Het systeem bestaat uit een, op een
expert systeem gebaseerd, programma, waarin kennis op het gebied van methode
validatie gekoppeld wordt aan de benodigde (reken-) procedures en (voornamelijk
statistische) testen. Het systeem is niet gebaseerd op een bepaalde techniek.
Gedurende de loop van het programma wordt de betrouwbaarheid van de analyse
resultaten geschat aan de hand van de maat die in hoofdstuk 2 is beschreven. Verder
worden een aantal fouten bronnen nagegaan, zoals de calibratie-procedure, drift,
interfererende componenten en matrix-effecten. Bij de evaluatie van het juiste calibratie
model wordt gebruik gemaakt van het, in hoofdstuk 4 ontwikkelde, criterium en
computer algoritme. Het validatie programma levert een uitspraak over de geschiktheid
van de analyse resultaten, aan de hand van een vergelijking van de geschatte betrouwbaarheid met de eisen die door de gebruiker worden gespecificeerd. De werking van
het validatie systeem wordt geïllustreerd aan de hand van de toepassing op de
bepaling van Cadmium in grondmonsters, met behulp van electrothermische atomaire
absorptie spectrometrie.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een flow-injectie methode beschreven voor een geautomatiseerde penicilline bepaling op basis van de enzymatische hydrolyse van
penicilline naar het corresponderende penicillinezuur. Oe ontwikkelde methode is
geëvalueerd voor toepassing in de farmaceutische kwaliteitscontrole, met behulp van
het in hoofdstuk 5 beschreven validatie systeem. Een volledige beschrijving van de
procedure en het uiteindelijke rapport van de validatie worden gegeven. Het
gebruiksdoel van de bepaling vereist een maximale totale fout van 10%. De validatie
procedure toont aan dat de analyse methode voor het grootste deel van het
concentratie bereik aan deze eis voldoet.
Het laatste hoofdstuk bevat een algemene discussie van de resultaten van het
onderzoek. Het validatie systeem heeft in de praktijk goed gewerkt en blijkt flexibel
genoeg om toegepast te kunnen worden op verschillende analytische technieken. Ook
worden een aantal mogelijke uitbreidingen van het ontwikkelde validatie systeem
besproken.
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1

Voor een volledige, kwantitatieve validatie van de uitkomsten van analytisch
chemische bepalingen is de beschikbaarheid van een goede referentie, in de
vorm van een referentie matenaal of een referentie methode, essentieel
(dit proefschrift)

2

In de analytische literatuur wordt, bij het gebruik van gewichten voor een kleinste
kwadraten regressie, ten onrechte vaak slechts gesproken over een uniforme
vanantie en een vanantie die proportioneel is met de te bepalen grootheid,
aangezien in de praktijk meestal sprake is van een situatie die ligt tussen deze
beide modellen
(dit proefschrift)

3

Een onvoldoende kennis van en inzicht in de grootte van de vanantie van de
verschillende deelprocessen van het analyseproces en de afhankelijkheid ervan
tot andere grootheden, zoals tijdsverloop en concentratieniveau, is een belangrijke
oorzaak van fouten in de statistische verwerking van analysegegevens

4

Het algoritme dat door Mark, Noms en Williams gegeven wordt voor de bepaling
van de ware 'accuracy' in het geval er drie ongecorreleerde methoden beschikbaar
zijn, is met toepasbaar voor de door henzelf geschetste situatie waann er tussen
de methoden systematische afwijkingen bestaan
(H Merk, К Norris, Ρ С Williams, 'Methods of Determining the True Accuracy of Analytical Methods',
Analytical Chemistry, 61 (19B9) 398-403)

5

De opmerking van Doerffel en Hebisch dat 'accuracy' gezien moet worden als
een kwalitatieve eigenschap, gaat voorbij aan het feit dat bij de beslissing over
deze aan-, dan wel de afwezigheid van deze eigenschap een kwantitatieve
beslissmgsgrens gehanteerd zal moeten worden
(K Doerffel, Я Hebisch, 'Detection of systematic errors by weighted regression', Fresenius 2
Anal Chem 331 (1988) 510-512)

6.

Discussies over de gewenste mogelijkheden van expert systemen en over de
vraag of een bepaald systeem een expert systeem genoemd kan worden, worden
vaak gefrustreerd door het ontbreken van een eenduidige en objectieve definitie
van het begrip 'expert'.

7. Met het streven van veel laboratoria om een erkenning door STERLAB te verkrijgen, lijkt een heropleving van de in de 13/14" eeuw ontstane gilden te zijn
ontstaan.
(E.J. van Kampen, 'Gilde en Certificering toen en nu', LAB/ABC november 7987,5-6)

8. In het licht van de bovenstaande stelling krijgt de opvatting dat de analytische
chemie een ambacht is, een extra grond.

9.

Het rijden op de autosnelweg met een snelheid van 120 km/uur en het gebruik
van een mistachterlicht is een onzinnige en niet toegestane combinatie.

10. Het feit dat Iemand weinig spraakzaam is, wil nog niet zeggen het een
nietszeggend persoon is.

11. Het besluit van het college der decanen om, per 1 september 1989, de verplichting
tot het bijvoegen van stellingen bij een wetenschappelijk proefschrift te laten vallen,
betekent weliswaar een vermindering van de inspanning voor de promovendus,
maar ook een vermindering van de ontspanning voor de lezer.
(Promotleregellng van de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, 25 augustus 1989)

